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PREFACE

The subjects dealt with in the following pages are various,
yet the reader will probably be quick to note an important
omission. I have, generally speaking, avoided politics;
the present state of parties and political opinion in Quebec
has been purposely left outside my scope. For nothing,
it seems to me, has served more to give other com-
munities an erroneous notion of this Province than the
occasional vehemence of local party feeling and the
perversities of certain politicians.

I recall a distinguished compatriot, Sir Adolphe Routhier,
saying, many years ago, " L\umur exagiri de la politique

est un defaut (Xuibecquois." And it is precisely because, in

my opinion, this passion is rapidly yielding to the conscious-
ness of nobler aptitudes, that 1 hesitate to record any
fleeting phases of political feeling which an outsider
might so easily misinterpret.

Rouge and Bleu no longer have any significance, and
Liberal, Conservative and Nationalist often cover the
same general sentiment and aspiration. The truth is, the

Quibecquois are becoming engrossed in other things than

fS4*;c



^"' PREFACE

politics. Their ideals may not have changed, but their pre-
occupations are elsewhere. To-day those are held to be
the true leaders and benefactors of their race who are
engaged in upbuilding tlie State-those practical spirits
who are clearing and tilling the wilderness, who are
founding towns, establishing industries, opening schools
building roads, and spreading enlightenment and pros-
perity. They are the men to whom the people will give
their suffrages, whatever party label they bear.

I have ventured to employ the term " Quebecquer "
in

referring to The English-speaking and « Quebecquois "
to

the French-speaking element in the Province. These
terms seem to offer rather less confusion than "English "

and « French " when treating of a people who, save in
respect of language, are to-day properly neither the one
nor the other.

JJuEBEC House,

Westerham,

Sfptemler 13M, 191 2.
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QUEBEC
CHAPTER I

ON THE THRESHOLD
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J QUEBEC

Local pride, local patriotum, local institutions are again

becoming forces in modern civilisation, and there is no

reason why the nine separate countries which make

up the Dominion or even, if you choose, the Empire—of

Canada—should not each develop its moral and material

destiny on its own plan—each endeavouring to emulate

the other in the virtues of civilisation and citizenship. As

to the political status of Quebec-that, like Manitoba or

Nova Scotia, is now fixed and, notwithstanding the speeches

of irresponsible demagogues, and as far as human intelli-

gence can foresee, immutable.

It is from this standpoint, then, that the prtsent volume

is written. I propose to take the reader through all parts

of this vast Province of Quebec, through the heart of which

courses one of the mightiest rivers in the world, from the

Strait of Belle Isle to Temi:caming, and from Rupert

River to the borders of Vermo.it. I shall endeavour to

show him what manner of country this is in the seconu

decade of the twentieth century, iti natur;! features, its

cities, towns, and villages ; its institutions, its commerce

and industries, and the character and peculiarities of its

people. Quebec's past and Quebec's present, notable

as both are, are yet, I am convinced, only processes in a

development which will make and keep this one of the

most illustrious and affluent of all the British States in

the Western World.

It is noteworthy that the names Canada and Canadian,

borne by the land and the people of the Confederation

from Halifax to the far Klondike, were originaUy confined

i
I



THE LARGEST PROVINCE
3

to the district now known a, the Province of QuebecEven today many Quebccquoi, regard themselve, a, the
true Canadian! and their country the true Canada. Thename Quebec, whose u.c by Europeans dates from Cham-
plam . v,„t ,n .6og, was first given .0 the settlement known

Province""'"
'° " '*'"""' "'* '^"""^ '° "" "="''"=

In extent Quebec, excluding the newly added territory
of Ungava, » a, large as the British Isles. France andBelgium umted, 346,875 square miles ; comprising Ungava,
.t IS the largest province in the Dominion of Canada
t hes o„ Both bank, of the River St. Lawrence, and it,

on the edge of Labrador to Lake Abitibi on the west

J.ry- '"''
u.'!""

^'' ''^P"='' ''"" 'he Conquestand the temtory which in the course of its history has beenknown successively a, New France, a.. Canada, as Lower
Canada, and now a, the Province of Quebec, has largely
preserved the racial and religious character imparted to itby Its founders. Ju,t as the ancestor, of those founder, inconquermg England. faUed to make it Norman in speechand mstitution,, so have the Engli,h failed to make Quebec
English and Prote,tant. But at the era of the Norman
Conquest there was no difference of religion to prevent afusion; graduaUy the two race, blended, as Briton and

' It i. undoubt«lly derivcJ from an Algonquin v,ord K.btk mewin, .

fee ,. of fe,u.„, occurrence in Canadian nomenclature : e.g. L'OrenZc

if

f;

II

ii it
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Saxon had prcviou.ly blended. No .uch fusion ha. a. yet

taken place in Quebec, which i. to-day. a, far a, m tongu .

it, trait., and it. mode of faith are concerned, a Galhc

'°A«Ling to the laten estimate. (191O there dwelt in

this Province

—

Of French origin

Of English „

Of Irish

Of Scotch

Of various other origins

A total of

If we consider r-ligion we shall find the Roman Catholic

Church claiming of this total no fewer than .,705,000

adherents, or the bulk of the French and Ir.sh population^

In the Canadian Parliament the Provmce is represented

by twenty-four members of the Senate and sixty-five of

the House of Common,. Quebec ^onstuute, » »ort o^

italon for Federal representation. Since Confederation,

t .867. Quebec enjoys the right P^P'^'^y °*

^'"f'"f
,ixty-fiv; member, to the Dominion House of Commons,

"t each census the number of the representative, of the

other province, is adjusted according to ^he augmentation

or dim^inution of the Quebec population D>«"«g.f
">

the rale in Ontario, these members need not be residents

in the constituency they are chosen to represent, a cir-

cumstance which give, the electorate a far wider scope

to secure poUti.al ability.
t , i i,„,»nant-

Thc Provincial Government consists of a Lieutenant



THE SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT
5

Governor appointed by the Governor-General for a
term of five year., and of two Houses, the Legislative
l-ouncil of twenty-four members appointed by the
Crown for life, .md the Legislative Assembly elected
hy the people for a term of five years. The system
resembles that of the Dominion at Ottawa, and an
Executive Council of the Ministry is responsible to the
legislature. This Cabinet has nine members.
The Provincial Legislature possesses jurisdiction over

direct taxation, provincial officers, the management of
provincial lands, prisons, hospitals, and asylums ; municipal
institutions, local improvements, education, and matters
affecting property and civil rights. For the administration
of justice, the Governor-General appoints the judges of
the superior, district, and county courts, their salaries
being fixed and paid by 'he Dominion Government The
judges of the Court of Quebec must, nevertheless, be
selected from the bar of the Pr< - -nee. The administration
of justice, regarding the .-onstitution, maintenance, and
organisation of provincial courts, both civil and criminal
IS left to the Province, and there arc also county courts
of hmited jurisdiction. Police magistrates and justices arc
appointed by the Provincial Government. The distinction
between barristers and solicitors does not exist in Quebec
both practising under the common title of advocat- In
Parliament and law, the use of the dual languages is
permitted

;
in the Courts particularly, French is more

generally employed. Admission to practise rests entirely
in the hands of the General Council of the Bar of the
Province of Quebec, and all applicants, including even those

f

£ t i:
'

m

i

''11

111



6 QUEBEC

already possessing a degree, must serve a term articled to

a practising advocate. So much, in broad outlines, for the

Provincial system.

If we sail up the River St. Lawrence we approacli this

great country as its discoverer, Jacques Cartier, the St.

Male mariner, approached it in his voyage of 1535. At

present there is no port at which we disembark until almost

the very heart of the Province has been reached. Even

Rimouski is midway between east and west.

The first impression of Canada of thousands upon

thousands of visitors and immigrants are the villages on

the banks of the St. Lawrence—which, even seen from

afar, are so unlike other villages on this continent and so

wonderfully alike to each other. They are commonly built

on a small promontory, but are as often slightly in the rear

of the river, and partly obscured by trees. Their first

distinguishing characteristic is the parish church, with its

spire covered with tin, which glitters in the sunlight ;
then

the whiteness of the cottages, whether due to paint or

whitewash, and the green jalousies of many, so reminiscent

of rural France. Scores of these settlements pass in moving

panorama before the eye—their unity of character is arrest-

ing. Between these villages lie long narrow strips of tilled

ground—sown with barley, with oats, with fatates (they are

not pommes de tene in Quebec Province), turnips or cabbages

—or simply grazing land, the farms of the habitants. At

intervals there are clumps of spruce, birch, and maple, and

cascades of water leaping from the high ground into the river.

These narrow farms, or Urres as they are called, which



NOTABLE FECUNDITY
7

are such a feature of the .'andscape, were originally 3 arpents
w.de by 30 deep. The lineal arpent being 19, English
teet, these early farms were thus about 200 yards wide to
over a mile long, back from the river. According to the
coutume de Paris property is shared equally by the children

;

these narrow strips became still narrower by subdivision,
each heir desinng to get river frontage and also a share of
marsh-land, arable land, pasture, and bush or woodland.
The dwehngs vyere then built along the high road, which
ran parallel to the river and in front of the farms. Natur-
ally there were no or but few intervals of uncultivation,
or of undivided property, and so ill French Canada came
to present the aspect of two continuous villages along both
banks of the St. Lawrence.
But back of these ranges or concessions, which with

the common land added extend inland from two to
ten miles, ,s a second range of settlements, often Irish
and Scotch, and beyond these again are the colons or
pioneers whom continued subdivision has squeezed out
of the old patrimonial farms, and who have carved out
new ones far back in the wilderness.

What other races have achieved by the sword or by com-
mercial enterprise, the French-Canadians have reached
by sheer fecundity. In 1763 they numbered 69,000 souls,
considering the circumstances in which they were placed
It would not have been astonishing if their numbers had
been but slightly augmented or even had diminished
History ,s full of instances of isolated peoples gradually
declining. But what has happened here f The 69,000 have
attained to over a million and a half in this Province alone

i



8 QUEBEC

nearly a million in the adjoining republic, while, having

invaded Ontario, the increase of population shown by the

census in that province is chiefly due to the French-

Canadians.'

Many anecdotes—some of them doubtless apocryphal

—

are rebted of this fecundity of the Quebec race. But it

III is on record that in 1904 a mother of Ste. Famille d'Amond

gave birth to her twenty-ninth infant. Albeit, of this

number, only fourteen survived. Families of twenty arc

common enough. I met a couple at St. Hyacinthe who,

although both well under forty, had been blessed with

twenty-one olive branches. The present Bishop of Quebec,

Mgr Roy, is one of a family of twenty. One of the

notable beneficiaries of the Mercier law for the encourage-

ment of fecundity, a Mme Sylvain, of Beauce, has given

birth to twenty-three without losing one ! By this piece

of paternal (or should one say maternal F) legislation the

Government granted until lately a hundred acres of land

to each father or mother of twelve living children.''

As he pursues his way, no traveller can fail to be struck

by the significant nomenclature of the Province, or to com-

' Both M. Siegfried and M. Lionnet point out that this exceptional birth-

rate in counterbalanced by an abnormal infantile mortality. But this, t was

glad to observe, i« being checked. In 1903 more than a third of the total

deaths in the Province (381 per 1000) were of infants under 5 years. In

191 1, owing to a propaganda of enlightenment on the part of the doctors

and two or three societies, the rate had been greatly reduced.

» Sec Liitt alphabiliqut dis noms of 3400 familln de diuze nfint! z'k-ji.n

rtconntifs cjidellment depuh I'originr de la lot Mercier en 1 890.

The lists are never complete, as many Quebecquois dwelling far from the

Government free lands, or not desiring the gift, do not malie their prowess

known.



EUPHONIOUS PLACE-NAMES 9

pare it with the grotesque or meaningless names current to

the south of the border. One passes through a succession

of villages and hamlets full of the holiest and saintliest

associations. Our Lord, the Virgin Mary, the apostles,

saints, and martyrs lend a nominal lustre to many bare

and lonely spots, whose single sign of grace is the narre

they bear. And how beautiful these names so often are

—

L'Ange Gardien, St. Hyacinthe, L'Epiphanie, St. Cccile,

St. Celestin, L'Assomption, St. Raphael, He Jesus ! Yet
not the Church alone is laid under contribution—moun-
tains, rivers, lakes, and settlements in all parts of the

Province instantly tell their tale of the past—of hero or

deed or legend. Pointe aux Trembles, Sauk au Recollet,

Carillon, Chute au Blondeau, Calumet, Riviere au Chien,
Bout de I'lle, Portage du Fort, Le Tableau. Even in those

patronymics of founders which too often, in New Eng-
land and Ontario, make one shudder, how sonorous are

Longueuil and Richelieu, Beauharnois and Contrccceur,

Duvernay and Montmorenc; !

One more preliminary word before we set foot on the soil

of Quebec Province, thus peopled by a race which is to-day

proud call itself British, and yet i« not Anglo-Saxon.

Who, precisely, were the ancestors of this numerically

predominating population f We know that some thousands
of French men and women emigrated from France to

Canada in the seventeenth century. What were their status

and character ? And from what part of France did they
come f

If we are to credit La Hontan, that early and not too

veracious chronicler, some of the emigrants sent out to
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Canada by the French Government belonged to the
criminal classes. Such an accusation has been hotly resented
and indeed disproved, albeit there is nothing inherently

unlikely or prejudicial in the statement. The so-called
" criminal classes " of any European country, and par-
ticularly of France, in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and even in the eighteenth, must have comprised
a large element in the population who were struggling

bravely but helplessly against the pitiless economic
conditions of the time. One thing may i premised, the
men and women who came to New France left Old France
largely for the reasons which impel the bulk of European
immigrants of a later date, and not from those motives
which sent forth the Puritans into New England. They
did not flee to escape religious persecution, although in

the beginning a few Huguenots were amongst their number.
Nor was there ever any considerable infusion of the

military class, caused by the disbanding of French regiments
in the colony. A few discharged soldiers there un-
doubtedly were, a few discharged prisoners, a few adveu-
turers without calling ; but on the whole the early French
colonists were industrious peasants, weary of old-world
conditions, and hoping to find greater comfort and hap-
piness in the new land across the sea. I dare say the
host led by Moses towards the Promised Land was of the
same character. People speak of the attractive cajolery

of the tventieth- century emigration propaganda as if

it were a new thing, but its methods and its literature

are as old as emigration itself. The agents of Richelieu

and the Company told the wondering peasants of Nor-
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" held always under the rule of a father, in the main well-

meaning and kind, sometimes generous, sometimes neglect-

ful, often capricious, and rarely very wise." The historian

of the Old Regime draws an unflattering comparison between
the French-Canadian and the sturdy, self-reliant colonist

of New England, without, however, doing justice to the
actual achievements in discovery, colonisation, and govern-
ment of the former. It will be found that the men who
led successful expeditions into New England, who defeated
the Iroquois on their own ground and by their own methods,
and who invaded with conspicuous courage and intelligence

the wilderness solitudes of west and north, were French-
Canadian colonists and the sons of colonists.

From the first their independence was shown in their dis-

avowal of the term paysan and their dislike of the term
Toturier. They wished to be known simply as habitant,

originally applied to those fishermen and fur-hunters who
dwelt in the country to distinguish them from the crews
who returned each season to France.'

And liabitants the bulk of the rural people continue to

be to-day."

' I have elsewhere noted a similar distinction between the livyers (i.e, live-

heres) of Labrador and the visiting iisheriiien.

' The term habitant is restricted to the man who has land in the country
ar, cultivates it himself. Artisans and day-labourers living in the country
are not habitants.
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Seminiiry, the Governor's garden, the Post Office, the
monument to Champkin, the Chateau Frontenac, the
long line of Dufferin Terrace overhanging the cliff, with
its kiosks and the Wolfo-Montcalm Monument, and above
these the Citadel.

According to the lait census (191 1) Quebec has a popu-
lation of over 78,000, an increase in the decade of more
than 9000 souls—so that this city, for all its memories
.ind all its aloofness, is being pressed into the movement.
One observes, here and there, efforts to " similate it to
other twentieth-century cities on the continent. The
chief streets are threaded by electric tram-cars, the hoard-
ings announce "The Merry Widow" at the Academy
of Music, played by an American comic opera company

;

there are " departmental stores," and a throng of women
struggling to gain entrance to a " bargain sale." There is

an evening newspaper with an assortment of stunning
headlines ("scare-heads"), there are ice-cream parlours
and the Salvation Army. But Quebec's dignity remains
undisturbed

; the city refuses to be affected by such trifles.

Just as one begins to think its apparent individuality
chiefly due to its unique situation, and that it may not
be so very different from other cities, that the people may
be just like the people of Toronto or Winnipeg, you turn
a corner ind—voild la difference ! A religious procession
passes, and priests and acolytes, the crosses and the
tapers move before your vision, move in the middle
of the street, (suddenly withdrawn from other traffic and
so converted into a broad and silent aisle,) while to your
right and left men, women, and children are dropping in
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have dwelt in the shadow of the Citadel—a literary group,
of whom I shall speak hereafter—larger and more prolific

than that of any other city of its size in the Weitern
Hemisphere. And always the past is the note which they
strike—chronicles, souvenirs, laudations, regrets.

Yet Quebec i» not a sad city withal ; it only seems, in

the very midst of its gaieties, preoccupied with visions.

yurlvc, ca'ur librf ct ficr, ctcur lani craintr i-t sjni fjuw

I'arnii tant dc combats fidilc aux beaux wrmcnti

!

Quebrc, la villc laintc, oH lout montt « I'clivc

Ot) loin dn vits calculi ct de Tor des pechii

L'Ame du vieux payi vera le Ciet dam ud rcvc

Suit la lluche de tea clocheri !
*

Look out from your window at the Chateau Frontenac,

or take your stand upon the Tc-, 'cc upon .i summer after-

noon. Beneath you are clustered the sag-roofed houses

of the Lower Town—a veritable bit of Normandy—with
quaint dormer windows, wooden bridges from roof to roof,

chimneys and coigns hugging the dark rock, and streets

of the narrowest. Beyond is the wide splendour of the
St. Lawrence, dotted with ships and steamers and red-sailed

smaller craft. And then as a background are the populous
heights of Levis, the gentle Isle of Orlear. the villages

of the Cote de Beaupre, and ranges of mountains in

perspective, wearing their clouds like mantles.

From this vision let us descend to the ceremonial episodes

of the streets. Suppose it to be a holy day and the

shops shut. One spring morning, all unprepared for such

' Gustave Didicr.
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an immense number of devotees of the various churches

of the Upper Town, bareheaded and telling their beads.

One notes that a large number of banners carried in the

procession are beautifully embroidered and represent the

most fervent sentiments of the Catholic faith. A detach-

ment of the Zouave Independent Corps, in command of

a picturesque Chevalier, formerly a Papal Zouave, and

several cx-Zouaves, marched in the procession in uniform

as a guard of honour to the Blessed Sacrament.

Leaving the Basilica, the procession marches along

Buade Street, down to the Ramparts, to St. Patrick's

Church, where the Sacrament is placed in the repository

and the benediction is solemnised. Afterwards the pro-

cession re-forms in the same order and returns to the

Basilica by another route.

Remember, this we see is only a single procession. Other

congregations are also marching in other parts of the city.

The parishes of St. Jean Baptiste, St. Roch, and St.

Sauveur, also of Cap Blanc, are marching in similar

processions carrying the Blessed Sacrament in great pomp

and solemnity through the principal streets.

No wonder the rector, the priests and professors of

Laval can point to these frequently recurring popular

manifestations of piety as a proof that greater enlighten-

ment has not uprooted the rituals of the people.

A sombre and solid group of buildings, with entrances

hidden away mysteriously in side streets, threaded by dark

passages and full of bare corridors
;
grey buildings perched

upon the primeval rock, from vhose quadrangles and class-

rooms you catch sounds of student recitations and student
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under the " special protection of the Blessed Virgin,"

and its fete patronale is that of the Immaculate Conception.

Later, in 1873, it was " consecrated solemnly to the Sacred

Heart of Jesus." There is a branch of Laval at Montreal

which has now grown into an independent university.

It is impressive—the difference in the spirit of this great

college of learning and that of McGill and the other

English universities of Canada
;
yet youth, whether it be

taught by priest or layman, whether steeped in theology or

surrounded ly purely secular influences, is very much the

same. T)ie human boy at the Seminary of Quebec is not

so very imlike, in high spirits, in his romps and in his

malice, his blue-gowned congener of Christ's Hospital.

The masters, too, I found charming and companionable,

with far more worldliness on the surface than you would

expect. But one felt that down in the depths there was

passionate zeal and sincerity. You might think that it was

difficult, it not impossible, for real broad-mindedness to

exist amongst teachers who flout Descartes and Spinoza

and most modern philosophers, until we recall that Newman

and Manning are not commonly considered men of narrow

outlook or exiguous minds.

Even Quebec, like Montreal, cannot resist structural

clianges. Old buildings—fmctified by time and tradition

—

disappear, and new ones ascend in their stead. There has

been a great deal of building within recent years in Quebec.

The splendid Parliament buildings displaced nothing, for

they are outside the walls, but the Chateau Frontenac

occupies a historic site, that of the old Chateau St. Louis;

and on the ground where the new City Hall stands was the
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spirit moved these holy ladies in their passion for change

and improvement. One would have thought that if any

spot in Quebec would have remained untouched until it

crumbled, it was this chapel, where the brave Montcalm

was buried in a grave made by a shell which had burst during

the bombardment. When I was last here there seemed no

urgent need for its demolition. However, the transform-

ation has been wrought discreetly, and I hope the structure

may remain intact for centuries to come. All the ornamen-

tation of the former chapel, in the style of the period

(Louis XIV) with its original antique gilding, remains to

recall the splendour of the Old Regime. The decorated

colonnade, the elaborately carved pulpit, and the bas-

reliefs of the panels of the sanctuary doors and on the bases

of the columns, were the work of a native Canadian artist,

Noel Levasseur. There, at that very altar, on June 1 8th,

1700, was celebrated for the first time in the New World

the feast of the Sacre-Cocur. The words Demands Mot far

le Crvur de Mon Fib, inscribed in the circular window above

the altar and in the marble medaUion outside the chapel,

form the divine invitation to the founders of the nunnery,

Marie Guyart de I'lncarnation, the " St. Theresa of the

New World," and Mme de la Peltrie, in 1639. There are a

number of large and strildng paintings on the wall. One of

these—the artist has represented St. Thais under the

features of the famous Dccliesse de la Valliere—could not

have found a more appropriate niche than the chapel of the

Old Monastery. During twelve years, the Ursr.lines of

Quebec prayed and did penance for the conversion of that

Magdalen, who expiated her sinful life by seventeen long
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troops, an Intcndant with a superior council and inferior

court, a Commissary of Marines and other officers, and a

Superintendent of Waters and Forests, whose jurisdiction

is certainly the largest in the world ; merchants in easy

circumstances, or at least living as if they were, a bishop,

a seminary, and three convents. Other circles elsewhere

are as brilliant as those surrounding the Governor and

Intendant. On the whole, it seems to me there are for all

classes the means of passing the time agreeably. Every one

contributes to his utmost, people amuse themselves with

games and excursions, using caliches in summer, sledges

and skates in winter. There is a great deal of hunting, for

many gentle folks have no other resources for living in

comfort. The news from Europe occupies a great part of

the year, furnishing subjects of conversation of the past

and future."

" The Canadians," continues this eye-witness, " breathe

from their birth the air of liberty, which renders them very

agreeable in social intercourse. Nowhere else is our language

spoken with greater purity. One observes here no defective

accent. There are here no rich people ; every one is

hospitable, and no one amuses himself with making money.

If a person cannot afford to entertain friends at table,

he at least endeavours to dress well."

There is little, if anything, of the foregoing which might

not be said of Quebec City to-day. At Spencer Wood, his

official residence, recently much enlarged and beautified.

Sir Francois Langelier, who may be considered the lineal

successor of Frontenac and Murray, holds his circle.

Quebec has been fortunate in her Lieutenant-Governors,
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A dark plump <if;urc under middle height, surmounted
by a large head, «ith a pair of wonderful dark eyes—no

one was ever five minutes with Sir Lomcr Gouin without

coming under the spell of a truly magnetic personality.

To a cultivated mind, a courtesy and a personal probity

that has never been challenged, the Premier joins an in-

flexible will, which easily gives him predominance amongst

his colleagues. If he lack the personal picturcsqucness

of Sir Wilfrid Lauricr, he has many of that statesman's

qualities, and even the Conservatives admit t!.c practical

success of his administration.'

It is at the cosy, unpretentious Garrison Club, close to

the St. Louis Gate, that one meets the officers of the

garrison and the representative lawyers, merchants, and

officials. One might say that one meets here these not of

the city or even of the Province alone, but, from time to

time, of all Canada. The prevailing tone is English, and

English speech is that which one hears almost exclusively,

despite the fact that there are as many Quebecquois mem-
bers as Quebecquers. But there are occasions when the

French language prevails, and in the reception ! t
tacitly reserved to the Quebecquois members one ; ; ^••

hears anything else. And this is symptomatic.

A French writer, M. Paul Meyer, relates that once,

travelling in Wales, he shared a railway compartment with

> In 1905 the consolidated debt of the Province was $34,731,000. At

the beginning of 1912 it had been reduced to $35,412,000. No new loan

has been negotiated since the Gouin Gorrrnnient came to power in 1905,

but, on the other hand, Mverat previous loans, negotiated under preceding

administrations, have been reimbursed within the last six years. There is a

surplus of ulKjut a million dollars a year.
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that spoken by ourselves after we had purged it of An -li-

cisms and other impurities. The love of the mother tc i^ue

seemed to Rivard a bond strong enough to unite divers

groups of French origin in North America, produce

sympathy amongst them, and enable them to advance

together towards a common goal.

A few years later, on settling in Quebec, Mr. Rivard

opened his mind on the question to the Church authorities,

but many difficulties and obstacles were cast in his path,

and it was not until 1902, through the co-operation of

Abbe Lortie, that the Societe du Parler Fran^ais au

Canada was founded and the University of Laval gave it

its blessing.

Is the Ungual vindication we are witnessing !a Quebec

to-day perchance also an answer—a defiant counter-

blast to the speech of Cardinal Bourne of Westminster

before the Eucharistic Congress in Montreal in 1910 i

In that speech the Cardinal suggested to the French-

Canadians that the destiny of Canada was to be English

in speech, and that they with the rest should assist in the

progress of the English tongue. He put it delicately—he

put it on high religious grounds

:

" In other words, the future of the Church in this

country, and its consequent reaction upon the older

countries in Europe, will depend to an enormous degree

upon the extent to which the power, influence, and prestige

of the English language and literature can be definitely

placed upon the side of the Catholic Church."

At all events, Quebec took alarm. They had long been

accustomed to attacks upon the French language by
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Ontarians, bu. this was an attack from a new and unexpected
quarter, and they hastened to repel it.

"Pe"ed

"They teU us," cried one perfervid orator, "that weare but a handful of people-that we are fatally dest nldto disappear. Why obstinately continue the struggle"We are only a handful, it is true, but it is not in the schoolof Christ that I for one, have learnt to reckon right andmorahty according to numbers and riches. We !re buta handful ,t ,s true, but we respect ourselves for whatwe are, and we, too, have the right to live
"

Passionately, then, the Quebecquois reject the idea ofbeing swaUowed up, as other races, or fragments of raceshave been, by a rival and alien race. Left to themselves
I am inclined to doubt whether the people would hardonevery much to stem the tide of natural forces and natura
endencies. It is impossible that they should desire to isolate
themselves permanently from their English-speaking fellow-
subjects. I do not think they do : I think the tendency

and this will become more prevalent when the English inturn, take to speaking French. Certain powerfu! dLi-

theVencf
1'^'"^'='

""''t
'^"""'^'"^'^ *^^ »"'- '^^^t

aith r-l
?"^'^' ''/^' ''^'^"""^ °f '^' Catholic

taith.
(

La Langue est la sauvegarde de la Foi.") Is thistruly the case
? Adherence to any form of religious beire

•s largely a matter of inheritance and hardly of nationality

ZdTT.^T "" "'""" °' '°°' Catholics in CanadIand the States who are not French-speaking. Indeed onewould have said that the too-intimate culf of the Fr'ench
written language would have involved a familiarity with

I ill
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the views of the millions of French-speaking atheists and

agnostics.

No : what the hierarchy, which is composed of very able

men, means is that for the French language to be spoken

exclusively in Quebec Province is the safeguard of their

authority, of their benevolent power over the lives, the

thoughts, and the actions of the French-speaking population

of Quebec. It is not so much depth of faith they desire,

nor even the intelligent zeal and self-sacrifice of thousands

of convinced Romanists they seek, as the docihty and

subordination of their flocks. That is a natural ecclesi-

astical ideal, but one cannot help a suspicion that they

underrate the moral and intellectual potentiality of the

Quebecquois, and that to keep him uni-lingual is to

interpose a sinister barrier between him and our common

destiny.

Easy it is to comprehend the attitude of Mr. Bourassa,

the poets, and the idealists. Putting aside all personal

and selfish reasons, they believe in solidarity because

they believe in the superior virtues and the superior ideals

of their own people. They are repelled by the gross and

vulgar materialism they see around them; they compare

their own simplicity, their love of literature, their passionate

fidelity to their own past, their politer and more orderly

deportment, with the rude, dollar-seeking Philistinism of

the Yankee and his Canadian imitator, and they are proud

of their own people. " The French-Canadian," writes one

of them, " usually begins to deteriorate from the moment

of his intimate contact with his English-speaking neighbours.

Not only his manners, but his joie de vivre are gone."
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CHAPTER III

THE FRENCH LANGUAGE

" I.anguc de La Fontaine, tt Corneillc, et Racine,

Pour arraciier dc nous ta puissante racine,

U faudrait arraclicr notre ame et notre esprit.

•' La langue est cternelle en ma bouche cphcmire i

Car le devoir, c'est de leguer cc qu'on apprit,

Et les mots que je sais me viennent de ma m^re.'

Leon Lorkain.

Twice daily is the spacious Drill Hall in the Grande Allee

thronged, during the sessions of the great Congres du

Parler Fran?ais. This Congress is only a manifestation

by the Quebecquois of his increasing pride in his

nationality, and his desired isolation, as well as of his

fear—or the fear of aspiring spokesmen—that his lingual

assimilation to the EngUsh-Canadian would be foUowed

by a moral and religious assimilation.

Delegates have come from all parts of Canada and from

America. Before the HaU a huge white arch has been

erected, which, adorned by mottoes and flags, forms an

imposing entrance to a colonnaded driveway, especially

attractive at night, when the whole is brilliantly illumi-

nated by electric lights. We enter a huge auditorium,

profusely decorated with flags and inscriptions, packed

with a well-dressed, prosperous-looking assemblage. On

the platform is a bandstand, where the musicians discourse
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a few words, a distinguished layman, Sir Adolphe

Routhier, advances, and in well-chosen language intro-

duces the orator for this particular evening—-M. Etienne

Lamy—whereat the cheering bursts out afresh.

As the learned Academician begins his lengthy allo-

cution, I notice several turning to their neighbours and

nodding their heads. One near me obviously finds it diffi-

cult to follow the speaker. The accent is so strange, so

fine, so different from the broad, almost rotund speech of

the Quebecquoib.

Day after day, during the session, the Congress is ad-

dressed by many distinguished and talented speakers,

dealing with all phases of French-Canadian interest—his-

torical and literary traditions ; the economic and political

situation of French-Canadians in the United States;

the exercise of the recognised rights of the French language

in Canada ; the French of Louisiana ; the position of the

Acadians ; the Catholic Church and the problems of the

national language ; the mission of the French language in

the United States ; the French language and the future

of the race ; the French language in Ontario ; the language

as the safeguard of religion, traditions, and nationality; and

dozens of other themes. And the most arresting feature of it

all is the breathless attention given to every one of these

essays by a rapt audience. Throughout half a dozen at a

time, enough to fill thirty to fifty newspaper columns, they

will sit with no signs of wandering interest or impatience.

It will hardly be believed, in a genera*=on intolerant

of verse, what an amazing amount of poet / the Congress

has evoked, and how gladly these audiences have suffered
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it. Poet after poet has ascended the platform and read outh. o„g.„al stanzas of weU-nigh interminable length ever^felicitous turn, every pracefi.l 1,„. u ^
salvoes of appkuse

^ ""' ''''"« ?'""*'' >>/

More than anything does the bearing of these vastaudiences convince me of the innate finess, of the F enchCanadian race-which centuries of expatriation andW
j.p have not destroyed-which the artistic opportunftes

rauSerdJre.^'"'^"'^'^'^^^"--'''-^-
While the Quebecquois, declared Archbishop Br„chesin a lengthy address, "never think of imposinrou;tongue on any one, we preserve it as a natural righ by theConstitution which governs ii, ,n^ , k- i,

^ ^
usage. The British flarp/otec^s it arhtorr'"'

"'

Jgion our churches, anf o'ur prirst" U/SeBWt::
flag, but long ive, too, the French languagl"

^

to rob us of what is ours, we should respond with annergy truly French and a determination truly B hishWhat we have, we'll hold.' We recognise the ri^ ofno one to make the French-Canadians of the Prov nc ofQuebec pause and to teU them: 'Beyond thoseTr^you are no longer at homp ' W„ T "'''"

L n J ,
^^ "^ ^^ home everywheren Canada-wherever the British flag carries in its glTrtufolds our sacred rights baptised in our blood."

This last IS intended as an answer to those who insistupon the French-Canadians being restricted to Qu beTYet nothing is more certain than if the French leavQuebec their solidarity will be lost, and not only hei
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language, but their character will be submerged. It is in

vain for Mr. Bourassa and Mgr Mathieu to urge the

setting up of French-speaking communities throughout the

North-West. Such are, considering the nature of the soil,

as foredoomed to failure as the planting of palm trees

on the shores of Hudson Bay.

M. Maurice Barres calls the survival of the French

language and nationality in Canada a " miracle." It is

indeed a miracle, and to those of us who have learnt to

value the ethnic flowers of modern civilisation, a beneficent

miracle. But it is a miracle not to be repeated in the North-

West. It is not to be repeated anywhere else on the world's

surface to-day. What the French have won in Quebec

they have won in the course of centuries. There is a rare

historic quality in their achievement which makes it precious

and worth at any price the keeping. The whole world

would be the poorer if their language and individuality lost

an inch of ground, or (as Cardinal Bourne said), "were

that tongu ;, so long the one exponent of religion, culture,

and progress in this land, ever to lose any portion of the

consideration and cultivation which it now enjoys in

Canada." We can no more reproduce elsewhere the Quebec

system than we can reproduce Feudalism or the social

regime of our English grandfathers.

But for what the French-Canadian is to-day in the

Province of Quebec let us, as Canadians, be grateful.

No one who has travelled through the Province and ob-

served the manners and customs of the people generally

but must have sighed for an approximation to their virtues

in his own race ; must have asked himself, paraphrasing
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ikould be grammatical, and let us not have half-pronounced

words and cut phrases pass uncorrected."

The English element which has entered into the Que-

becquois' speech concerns the objects and conditions around

him for which old French—the French of his ancestors

—

provides the equivalent—things of modern life. He speaks,

for example, of a " railroad " or a " steamboat " (it has even

been written /(»ffl/-boat !), he gets tn borde the train. He

Galliciscs English verbs Je vats le shunter (of a shunter),

ft vats le plugger or smasher. A certain transcendent

person or thing is malaise a beater. These are but a

few instances at random to illustrate the tendencies of the

people in speaking their mother-tongue.

On the whole, one gathers that the idea of the leaders

is by no means to revert to the archaic French introduced

by the gentry of the first settlement, but rather to keep

abreast of the language as registered by the French Academy.

This is certainly to be welcomed. But if it is to be brought

about there must be a signal i' ovement in elementary

education. Mr. Godefroy La- , ois, of Montreal, recently

made a great stir by his revelations concerning the character

and remuneration of the female primary school teachers

of Quebec, most of whom only receive ;f20 sterling a year.

It would be vain to expect French of the Academy from

girls whose speech is that of an uncultivated peasantry.

There must be a normal school system for the teachers

throughout Quebec, and in that system the best lingual

models should be presented.

Such a need, one is sorely tempted to add, is by no

means confined to the French-Canadians.
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wi!,T' ^'"l ^T: T '^' ^'""'"'' '^""'"' " » i'"onWhich our English educationist, would do weU to heed.
Canada ha, frankly surrendered to the decadent speech
of hi. continent. A school system which derives all
Its teacher, from the plain people, whether in London,
or n Quebec, or m Ontario, will tend to the vulgarisation
of the language, unless the reverse i, strongly insisted on,
and good models are kept always to the fore."

Is an English Language Congres, not called for ? Would
not Toronto and Winnipeg derive benefit from hearing
Engl„h spoken in public in its standard excellence, from
having their faults of accent and pronunciation pointed out,
and by supporting tho,e who are striving to eliminate
Continental solecism, and impurities ?

Thi, Drill Hall, the scene of so much perfervid
patriotism, itself occupies a renowned site, for here
riverward and to the west, wa, fought one of the most
notable battles m hi,tory-one which profoundly changed
the fortune, of both Britain and America. " With the
triumph of Wolfe on the Heights of Abraham," say,
l^reen, began the hi,tory of the United State, "
The whole of this strip of land, from the Citadel to

Wolfe
,
Cove, is now being converted into a Battlefields

i;ark, large sums of money having been granted by the
Government and subscribed by the public.

In company with a brilliant Quebec litteraUur, Colonel
Wood, I made a perambulation of the battlefield. To-day
the part adjacent to the Citadel i, still u,ed as a golf course
and a couple of golfer, were laboriously following their

I .11
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biUi in the direction of the Rois rifle factory. One heii-
tate» to be levere, but thii egregioui itructure of cheap
red brick it a painful blot on the landicape. Beside it

a lofty water-tank, adapted from an old martello tower,
completet the hideousness of the picture.'

Immediately wett of the rifle factory and between
it and the park is a J gc open field traversed diagonally
by a footpath. Midway in this field some old guns are seen
scattered yA-meH in the grass. Roughly, these ancient
guns iudiciie a line, at right angles to tiie river, where the
tremendous shock of battle took place on September 13th,

1759, but only its extreme right is within the limits of
this field. Its centre and left are marked to-day by De
Salaberry Street, and have long since been built over.
This, by the by, is a new discovery on the part of mili-
tary historians; ten years ago it had not been ascer-
tained. The spot where Wolfe, at the head of the Louis-
burg Grenadiers, gave that terrible order to fire which
swept so many brave Frenciimen into eternity, was believed
to be nearly half a mile to the westward, owing to the faulti-
ness of the old maps. More than once I have seen tourists
swarming about the Wolfe monument openly marvelling
that the dying conqueror should have been carried forward
to die instead of backward to the rear.

The ground acquired ten year, ago by the City of Quebec
as a park forms no part of th-.- famous battlefield, nor did

' I hne not the pleaiure of pcnonal acquiintance with Sir Charlts Rom,
but I hazard the opinion that, if rightly appealed to, he man eventually yield
to public opinion and to the tm,s M, and accept some other site for hi.
factory. Or la the gnisa Uct itself too propitious for rifle-making (
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mission has consulted several eminent architects, who are

of opinion that with certain structural alterations and ex-

ternal embellishments the building might be converted

into a museum, wherein might be housed a large collec-

tion of books, pictures, manuscripts, and relics relating to

the history of New France. Let us hope that this plan

may duly be carried out.

The scene of Wolfe's death is well authenticated, for

a stone was rolled to the exact spot on the evening of the

fatal day. Subsequently two columns were successively

raised before the present one was dedicated in 1849.

It is now designed to elevate this monument by several

feet to render it more conspicuous. Some wooden houses

adjacent have been demolished, one of which may have

occupied the site of a well, from which it is traditionally

said the dying Wolfe was given water to drink. From

this point we reconnoitred the ground over which the little

army passed on that thirteenth of September. Here is

where they halted and breakfasted.

Traversing the amphitheatre of the Tercentenary

Pageant and the site of the Edward VII Monument (for

Quebec, the only French province in the Confederation,

was the first to take the initiative in erecting a monu-

ment to our late lamented Sovereign) we reach a sloping

ground, covered with trees, on the very edr^ of the

heights. I say covered with trees—but, alas ! even

as we gazed destruction was at work, and a most in-

teresting portion of the Battlefields Park was being de-

nuded of its beautiful timber. This act of vandalism was,

I am happy to add, disavowed by the Mother Superior of
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Road, which, although in itself possessing few features

of marked beauty other than the magnificent view, is a

point of great historical interest as one of the most fiercely

contested positions in the battle of St. Foy.

St. Foy was fought in 1760 between the French, under

Levis, and the English, under Murray, in which the former

was victorious, compelling Murray to retire in confusion

to the city. The monument (aux Braves) was erected

here on the centenary of the battle by the St. Jean Baptiste

Society and the statue of Bellona by which it is sur-

mounted was the gift of Prince Napoleon.

In planning the park, the architect has endeavoured to

keep before him three important considerations : to place

the drives so that they do not break the pleasing continuity

of the park, and disfigure it as Uttle as possible ; to make

them conform as far as practicable to the natural contour

of the ground, so that there will be no bad grades or dis-

figuring cuts and fills ; and to place them in such a way

that the visitor is brought by the most attractive and con-

venient route to the finest view-points and to the places

of greatest historical interest.

That this area of 230 acres will ultimately become one

of the most notable Imperial shrines—second, indeed,

only to the battlefield of Waterloo—^none may doubt.

It has an advantage over Waterloo in its commanding

situation, and another in that it is on British soil.

As it was in the company of a soldier—master of both

sword and pen—that I promenaded the battlefields, so

it was with a poet, who is also a priest, that I visited one

of Quebec's most interesting shrines—the Hopital General,
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CHAPTER IV

THE COTE DE BEAUPR6

" I tee Batwfc- lie Oder day, ht'i work h«« fader's place,

I t'ink mj le'f he'i «ati»fy—I see dat on hees face ;

He say ' I got no use for Sute, mon cher Napoleon,

Kebeck she's good enough for me—Hooraw pour Canadaw !
'

"

W. H. DiuMMoMD, How Baleise Cam Home.

Crossing the St. Charles River, either by the Dorchester

Bridge or taking the Montmorency and St. Anne rail-

way from the station in the Lower Town, we set foot

in the Cote de Beaupre, a strip of picturesque and fertile

territory bordering the St. Lawrence. To know rural

Quebec at its best one must know the Cote de Beaupre.

Here will be found the character of the whole country

in its essence : here may best and most agreeably be

studied the character and the qualities of the habitant, as

he has existed for two and a half centuries.

Beauport is u long-drawn-out village beginning about a

mile from Quebec. One may here still see the ruins of its

manor-house, where Montcalm had his head-quarters in

1759. You notice also a striking shaft—it is the Temperance

Monument, erected by a cure of Beauport eighty years ago.

Not the least proof of the Church's power is that, if

it has not produced a race of French teetotallers—that were

too much—it has all but eliminated the drinking saloon

46
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A PILGRIMS' (RAIL) WAY 47

in most of the villages of the Province. You look in vain
for the auberge and cabaret of the villages of old France
or the quaint swinging sign of " Ici on vend des bons vins
et liqueurs." And, in truth, it is not certain nowadays
that the best habitant can be trusted with unlimited
" whisky blanc."

There are a few Roman Catholic priests who leave
their flock and become Protestants, and Father Chiniquy
was one. That monument of his commemorates to-day
far less his efforts in the anti-alcohol movement than the
secession of this benevolent, hard-working cleric from the
faith of his fathers. Many are the stories still told of
Pere Chiniquy in Beauport. He became an active Protes-
tant clergyman, " and so," said an aged habitant to me,
" it is a pity the Devil got him at last."

There are an upper road and a lower road, with two
lines of railway, running as far as Montmorency. This is

a railway extraordinary—literally a Pilgrims' Way. The
professed purpose for which it was built was "for
the accommodation to pilgrims and pilgrimages" to the
world -famed shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre ; and
when it was finished the spectacle was witnessr ! of a

cardinal—Monseigneur Taschercau—formally invoi ig the
blessing of Heaven upon it and all its belongings ! It has
since passed into the hands of the same company which
provides Quebec City with its electric light and its electric

trams. Of the two or three villages by the lower line of
railway the less said the better; St. Gregoire enjoys the
distinction of being one of the most untidy in the Province
—a jumble of packing-cases scattered higgledy-piggledy.

i. I"
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But these are excrescences—they are inhabited by artisans

and factory hands ; we hardly reach the true Cote de

Beaupre until we pass the Montmorency River. From the

newly opened upper line and from the high road the

prospect is superb—especially at Courville. There are

many vehicles on the road, and the train is crowded—for

Montmorency Falls is Quebec's favourite playground and

summer haunt. Suddenly comes a halt, and appears a

grove of pine trees, with a verandah'd hotel, and strains

of a merry-go-round and the sound of falling waters.

This hotel was formerly Haldimand House, and was built

by Sir Frederic Haldimand when Governor of Canada in

1780, and was occupied by the Duke of Kent, father of

Queen Victoria, in 1791-4. An aged habitant used to

relate how the good-natured, corpulent Prince was seated

on the balcony here that day when they brought the London

newspapers to him with the news of the " Reign of Terror
"

and the decapitation of the French King

!

By a pathway and a flight of wooden steps you come upon

the Falls—one of the finest and most thrilling descents

of water in the world. It is not their enormous volume,

it is not their altitude (they are a hundred feet higher than

Niagara), that makes up the impressiveness of the spectacle.

Is it the sudden transition from life and gaiety to the gloom,

the barrenness, the solitude of the surroundings f Some-

thing, no doubt, is contributed by the very quality of the

thunder of the cataract. It is akin to a mighty silence,

oppressive, numbing, overpowering. The great sheer

sweep of dark and gloomy rock on the eastern shore

defies levity. Even in broad day it is as if death were
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an adjacent parish and a couple of vicaires. I liked these
reverend gentlemen—they were frank and hearty, with a
relish for a joke, with nothing of cant or snivel about
them. In fact, they might have been clean-cut, eupeptic
English country parsons, but for their long black robes.
A short way up the Montmorency River is a series of

curious ledges of limestone rock, forming a natural escalitr
down to the water, which splashes and foams in its restricted
channel. Just opposite the FaUs and at the embouchure of
the river is a huge unsightly cotton factory, which effectually
destroys all the beauty of the Falls in that locality when
seen from the St. Lawrence. If a cotton mill was necessary,
why—O why—was it necessary to make it so ugly ?

One of the best arguments for the horticultural possi-
bilities of Quebec is furnished by my friend's garden
close to the Falls. There, beyond the green, velvety turf,
every vegetable and flower flourish in perfection. I have
never seen finer rhododendrons, peonies, lUies of the valley,
and pansies than I saw there in the month of May!
There was a constant chorus from the fruit trees, and
iridescent humming-birds darted from blossom to blossom.
At Montmorency on .- hot July day in 1759 Wolfe

made his ill-fated attempt to take Montcalm's position by
assault and was beaten back with great loss. It was on
another hot July day, a century and a half later, that I

renewed acquaintance with the camp of the young general,
tracing out the original earthworks. The unpretentious
stone cottage he occupied during all these weeks of iUness
and foiled endeavour is not far distant—in the adjoining
parish of L Ange Gardien. It is at present occupied by a
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of brick is as questionable as that of any Engti'ih sub-

urban builder. The best, the most dignified, the most

interesting cottages are of stone ; and considering the plenti-

fulness of this material one is amazed that all dwellings, at

least along the river, are not of stone. You will find,

especially on the south shore, acres of small round stones,

picked up on the fields and piled up in vast heaps, like

islands in the midst of surrounding fertility. You marvel

that the farmers seem to have no use for these stones

—

that at least it might have occurred to them to utilise

them for wall-building. But no ; they are piled up in

patches, often in the centre of the farm, and the weeds

have grown high on their margin, giving them at a distance

the appearance of ornamental beds of stones. Is this

laziness, or is it a cult i Is there some abstruse significance

in these great petreous mounds—have they some virtue to

draw the evil from the environing soil ? I saw near

St. Pierre (how happily named !) a field carefully covered to

over a third of its extent by heaps of boulden, and with

neither fence nor wall.

The cottage, if of wood, is either painted or whitewashed.

The roof is of wooden shingles or of tin applied in trans-

verse strips. Tiles are never used because the frost would

affect them, although I believe there is a sort of tile

which could stand the Canadian winter, and it might be

introduced. But shingles, when stained or painted red,

are very picturesque. Sometimes the barns, which are of

great size to contain the hay, are thatched. Along the side

of the road is a footpath of long planks, for in the winter

and spring the village street is nearly impassable. The
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maculate, but, alas, will hardly endure a rigid examination

as to material. At Chicoutimi, at La Tuque, at Grand'
Mere, and elsewhere, I fear I slightly discomposed the

worthy cures by tapping the great imitation marble pillars

and asking, " Why ? Why, if your religion is not a thing

of the passing hour only, why this pretence, this mere-

tricious splendour ? Why not build, as they built in the

olden time, for the age- ' Do you not believe that .this

sort of gimcrack magnificence reacts upon cuaracter ?
"

" Yes," one of them admitted with a shrug, " there might
be something in that, but the fabrique had done the best

they could—one must cut one's coat according to one's

cloth. As it was, the edifice had cost enough ; it was heavily

mortgaged, and to have employed more expensive materials

would have been ostentatious and have distracted the

attention of the . : jregation." WeU, a priest ought to be

a good judge of cne tastes and the foibles of his flock,

and we must remember that even to-day national standards

in these matters are not everywhere the same.

Nevertheless, one consideration might influenre the

Jabrique—the greater combustibility of the materials used.

And my criticism was in one instance to receive instant and
dramatic justification. For two days after I left one
town a conflagration broke out in the great wooden
hotel—itself a perfectly devised fire-trap—and spread to

the great wooden cathedral, which, in spite of its super-

ficial magnificence and its aspect (at a distance and in a

dim light) of permanence, was entirely consumed.
One notices the farm-houses .ilong the road and compares

them with those in England—Old or New—or France.
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you find another large bedroom, with three, four, five, and

even six beds, beneath the sloping roof, and a sort of

lumber-room. Where the families are large this latter is

an additional sleeping-room, for it is not easy otherwise to

house fifteen or twenty children. Sometimes two families

occupy the same dwelling. From November to April

the windows of these apartments remain closed, and from

this absence of fresh air the occupants do not appear to

suffer as much as the advanced hygienists would lead us to

expect. Of course, there is no bath-room, and often no

washing accommodation at all within doors. Nor are

there any books, save devotional ones, in the house.

Newspapers are read, but often with difficulty, and the

dwellers spend their time within doors in another fashion.

The women spin a rude cloth, as well as linen, weave

straw hats, make gloves, soap, and candles. The men smoke

and play the fiddle or tell stories, and both sexes are fond of

music and dancing.

As the sons and daughters grow up they marry and

depart, either to take another farm in the neighbourhood,

or emigrate to the States, to the West, or to the newly

colonised regions in the Province.

It is the youngest son who stays at home and marries

in his turn, and to him the farm goes on the father's death,

the only condition being that he will keep an open door

to any of the family who may wish to return.

Contiguous to many of the larger dwellings is that

hangar, or summer-house, of which Camille Roy—liimself

one of a family of twenty—has written so charmingly :

" Vingt berceaux avaient tour a tour, sur son pave
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a twelfth part of the purchase money of every estate within

his seigniory that changed hands, a right which occasionally

produced a substantial income. He also had the right of

pre-emption at the highest bid offered for any property

within forty days of sale, and could, if he were able, col-

lect tithes on all fish caught within his domain. There

were certain other minor privileges, some of them a

curious though faint survival of the days when the vassal's

hair and hide and honour were in the hands of his feudal

lord.

The size of the seigniories varied greatly, but generally

corresponded with the parishes. As modem territorial

divisions they have, of course, been replaced by the munici-

pal system. Some of the largest are owned by reUgious

corporations, such as the three great seigniories of the

Island of Montreal, St. Sulpice, and Lake of Two Moun-

tains, which are in the hands of the Seminary of St. Sul-

pice of Montreal. To Quebec Seminary belongs that of

the Cote de Beauprc, the revenue from which must be

considerable.

Only a few of the seigniories now remain in the families

of the original grantees, and amongst those the Barony

of Longueuil deserves to be mentioned. It was granted

to Charles Le Moyne in 1657, and in 1700 was created a

feudal barony by Louis XIV in favour of the son, to descend

through this son's heirs, male and female. The third baron

left only a daughter, who assumed the title of baroness,

and, marrying Captain Grant of the 84th Regiment, their

son became fourth Baron de Longueuil. Up to 1880,

however, the title was not officially recognised by the

I!
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Imperial Government, but is a result of considerable
correspondence between the Colonial Office and the
Canadian Government, Queen Victoria was pleased to
jscognise Charles Colmore Grant as Baron de Longueuil.
This and that of Macdonald of Earnscliffe are the only
peerages in Canada taken from the title of a Canadian
estate, although, indeed, Mount Stephen and Mount Royal
are territorial designations.

The story of one or other of the Quebec seigniories
has been the theme of several recent writers. Professor
Wrong has dealt in fascinating manner with the seigniory
of Murray Bay, held by the Nairnes since the conquest,
passing from hand to hand until to-dav the nominal
seigniory has been purchased by an f .ncrican. For ^ome
sixty years ago the old privileges were abohshed and ftjdal
tenure in Canada came to an end. In 1853 a Royal
Commission sat, and as a result of its plan for the com-
mutation of the rights of the seigneurs, the tenants
everywhere were allowed to commute their rentals on
reasonable terms and become actual proprietors in fee
simple if they chose to do so.

If the cure is now le seigneur virtuel, the great man in
the village, to whom most deference is paid, yet he occa-
sionally encounters opposition in secular affairs, or even
from his own marguilliers (churchwardens). He does not
always get his own way, especially in a matter concerning
ftnanccs. His income is, however, independent of the
Jobrtque, and consists chiefly of one twenty-sixth of the
cerea s produced by the parishioners, a tax which yields
him from four or five hundred to fifteen hundred dollars

i
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a year. At harvest-time the farmers drive up, often dozens

at a time, to pay their tithe—wheat, oats, barley, or peas

—

which he in turn disposes of for cash. The curi must hand
over wedding fees to the church fund, but he receives fees

for masses, these being fixed by the bishop beforehand,

which bring him in, perhaps, several hundred dolLirs more.

The cure, while living modestly, inhabits a large house,

keeps a horse or two, and is subject to many demands

;

he spends as much as he receives, and at his death leaves

little or nothing.'

And what are his pleasures—his relaxations i He
cannot play golf or tennis, as a Protestant clergyman

may do. He cannot even doff his long cassock, which

proves a little embarrassing when he furtively rides a

bicycle (only in such case he chooses a lady's machine).

One day a week he may leave his parish. He travels and he

reads, but the reading, as a rule, is hardly relaxation,

since I have seen many priests travelling a hundred miles

on the train with their gaze riveted on a book of devotions,

or the Offices of the Church. Sometimes he has a library

at the fresbytere, and he revels in that, or he engages in

social intercourse with his fellow-fi/m, or he has a hobby.

His hobby is useful—^generally agriculture or horticulture

—

and he delights in it, following all the latest developments

and reading agriculture literature, including the annual

Government reports, with zest.

Or he can become a university or seminary tutor. Some

' To illustrate their disinterestedness, many priests now urge their Aock to

engage in dairy-farming, although, as they receive no tithe upon dairy pro-

ducts, their own income must thereby dinimi^h.
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at one of their gatherings and be regaled by the best the

lio8t and hoite»8 have to offer. These folk-tales of Quebec

Province are abundant, and interesting enough to furnish

forth a literature. Some are traditional, like " Ticns-bon-

li," " Loup-garou," and " L'histoire de mon petit difunt

frcre Louizon," narrated by generations of habitants.

Others refer to the astounding exploits of Dalbec, a sort

of Canadian Munchausen. A first-rate conteur can manage

to keep his audience spellbound for two hours at a stretch,

and even, upon occasion take two evenings for the telling

of a single tale. The habitant is avid, but he is also patient.

Sometimes the conUur is a feUow of humour and genius,

who can embroider an old yarn so as to make it appear new

or can even improvise and artistically exaggerate as he goes

along. It has been noted by a shrewd observer that " one

of the oddest qualities of these conUurs is a certain esprit

de corps, which makes it impossit>le for one story-teller

to discredit the tales of another, however incredible."

Thus one of the fraternity, listening to a perfectly impos-

sible yarn, instead of expressing incredulity would soberly

nod assent from time to time, murmuring, " C'etait bien

fait," or "C'est bien vrai," and then, when his turn came,

capping the story of the first man, who was in honour

bound to be equally credulous and polite.

Living life under the conditions he does, it is not wonder-

ful that the habitant should be superstitious. He inhabits

a supernatural world, a world teeming with goblins, sprites,

and animals whose gift of speech betrays the lost soul

accursed. He sees evil spirits in the vagrant stranger.

He would gladly undergo any physical torment rather than
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^IZIwTV^ "u"'l'"-
"'• '"^^ °^ "~'"""'' sphering,

£«r(«i and magic are abroad.
'^

t. iJ ,r ^'^
"u

°"-°'''" °f'" «•>" »''« Province
t.elf

;
their root, go bad. .0 France of the Middle Age,ometime, to old Gaul. There are the many .ba^se-gTu

a « akm to the legend, of the traditional Black Hunt,man

wild clamour and desperate ,peed. Here in Quebec forhe my,t.c courser a boat wa, .ub,tituted-the CiJZ
mlr'7 ? ""' "^'"^ ''•""«'' ''>'= - "'' -hie";;
marveUous adventures. " It was something like a canoe "

"tZt'"""'"''°'^T' ^'''^''''' "which travelled

e nh man /r"''."
"''°"' ""' '^"'"^"'1 ^"» "^ove theearth, manned by a dozen reprobate, in red shirt,, paddling

even r"T' ""'* '"" '"""^'"^
'" '^'^ "-"• ^e couU

vZ, "v., 1:^
""^ '",''^"'"' ^"'' »" '°«' °f devilish

voices, V la I'bon vent ! V'U I'joli vent f
""

Com. ,«, f„„ .u d. pl.c. i. lie on d. Hod„. Bay Con.r«.
'

cVwV,'"'
*" "" '" ""'^ ^'" ""'« - '« P""'-' Cha.„

fy^iJZ '^^^''^r'"'
i* " °"r old German friend^Mf, with local peculiarities. Here the Loup-garou

.s no wizard, but a human sinner who had neglec^d hhrehgious duties. Not to partake of Communion aTEaster
' CMi'i.is i> Freitri Canada
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for seven years is to run the risk of falling into Satan's

clutches and being condemned to wander about n.ght y

in the guise of a wolf. The victim's release comes only

when he has received a bloody wound.

Ah, believe me, it is a great moral agency, a powerful

deterrent, this terrible Louf-garou m Quebec .



CHAPTER V

ST. ANNE AND THE LAURltNTIANS

" These mountains reign alone, they do not share
'i'he transitory life of woods and streams

;

Wrapt in the deep solemnity of dreams,
They drain the sunshine of the upper air,

" Beneath their pealis, the liuge clouds here and there
Take counsel of the wind which all night screams
Through grey, burnt forests where the moonlight beams.
On hidden lakes, and rocks worn smooth and bare."

F. G. Scott, Tl:i LaurntMns.

One has to rub one's eyes to make sure that one is really
in the New World—at St. Anne de Beaupre. The village
may seem new and garish, but something of this is due to
the clarity of the Canadian atmosphere. It is old—but it
bears little outer evidence of age. Perhaps the people
do not appreciate as they should the inimitable grace of
Time's hallowing touch. I have seen them so often
lending cosmetic embellishment to chapels, altars, figures
and wayside calvaries, which were so much more admirable
without these gaudy applications- were, indeed, growing
to have a special dignity of their own.
The legend of the place is connected with a far older

mother-legend. When St. Anne, the mother of the Virgin
Mary, died she was buried in Jerusalem. Then, after cen-
turies, came the terrible Paynims to trouble her repose

65
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Her tomb was desecrated, and her coffin only escaped de-

struction because it resisted all the efforts of the infidels

to open or destroy it. So they threw it into the sea and

it floated away on the waves of the Mediterranean to

France, where it became buried in the sands. Long after-

wards the coffin was revealed to some fishermen of the

town of Apt, while they were struggling with a monster

fish. To good Bishop Aurelius straightway they carried it,

and the bishop recognised within the body of the mother

of the Holy Virgin. Apparently he removed one sacitd

finger-bone, for one is shown to-day in this Canadian

basilica. The coffin was walled into a crypt and St. Anne

became thenceforward the patron saint of Brittany. At

Auray, soon thereafter, where a shrine had been dedicated

to her, miracles began to be performed and thousands of

devotees flocked thither.

Now, in the early days of New France some Breton sailors

had so rough a voyage across the Atlantic that they would

undoubtedly have perished had they not vowed a shrine

to St. Anne on the shores of the St. Lawrence. They

kept their promise, and close to where they landed, on the

Cote de Beaupre, they reared a rude chapel of wood.

After a time ice and floods caused a subsidence of the site,

and the frail structure was wrecked. So in 1657 another

building was begun. Governor d'Argenson laying the first

stone. The pious habitants laboured away on the sacred

edifice, taking turns at the work of building. When it

came the turn of one Louis Guimont, so racked with

rheumatism was he that he could hardly place his first three

stones in position. But lo, as he did so, his aches and
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pains m.racr-,usly left him, and with joy in hi- ho.rr K
attac ed the rest of his task with vigour^ Lai "xh^twas La Bonne Ste. Anne's first miracle-the St oflong hne of miracles which have made St. aThc deBeaupre the most famous shrine in the New Worid h
Me^^^a^o'he mI "";'" J"""'^"" '^ '° ^^^ J-M«:ca to the Mohammedans and Lourdes to the French

i2^ Z"' "rt
'^'"'" ™^^ "°"'- " -°''« -d ound

™Tf°N;wFtc7:„d1;'''^^\" ''' '-''"--^
ri,„ 1.

\^ '^"nce, and pilgrims began to search outhe altar whereunto they might offer their supplicationnd unburden themselves of their bodily ills.'Amon

"

the earliest who came were converted Micmacs, whTusedoften to be seen about St. Anne's Day paddling the'rcanoes up-nver to the shrine, where they erected brchbark lodges to shelter them during their sojourn Ast
custom"; l'"''''f'

'''''' *° ^='"°" ' waHong thecustom for ships to discharge a ,lute as they passJ thechurch when ascending the river
^

vis!t r^:™^*^'^ ^*
"^"ly ^ q""ter of a million pilgrimsVIS t St. Anne each year. For a long time the journey"™

was bu.lt there are special cars and excursions for pilgrimsand St. Anne's Day Quly z6th) presents a scene ofttTaordinary vivacity and spiritual emotion.
After more than two centuries the need for a new -nHlarger church became pressing, and the existlgC 2t

The old church, enfeebled by age, was prudently taken
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down in 1878 and the materials ro-erectcd on the same

site. The interior is very roughly finished, all the finer

woodwork images and relics being removed, but on either

side of the altar stand two interesting images of St. Mary

Magdalene and St. Anne, said to be of the period of

Louis XIV.

When you enter the Basilica you are confronted by lofty

pillars, hidden by the crutches of the lame and the halt,

who, thanks to the intercession of La Bonne Ste. Anne,

need them no longer. Hither come the blind to see and the

deaf to hear—just as at Lourdes. There is something so

intense in the atmosphere of this place that, for the moment

at least, scepticism is paralysed.

There was one case on the wall which impressed me, and

would hardly fail to give pause to the author of My
Lady Nicotine. It contained tobacco pipes, of meerschaum,

of briar, and of clay. It v/ould seem that votaries of the

weed, beset by remorse after vain endeavours to wean them-

selves from the smoking habit, had come at last to the shrine

of St. Anne and been miraculously cured of their craving.

I even noticed a snuff-box or two, but no cigars. And the

pipes were nearly all new. Could it be that a few had be-

longed to neophytes to whom tobacco was not yet endeared,

who had wooed Lady Nicotine vainly, and seized this

handsome opportunity to make a virtue of necessity ?

St. Anne is no place for reflections so unworthy ? I could

not help wondering, however, if no chiqueuT had repented

and deposited either his teeth or his Barmecide feast, or

both, as proof of his conversion from so offensive a practice.

But I saw nothing to support the theory.
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Adjoining

. Basilica arc further chapels, and those

the Middle Ages-of the time when the trade in relic, andmementoes wa, pushed right up to the holy altar and made
» week-day Babel of the middle of St. Paul',. Here a crowH
of ,ale,men and women did a roaring tr^de in losaries,

whTrfr' P"r":''°°'"> ""d Pi«"re postcards-aU of

Tori ? r^ " ^''' '''""""' ""''• ""^y I te forgiven
for .nddmg, I hope are of Canadian manufacture
But these booth, are not amongst the important adjuncts

of the Ba„hca. W.th the increase of the pilgrims othermacfon, must be provided, and so, a little further on,agamst a h.Us.de, we have the Scala Sancta or Holy Stairs
a chapel erected m ,893, to which one must ascend on his

celebrat r? -T' "' " ^'^'" f''"™"'^ °f the
celebrated tw.nty-e.ght steps of white marble in th.Va .can, brought by the Pope in the fourth century fror.
Jerusalem, where they are said to have led to the Pretorium
v,here Jesu, was judged by Pilate. Each step encloses arehc of the Holy Land, and .pon each stair the ascend^n^
p.lgr.m pauses to pray or meditate on the Passion of our
i^ord. At the top there is a staircase by which descent maybe made on foot. At the time of my last visit the staircasewas closely packed, chiefly by women, who never failed to
kiss each sta.r m their progress, often wiping it first with a
pocket-handkerchief. Close at hand, by the ..M H
a stone grotto containing an image of St. Anne a.id aspnng of clear water, from which pil.rims «,.rc busilyhUmg bottles of various sorts and sizes
My interest in St. Anne de Beaupre had long been
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aroused for another reason, and when I had left the

churches 1 bent my steps towards another shrine, the

cottage where once lived Dalbec—Dalbec the great,

Dalbec the inimitable, Dalbec the magnificent. Alas, even

as I write, I fear that the fame of this truly great man has

not crossed the Atlantii —or if it has, it is but as a whisper,

and not the piercing, clarion-tongucd blast with which a

Mulberry Sellers or a Leatherstocking is proclaimed. Dalbec

was a hunter as well as a conteur, and his prowess was illus-

trious in both arts. He was Thomas the Rhymer and

Walter Scott and Rudyard Kipling and Theodore Roosevelt,

and his stories, told to gaping crowds of habitants round

the fire on Sundays after vespers, were vivid and stupen-

dous, and well-nigh interminable. There have been many

conteurs in Quebec Province, but only one Dalbec. Once

they pitted him against a rival from Three Rivers, to sec

who could tell the " steepest " tale. The rival put forth

his best efforts, and then Dalbec began, and people who were

present, ind-iding the notary of St. Anne, aver that they

will never forget the ghostly spectacle of the discomfited

man, his jaw working, his eyeballs protruding, and his whole

attitude at once expostulatory and dejected. His gifts

were great ; but clearly they did not include prudence :

he had brought this sorrow upon himself. For who could

stand up against Dalbec J

The author of a charming little volume, Canadian Folk

Life and Folk Lore, has collected several of Dalbec's stories,

which he himself heard narrated by one of Dalbec's disciples,

a well known conteur named Xazairc. Here is one translated

from the vernacular :

t
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"do of which he ,aw a fox u.t a^h
•;.•""= °Pf°'"=

•ix ducks came sailing fron^ und1 hA k'"^
'"" '° '^^''•

He hesitated at whil,
T"T ''"'''" ""'" '" h'ni,

chances both Pla i 'let"'
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'^^''^'^'' '° ''> '"

t-o trees, he b nt inf„
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through the older parts of ttp" "" "'"'"°" ""

crosses eight or ten fee hLt,
'"" ' "'"''"^ ^™'''^'--"

elaborateness o s/^l ' Yr"™!' ^^ -">" greater
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centurion's spear. Manv a tl
="<^"J'°"cr's ladder, the
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,
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'^"" '" ^-""""^ °^ ^^crgy

The St Ann r^ IT'"" '°"''^ ^' "Stained. ^^

of wa e fedT; a°;Sro1i?^'' t^'^
'^ ^ P"--^"' -""^r

casting itself deVniS; "
te sTl"

""'" '^^^ ''^^-'

/ into tne St. Lawrence River. This
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has been given the name of the Great Falls of St. Joachim,

as it belongs equally to both parishes, and is as accessible from

the side of St. Joachim as from that of Ste. Anne de Beaiipre.

The " Great Falls " are distant a couple of miles from the

shore of the St. Lawrence, in a fold of the St. Jouchim

mountain. The torrent is encased in a narrow and steep

gorge, whose sides arc strewn with steep precipices.

One traveller, M. Ulric Barthe, has with originality

and no little truth, called it " one of the most beautiful

horrors which nature has revealed to the human eye." The

waters on the summit emerge from beneath the bush,

spreading in symmetrical sheets along a sort of dam of large

round rocks. A fev paces from this peaceful outpouring,

be~ins the terrible descent int. a rock-bound, inimitable

abyss.

After the Isle of Orleans is past, the St. Lawrence takes

on the aspect of a mighty marine inlet, with its salt water

and breezes seemingly blowing in from the distant Atlantic.

Thirty miles from Quebec the lofty Cap Tourmente lifts

its two thousand feet upon the north shore. Here the

grim Laurentide Mountains shut out any glimpses of the

hinterland. After some small islands to the south are past

nothing is visible—save a solitary village, St. Frani;ois

Xavier—until a gap in the mountain range reveals Bale St.

Paul, into which empty two small rivers, the Moulin and

the Gouffre. Hitherto, this town with its three thousand

inhabitants—a pleasant watering-place in the summer

—

has been difficult to reach by road, but the forthcoming

railway will change all that.

Nothing is stranger in Quebec Province than the
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Ignorance and indifference of the inhabitants concerningthe natural wonders at their very doors Even the hTfof tourists and su.^er dwellers who coj; year afte'^rt
he^shores of the St. Lawrence, how few o/them now an"hmg of th.s mountamous back country f The Laurentian

one ma hundred has ever chmbed its slopes 1

selvelto'tL T"'" f-^- "• ^''''' " "'^°™" 'hem-selves to the sea, and adventure so far as Ha Ha B-,v ^et

cnasm, but there it is s.ntmg to a lower level. They donot guess that the Murray River descends through a gr nderand more beautiful gorge on its wild way to the s7a We
from M '''°t

^"'^ ^'>°"8ht it worth while to pufh back

canon, the stupendous, unscalable precipices where theDecharge de la Mine d'Argent falls hundreds of fee fromthe „m hke silver poured from a crucible pauses and Llh

thV'k^J^'
°^ *'"'' mountains is enormous. We knowthat Eboulements and St. Anne, close to the river are ZI

valley of the Gouffre has an altitude of 3200 feei.

caUed J," sr'^r'r"'^''''' '' =" ^'S^^^y-^i^<^ only one-

Baie St. Faul—and it is 3000 feet above the <,« R„,J •

t are lofty hiUs. hills of at least rT^t^l fC/Xd?summits must
; ive a height of 4500 feet ablvetllete^

Opposite Baie St. Paul lies the He aux Coudres (Ha.ei
i'mm.ly M^ga-h.e. February. ,912.
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Tree Island), which was thus named by Cartier in 1535.

On the island to-day about a thousand habitants, quainter

and more old-world than those of the mainland, pursue a

livelihood unmarked by episode. For nearly two centuries

and a half this Laurentian island has belonged to the

Seminary of Quebec, and the Seminary was the landlord

when Wolfe occupied it in 1759. Opposite in the fore-

ground, yet a thousand feet above the river, is perched

the village of Les Eboulements. For less than a century

has it been perched there. An older village lay close to the

shore, but the shore grew more and more treacherous,

and the villagers finally decided to move. Earthquakes

are not unknown hereabouts, and legends of the terrible

landslide of 1663, and the accompanying seismic upheavals,

are still related to the traveller. Moreover, the habitant

will sometimes point out into the encroaching river and

tell you that he or his father has seen below at low tide

vestiges of a buried town and church—a legend current

on many a European coast. The church now at Les

Eboulements is large and imposing. A dozen miles further

down-stream is St. Irenee, a village of about a thousand souls,

many of them fishermen, who hunt the white whale, which

are so often mistaken for porpoises, sturgeon, and halibut.

A few miles further on and the steamer lands us at

Pointe a Pic, the disembarking place for Murray Bay,

the chief watering-place on the north shore. It lies in a

great semicircular inlet, and at the head of a broad valley,

this town to which, and the surrounding seigniory, a Cana-

dian scholar has recently given an absorbing interest.'

^ G. M. Wrong, A Canaiiian M.:mr atid its Seignion,
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" When the tide is out." he sav« " ti,„ k •

great stretch of brown san^ wtl „, ^tter^LrulL:and gleammg silver pools of water. Looking down upfn

rockTr" ""• t'^ ^"°" ^'"^ -- °f ^-d -1
above th u Tu'^"

^" "P"''"''' *'>^^<= ''^""'^nd feet

At high tide the bay becomes a shallow arm of the riverMurray Bay or, as the French call it Malbaie h.7/

nected, not with the seventeenth-century soldier of

nT^ I
'™: de Comporte, to whom it'w g^nted

2 f4. but with a Scottish soldier who came out w t

h

Wol^, who,and his descendants, held M.rr.y\7y\7'

Early in the eighteenth century the Government sets.de a vast tract here, reaching from' the Mingan Sdgnl !opposite Ant.costi Island, westward to Les Eboul m „ts'

were a number of trading-posts—King's posts Of »K

SasTnf"xr: Tl" ¥°"^''"^^^ '^°^^^
J°°

"-^^
mistassmi. The early Intendants formed the greatest expectations with regard to the vast tract in wWch thesj
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posts were situated, even believing that the profit from

trade and agriculture would assist substantially in the cost

of the government of New France.

In 1750 a Jesuit priest, Father Coquart, was ordered

to inspect these posts. Of the district around Malbaie

he reported that it was the finest in the world—that the

farm at Malbaie boasted good soil and capital facilities for

cattle-rearing. In that year its products consisted of " four

or six oxen, 25 sheep, two or three cows, 1200 pounds of

pork, 1400 or 1500 pounds of butter, one barrel of lard,"

although only a little land had been cleared, and enough

wheat merely to supply the needs of the farmer and his

men.

In 1 759, Wolfe, after commanding the habitants to remain

neutral and seeing his orders disobeyed, ravaged Malbaie,

together with all the other villages on the north shore,

and left them in ruins. Amongst the conquering force

was the Scottish regiment known as Fraser's Highlanders,

commanded by Simon Eraser, son of the ill-fated

Lord Lovat, and in this regiment were Captain John

Nairne and Lieutenant Malcolm Eraser, two youthful

officers, who both took part in the battle of Quebec.

Subsequently, General Murray, the first Governor of

Canada, granted this pair of comrades the Seigniories of

Murray Bay (Malbaie) and another on the south side of the

St. Lawrence (Mount Murray), now known as Eraserville,

on the Riviere du Loup. In their application for the grants,

they remarked that there was an over-abundance of moun-

tains and morasses, with good land scattered here and there.

Both seigniories, however, were to extend for three leagues
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lh""Sh gain., the Foe . daun.le«. Front he r.orcd

Mode.,, ,ho„sh brave: „,ouRh fi™ ilanner ™iMMrong ,„ r«oIve, ,hou^!, guileless „, a ch.ld..
'

who assumed h „a
"

If N
'"' ''" '" ^°" J°^"'

seigniory of Mut/r; uITLT''''\'° '""^

the present manor-house^n islc, ^"'n'
"''° '^""'

covered with wood H. hT ft^-lTf
^^' '^'''"'°8 °^ "°°=

followed him b .si tn ' '^'l"
'" "^'' ^"^^ ^^^ -^^

As for mXiL F';a3 ~yo:^^"^"^^-"'^•

^s^^::s:d-1^9^^r^^^
the Mur a, Bav propertv M ° M "" ' ^"°''^°" ^"''^

/ udv property, Mount Murray, to Mr r»r„T. Bonner, the present seigneur, a Canad^rbol^SM°:^:

ho„.e""'
°'"'''"°" """""^ <- -« """^ now a, M.ray Bay ™„or-

IN
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of New York. Long before he died, however, Malcolm

Fraser's chief interests were centred on his seigniory at

Riviere du Loup, where his descendant Mr. Malcolm

Murray, a French-speaking Roman Catholic, is at once

seigneur and mayor of the important seigniory and town

of Fraserville.

In the last chapter I told something of the old feudal

laws. According to one of them, the droit de banaliti, the

censitaire was obliged to use the seigneur's wine-press, his

oven, and his mill. The first-named did not in Canada

trouble the habitant much, although I have heard of an early

seigneur insisting on the grapes and elderberries for home

vintage beiiig brought to him, and of another who claimed

that cider-making was the country equivalent. As to the

oven, many and very amusing were the attempts to make

the long-suffering habitant bring his dough to the seigneur's

oven, " as in France." Stories are told of a faithful

censitaire travelling ten miles in mid-winter with a pannier

of dough, which, arriving at his destination, was found

to be frozen as hard as a rock. But this absurdity was not

persisted in, and very soon every habitant, however humble,

had his oven near his dwelling, occasionally on the opposite

side of the road and under its owner's eye, and there they

remain to this day. I have seen ovens a couple of centuries

old—ovens with histories, patched and weather-beaten, and

at least one that was formerly the seigneur's very own.

The seigneur's mill was a different matter. At first it was

something more than a seigniorial right, this mill, it was a

duty. The law forced every seigneur to build a mill,

whether it paid or not, and to it the habitant must bring his
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Iiabitants, and were themselves obliged to do manual

labour. But in such case neither party forgot that the

seigneur was still seigneur. He expected deference and he

received it. He had the right to a special pew in church,

and took precedence of all others in tin; offices of Com-
munion. As for the wealthy seigneurs, they were very

great men indeed. Professor Wrong relates that upon one

occasion he asked an aged Qucbecquois about the seigneur

of his youth. " Monsieur," replied the other with awe

at the recollection, " il etait le roi—I'empereur du village !

"

But the seigneurs themselves were subordinate and in

turn had to do humble homage to the royal governors.

On calling at the vice-regal residence, and being admitted,

the seigneur " with head uncovered, and to symbolise his

humble obedience wearing neither svord nor spur, fell

on his knees and declared that he performed faith and

nomage for the seigniory to which on his father's death

he had become the heir. He then took an oath on the

gospels to be faithful to the King, and to be no party to

anything against his interests ; to hold his own vassals to the

same obedience ; and to perform all other duties required

by the terms of his holding."

Here is a striking picture to refer to this continent

and to a period not farther back than the memory of

at least one man now living in Quebec Province

!
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I

It is a religion established by law. The Quebec Act passed

by the Imperial Parliament in 1774 ceded to the Catholic

clergy the right to collect and disburse thn revenues

formerly enjoyed by them before the Conquest, on the

understanding that such revenues were to be exacted

only from professed Catholics. Thus a professed Protestant

is immune, or any who comes forward and explicitly declares

that he is a Jew, a Mohammedan, or a Free-thinker. A
Catholic who thus cuts himself off from communion with

the Church of his fathers is naturally exposed to much un-

pleasantness and even ostracism. Consequently not one

in ten thousand dreams of becoming an apostate in order

to save the payment of tithes. These tithes to-day amount

in the rural districts to the twenty-sixth peck of corn

from their crop, the payment of which the clergy h.ive

the power to enforce by law. In the towns the assessment

takes the form of a poll tax, which is rarely or never

challenged, inasmuch as the courts hav upheld its

obligatory character.

That is the broad and general Church tax. I'lien there

is the special and local taxation for church-building pur-

poses. Is it decided by the fabrique or vestry-board of

a parish to erect a new church ? Then the Bishop, sup-

ported by the fabrique, levies a special tax upon all the

parishioners, which all Catholics must pay under threats

of legal pains and penalties. The born Catholic may be

unorthodox, he may be an abstainer from church attend-

ance, but he must pay and—he pays

!

Nor are there, for the gift of this power, any corre-

sponding duticb or responsibilities on the part of the Catholic
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Quebec i) divided into eleven dioceses, whose bishops are

appointed by the Pope, who makes a selection from a

list of three names submitted to him by the actual bishops

collectively. These names are inscribed in order of merit

{dignuj, dignior, dignissimus), and it is rarely that the

digitissinuj is not chosen. These bishops, who are, as may
be imagined from the mode ;f their selection, extremely

able men, the ablest in the community, have the appointing

of the cures. It is not wonderful that the Church should

gather in so mi ch of the ability of French Canada—the

wonder is that its net leaves any outside. Sir Wilfrid

Laurier, with his pre-eminently ecclesiastical habit of

mind, would certainly have risen to a cardinalate. On the

other hand, Mgr Paul Eugene Roy would indubitably be

in the running for the Prime Ministry.

The strength of the Church is the strength of unanimity.

There is no pulling this way and that in matters of doctrine

and discipline as in Protestant denominations. And even

in the case of finance, which is such a thorn in the

flesh of other religious bodies, how simply it is managed

here ! Simply—yet not by constraint—not without con-

sulting and gaining the consent of the people. Is a new
edifice, church, or fresbyiere suggested i Then a majority

of the ratepayers are required to approach the bishop.

Whereupon the diocesan commission issue a public notice

giving an opportunity for any objectors to come forward

and state their objections. The ratepayers afterwards

meet and vote the funds, and trustees are chosen to gather

in the money and carry out the work. Tht assessment, which

is a first charge on the land, is divided into equal instalments,
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tricolor, the Papal flag and the new pavilion du Sacri-

Caur may be noted fluttering equally and impartially.

But were it otherwise and an excess of tricolors or Papal

flags be manifest, it is not necessary to argue sinister

predilections on the part of the devotees. Nine times out

of ten—nay, ninety-nine times in a hundred—they have

no ulterior significance. They are simply decorative and

have been ordered from a Quebec or Montreal dealer by

the gross. There is one ecclesiastical emporium in the

capital where you enter and demand an assortment of flags,

and when you count over your purchase you find the shop-

man has bestowed upon you an equal number of Canadian

flags (red ensigns), tricolors, yellow Papal flags, and mystic

Sacre-Cceurs. Until the traveller understands this wonder-

ful indifference to emblems, which in other lands are

exhibited either singly or with cosmopolitan effusion, he

will perhaps be as nervous over these tricolors as he would

be over an array of Union Jacks in the City of Denver,

the Stars and Stripes in Madrid, or the Papal emblem
flying over the Elysee. If ever there remains a 3t ot on

the earth's surface where the flag of the Papacy can be

appropriately and inoffensively flown, that spot is Quebec.

If the exact origin of the Sacre-Cceur device be " wropt

in myst'ry," its meaning and object are transparent enough.

It is meant as the emblem of the Church in Canada, and

the hierarchy naturally encourages its display whenever

the occasion warrants. As to the tricolor, I think I have

already made its significance clear.

" It is incontestable," remarks a French observer, " that

the French-Canadians love France. For them France is still
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of Louis XIV, and not the Republican France of MM.
Combes, Waldeck-Rousseau, and Delcasse. But France
is not best typified by her latter-day politicians or her latter-

day policy. She is still a strongly religious country in spite

of Paris and appearances to the contrary. There are signs,

too, lately of a widespread sympathy in France with its

ancient colony, which has here and there taken a very
practical form.

Yet it cannot be denied that the competition of French
Jesuits, Dominicans, Sulpicians, Trappists, Christian

Brothers, and other religious orders is beginning to be
seriously felt. Thousands of monks and nuns have left

France as a result of the anti-clerical laws and taken up
their abode in Canada. The Jesuit community, which
ceased to exist in Canada towards the end of the eighteenth
century, returned about 1880, and the Quebec Legislature

granted them, as I have already said, a large indemnity for

the former confiscation of their Provincial property. These
religious Orders before they can settle in Quebec must
obtain a special Act from the Legislature, and must submit
to the jurisdiction of the bishop of the diocese in which they
are to reside. Little exception is taken to their activity

when it is charitable and educational ; although when they
avail themselves of their freedom from taxation to set up
printing establishments or market-gardens or laundries,

and so come into competition with the commercial
classes, is heard some murmuring. When rival chapels are

built by them which offer greater attractions than the

parish church, the Provincial hierarchy is apt to grow
restless. Although the Churcli in France is still to-day as
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hierarchy is in possession of more power than is accorded

to the Church in any modern State. But this is not neces-

sarily an evil in itself. Much depends upon the character

of those to whom b entrusted this power, whether the

results be advantageous or not to the people. Quebec can

certainly boast as intelligent, industrious, honourable a

priesthood as can be found anywhere in the world. The

reproaches cast upon the priests of other lands, of hypocrisy,

sensuality, and profligacy, have no meaning here. At the

same time, it is possible to think that the hierarchy makes

a mistake in keeping too tight a rein upon the faithful, in

seeking to regulate a little too intimately the secular

affairs of its communicants, in believing that it can retard

the moral, social, and intellectual tendencies of the age in

which we live. Amongst their mistakes I have already

suggested that of over-estimating the value of the French

language as a safeguard of their faith, of over-estimating

the danger of a thorough knowledge of English speech

and contact with EngUsh, Irish, and Scotch communicants.

I think that, upon reflection, they will see that it is doing a

grievous injustice to their 600,000 fellow-Catholics in Canada

and the miUions of fellow-Catholics in America. I cannot

believe that they would wish the millions of devout and

cultured Catholics of Great Britain and Europe gener-

ally to beheve that the French language is really the safe-

guard of the faith. The Church Universal stands, one is

taught to think, within a much surer citadel than that, and

has other champions as zealous as the one country where it

is banned by the State ind from which the ministers of

religion have been banished by thousands. As long as the
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dant at mass may travel more than a league and a

half, which, let me add, at certain seasons is sufficiently

long.

To many it would seem that the Province of Quebec
is almost, if not quite, a theocracy. Long has the civil

power ardently striven to enter into the lives and endeavours

of the citizens aa the Church enters—to govern and not

merely to supplement the rule of the hierarchy. If its

efforts were not rewarded by success, it was in a large

measure due to the political influence wielded by the

Church. Men—even able men—held office only by favour

of the Church and on the distinct understanding that a

forward policy would not be tolerated—that certain views

must not be expressed on pain of incurring the Church's

displeasure. A candidate disapproved by the hierarchy

was certain to be defeated at the polls. Nay, more, in the

language of an episcopal circular, " The priest and the

bishop have the right and the duty to speak not only to

the electors and to the candidates, but also to the con-

stituted authorities." This may be taken to signify that

before any civil measure could be announced the Archbishop

and the Prime Minister were closeted together in order that

the former might express his views, and, if necessary,

refuse his sanction. For the Church, not merely the Church
in Quebec, but Rome itself, " claims the right of restricting

freedom of every kind—of worship, of speech, of the Press,

of education, and even of conscience." Consequently this

theory and practice of political intervention was a power-

ful instrument in the hands of the Church. " It is

impossible to deny that politics and religion are closely
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be used again. Caution is therefore rcc|ui8itc. Take the

great question of education. The Church has always claimed

the schools for its own, and has vigorously resisted any

encroachment upon what it regards as its province. Thus,

in Quebec, the Government would like to see the education

system of the Province in the hands of a Minister of Public

Instruction, with a scat in the Cabinet, instead of, as at

present, controlled by a denominational body known as

the Council of Education, which is in turn dominated by

the Episcopate. Let us see how the present system works.

There is a Department of Public Instruction, presided over

by a permanent official called the Superintendent. But

the hands of this official are tied by an outside Council of

Education, whose president ex officio he is, which Council

is composed of two committees ; the first of Catholic

prelates and laymen, the second of Protestant laymen.

These two committees function separately, deciding on

all questions relating to organisation and discipline, allot

the Government subsidies, nominate inspectors and select

the school books. What each committee agrees to do is

done by the Superintendent (for the Catholics) and the

assistant-superintendent (for the Protestants), who thus

become merely the instruments and subordinates of an

ecclesiastical and denominational body, having no direct

connection with Government. The Government, there-

fore, merely co-operates with the Church and abdicates

in order to maintain a religious moius vivendi, one of the

most important functions of the State.

But this is not the only or the chief evil. Education

—

primary education— cannot possibly be made effective

I

I

I
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menti juit at icems good to them without regard for

anybody."

When the term " elementary education " is used, it

it said that the priests mean instruction in the doctrine,

ritual, and liturgy of the Church of Rome. " If to this

hat been added reading, writing, and arithmetic it hat been

in deference to agitation. To find the school the priests

design their people should have to go to the back parishes,

where you see a young girl devoting her time to get her

scholars to memorise the catechism .nnd recite the order of

prayers. Her salary is a mocltery. Sometimes as low as

70 dollars, seldom more than 1 20 dollari ; yet, considering

her qualifirations, her youth, and what she has to teach it

is not inadequate."'

Vet very marked progress in education has been made by

the Province of Quebec within the past decade. There arc

no fewer than 6760 schools of various kinds in the Province,

attended by 394,945 pupils.

Seven years ago the Government's annual contribution

for educational purposes was 483,460 dollars. For the last

fiscal year (1911-12) it v,.»» Sl,095,95o, an increased grant

of 3612,490. New technical schools werc-'opened last

year, in both Montreal and Quebec. The School of

Higher Commercial Studies, for which there is a vote of

$50,000, has been in operation in Montreal since

October, 1910. Over Jioo.ooo annually is expended on

ten normal schools, and the Montreal Polytechnic School

receives $25,000. Then there are grants of 875,000

for school inspection and 830,000 to the Teachers'

1 R. Scllar, The Tragedy a) ^uelc^.
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authority she exercises, the antiquated doctrines she per-

sists in inculcating, all calculated to hinder the evolution of

the race and to handicap it in its rivalry with the Anglo-

Saxons long since freed from the outworn shackles of the

past ?
"

Such criticism as this, coming not from one, but from

many sources, had even then been anticipated. Certainly

the past decade has shown a distinct appreciation of

the situation by the hierarchy of Quebec. It is not

necessary to assume that they have been warned by their

ecclesiastical Head of the economical dangers into which

they are thrusting their country—dangers threatening its

whole future and the future of the French-Canadian race.

There are able, enlightened bishops and cures who 3re

quick to diagnose the malady and apply the remedy. Out

of the bosom of the Church has suddenly, as it were,

sprung a whole race of secular teachers, ready to co-operate

with a Government which honestly and firmly intends to

bring about an economical reform in Quebec. " Know-

ledge is power " ; and to disseminate this knowledge in every

branch of science, in every department of human effort,

new colleges and schools are being opened up or are being

grafted upon the older institutions—schools of chemistry,

of mines, of engineering, of technology, of agriculture.

From these schools will soon emanate a body of equipped

engineers, architects, and chemists not inferior to those

of the English-speaking communities.

Up to 191 2, with the exception of the Agricultural

Schools of La Trappe and of St. Anne, classical or commercial

teaching was the only resource of the pupils leaving the

Hi
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ticable. Meanwhile, the evening classes are free and are

largely attended. The principal, M. Macheras, is a French

civil engineer of great tact and ability. From it and the

sister institution in Montreal much good may be expected.

Sir Lomer Gouin did not hesitate to say recently that to

establish these technical schools he had " risked the life of

his Government," which may seem strange to one not

conversant with the situation, but is, nevertheless, literal

truth, and the Premier deserves all honour for his courage.

As an arch-type of the French-speaking Quebec pro-

fessor of the new regime, I would like to mention Abbe

Dubois, the principal of the Ecole Normale Jacques

Cartier in Montreal. Still under fifty, robust in build,

slightly brusque in manner, the impression Abbe Dubois

conveys to even a chance interlocutor is that of practical

ability and sound sense—a man who knows his own mind

and has definite practical aims v hich he intends to carry

out. There must have been hundreds, perhaps thousands,

of such men in the Church of Quebec in the past, hommes

j^ti—whose only sphere of activity lay in religious discipUnc

and dogma. That has been the worst of the matter-

not merely that the Church laid hold of all the master-

spirits, but that it set them to tasks disproportionate to

their strength and especial talents. This is to be altered.

The Church deciding to march forward with the move-

ment, her captains and lieutenants are to teach the people

that science for which the Church has done less than was

enough for its own glory in the past.

But if the Church has embarked on a more liberal policy

with regard to science, it does not intend that any wider
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But '^e fays is published in Montreal and we have not

yet arrived at Canada's commercial metropolis.

Above the town of Levis on the southern side of the St.

Lawrence are three costly but ungarrisoned forts, upon

which the British Government spent several million dollars.

From these heights Wolfe bombarded Quebec in 1759, a-.id

the view of the capital opposite is a noble one. Levis

owes much of its prosperity to its being the termmus or

Quebec station of the Grand Trunk, Intercolonial, and

Quebec Central railways, a status which must inevitably

be affected by the building of the new bridge across the

St. Lawrence. West of Levis is St Romuald, which used

to be known as New Liverpool, and is therefore a fresh

illustration of that Frenchifyin. process going on south

of the river, where the English-speaking settlers once

possessed a firmer footing. Of this more will be related

when I come to deal with the Eastern Townships, once

exclusively English-speaking, but now rechristened by the

majority the Cantons de I'Est.

West of Levis are the renowned Chaudi^re Falls, at the

mouth of the Chaudiere River, which, especially in spring

when the waters are at their highest stage, are very imposing.

They are utilised by a company operating the tramway

and electric light of the town of Levis.

Nine miles above Quebec City is Cap Rouge, with its

village in the rear, famous in the annals of the Province

as the spot where Jacques Cartier built his fort and estab-

lished a settlement in 1541, but perhaps more noteworthy

to-day from the operations of the new Grand Trunk

Pacific engineers. Here a smaU stream cuts through the
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cm, which extends as an unbroken wall all the way fromthe capital. The land on both sides is very fertii and
IS pjcturesquely wooded. Afterwards RobervalCa tier's

b nt"at1-r'
'''=f Governor-General of tLe colonybmlt a fortificatmn here which, his chronicler declareswas beautiful to look upon and of surprising strengthWKhm wh.ch were two corps de lo.is dwelling' 00ms Ld

aineT? T'"^ '^ '^'^ ^^" ^ lengthfwhich conamed divers chambers, a dining-room, a kitchen, offices,

From here you may perceive the ruins of the great

a?a hlhf7'
•'"^Se which was to span the St. Lawr'enee

o'c o?k
^ T ^"°f

'''^ '"'^ ^^'y ^^"- J"« b^f-e five

been run"
"

f"^"'
'^^ '" '9°7 that portion which had

thunH I *' '°"* ^'^"'"^ ^^" ^"th a crash as ofthunder and over seventy workmen lost their lives.
iJelow Cap Rouge is a country full of interest, with

several vUages of note and much charming scenery. CapSante, with us fine large church, and the mouth of the
Jacques Cartier River had a special interest for me Iwanted to see if the cottage was still standing whereMrs. Simcoe the wife of General Simcoe, first Lieutenant-

of'rh r
'^."""°' ^' '" '79a a striking experience

ot iTench-Canadian politeness.
It was ten o'clock at night when the Governor's lady

«To t , T ^T'-
" '^'^^ '"^"'" ='^<= -"*- - »>- diary'who kept the Maison de Poste was so ill that we could nobe admitted there, so we walked towards a cottage wherethe habitants were going to bed, but with all possible French

II, 1
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foliusse the woman removed her furniture and children

and presently accommodated us with two empty rooms,

with a thousand compliments and regrets that ' des gens

comme nous ' (strangers) should be so ill-lodged. We supped

on the bread, eggs, and milk the cottage afforded."

Two years later the lady passed through Cap Sante

again. " I found myself at the house where I had met with

so much civility on my way from Quebec. The woman

recognised and welcomed me with her usual French

politeness ; by great industry she had saved some money

to make the miserable cottage it had been formerly fit

for the reception of travellers. She said my calling there

had made her think of so doing."

This worthy habitant's wife afterwards received many

marks of the regard of the Governor's lady and long

cherished her memory. It should be added that the trait

these habitants evinced in giving up their bed to a stranger

is one that prevails universally in the countryside to-day.

I could myself relate several experiences of the kind and

of their pride in refusing any recompense.

At the exquisitely situated village of Port Neuf there are

a number of English-speaking families and a Protestant

chapel, which the rector showed me with mfinite pride.

But I could not conceal my astonishment that here in the

heart of this French-speaking population this gentleman

should voluntarily isolate himself more completely than if

he were dwelling amongst savages in the heart of Africa.

If this terrible racial Une of cleavage is ever to be swept

away, should not the ministers of the gospel lead the way i

Yet my friend could speak no French. I regret to have to
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add that I found this too often the case ,vith the Protestant
clergy all through the Province.

Opposite Port Neuf on the other side of the St. Lawrence
stretches the well-kept seigniory of Lotbinicre, where now
dwell the son and sur-essor of the late Sir Henry Joly de
Lotbiniere, an illustrious ex.implc of an old-{ashioned
seigneur.

Leaving the rest of this region for a future pa»e let
us hasten on to Quebec Province's commercial cap^it'al-
IVlontre.nl.

'^



CHAPTER VII

MONTREAL

" Sprung from the hope of noble hearts,

Brought into being through jacrificc

Of men and women who played their parts

And counted not their lives as the price.

She has grown in her strength like a Northern Queen

'Neath her crown of light and her robe of snow,

And stands in her beauty fair, between

The Royal Mount and the Uiver below."

William M'Lennam.

The metamorphosis of Montreal is, perhaps, after all,

the chief miracle of Canada. For it is not passing

strange that cities should spring out of the plain,

or that vast wealth should be drawn from the mine and

the wheatfield. But there is nothing on the continent,

to my mind, quite comparable to the change that has

overtaken Ville Marie.

It is as if Rome were to clothe herself in the garments

of Chicago. The city that Maisonneuve founded has lain

long in the shadow of its mountain, gathering strength. In

J 870 it numbered scarce one hundred thousand souls, of

whom only a tenth were English-speaking. Now it has

suddenly leapt to half a million, and the feverish pulsations

of commercial life, which were formerly confined to a

handful of English merchants and financiers, is to-day

106
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felt throughout the whole city, and may even be noted
in its most distant suburbs.

Yet, but for its innate character, explicable by its
history, what should have restrained this city, not merely
from becoming the financial and industrial metropolis
of the Dominion, but fro.n being the peer of Boston itself ?

It is a port for ocean-going ships three hundred miles
nearer Liverpool than is New York. It is a thousand miles
from Belle Isle, at the head of ocean navigation, on Canada's
greatest river, the central depot of the greatest railway on
earth, and occupies the heart of a fertile plain almost the
size of England. With the growth of the west, its ad/antages
as a distributing centre are matchless. True it has a great
disadvantage

: the ice closes its navigation for four months
and more from the end of November lO early in April : but
Montrealers are sanguine spirits ; they do not intend being
baffled by the forces of Nature—they who have grappled
with Nature and captured stronghold after stronghold !

Ville Marie—that was the name given in 1642 to the
"habitation " founded on the Island of Montreal by a
pious and gallant gentlem.i- of Champagne, de Maison-
neuve, and by the virtuous lady of Troyes, Mile Mance.
How well known in the Province is the story of the good
priest, Pere Barthelemy Vimont, their companion, who
consecrated this foundation by a solemn mass, saying from
the pulpit :

" II est vrai, messieurs, ce que vous voyez n'est qu'un
grain dc moutarde, mais il est jete par des mains si pieuses et
SI animees de I'esprit de la foi et de la religion, que sans
doute il faut que le ciel ait de grands desscins puisqu'il se

! 1
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sert de tels ouvriers, ct je ne fais aucun doutc que cc petit

grain nc produise un grand arbre, nc fassc un jour des

mcrveillcs, nc soit multiplie et ne s'etende de toutes parts."

And how magnificently that prediction has been realised

to-day ! Upon and around the modest site of the fortress

of Ville Marie is upbuilt to-day a city far larger than the

Paris of Vimont's era.

If Montreal is dominated by its mountain, which tends

to draw nearer and nearer with the growth outward of the

city, its historical interest radiates from and its commercial

importance centres in the Place d'Armes. Within a stone's

throw from the statue of Maisonneuve, which occupies

the centre of this little square, are the great Church of

Notre-Damc, the Seminary of St. Tulpice (the oldest

building in Mortr. T, the Bank of Montreal, the Court

Hovse, the City Hall, the Chateau Ramezay, the Post

Office, tlii offices of most of the leading newspapers, and

many of the most ancient shrines in the city. A thorough-

fare or two away to the east is St. Lawrence Boulevard,

which, in a manner of speaking, divides the English from the

French population. But the line of division is other than

this : it is now wholly a moral one, for the French permeate

the city root and branch, and their shops are in the west

end and their villas are on the sides of the mountain.

The most that c-^a be said of St. Lawrence Boulevard is that

east of that line very few English reside ; nevertheless, there

are many portions of it handsomely built, and it is better

paved, lighted, and policed, for local reasons not uncon-

nected with politics.

But in a wide brief aperfu of this wonderful grey city.
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t«m-5tudded, sloping streets, one fact larger than lis

Z7T T" "'""' "'''" '"' '"°-'^'"' '-- fortthe hrst, the greatest, the most impressive fact inmodern as m anc.ent Montreal. Again, it is the Church.Turn .vhere you w,ll, its buildings greet the eye-cathedral
chapel, convent college, seminary, nunnerv Priests and'
nuns-Jesuits, Domimcans, Franciscans, Redemptorists-move to and fro in the streets. The Church is at once

il^TfTfT"""f" ?"* **"= "°" 'SgrcssWo factor inhe life of the city founded by Maisonneuve. If one were
to judge by externals one would say without hesitation that
rel.gK,n IS the keynote of Montreal. One morning, passingthe Archbishop's Palace, I caught a glimpse of the ri2-erend prelate who governs the ecclesiastical destinies olthe people. Irom his window, missal in hand, he looked
out upon institutions and symbols of other truths and other

nH !k u
""' ""^ '^°'"'' '^' "^"^ °f =" Koman pontiff,and the bronze statue of Sir John Macdonald was at his

doors. Across the way was the Young Men's Christian
A,sociation

: a procession of the Salvation Armv • thecrowds came and went from the Windsor Hotel and
that casteUated building yonder housed the forces of the

fiZ \u; ^""'^^ P™P"°- --chants and
financiers held forth at the St. James's Club

; professors
and undergraduates were bound to and fro the great Uni-
versity of McGill. Not one of these h..d a thought forhim or what this man in his purple stole stood for Their
interests were not his interests : and yet his was still the
real power and the veritable glory.
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The English visitor must beware of the ilhision which

mattes of Montreal even on its secular side an English

city and a triumph of Anglo-Saxon superiority. He

frequents an English hotel, promenades St. James and

St. Catherine Streets, patronises English shops. He

observes that its greatest commercial and industrial

enterprises are English, its banks, its railways and steamship

companies, and he is content. But, cries a French-Canadian,

" Franchissons cettc fai;i.de mirobolante et contemplons

cc qui sc passe par dcrrierc. . . . Ce sont des Franfais qui

tiennent Us principaux emplois."

And, on the other hand, it may happen that a Frenchman

coming to Montreal, staying at a private house or at the

Hotel Richelieu, or with a party of his compatriots at the

Place Viger, moving in French-Canadian society, visiting

Laval University and French institutions, shopping at the

great stores where French is spoken, and reading La Prisse

or La Patrie, would carry away from Montreal a wholly

different impression. This was the case with one at least

of a party of French sportsmen, led by the young Comte

de Lesseps, who visited Montreal a couple of years ago.

" They told me," he said, " it was an English city ; ]e

la trouve tout a fait Fran^aise." Yet it was significant

that when two of the party, including the Comte himself,

hailed by the French, feted by the French, carried away

Canadian brides, these same brides should have been

English-Canadians

!

M. Lionnet thought that Montreal was neither French

nor English, but characteristically American.

"Montreal," he declared, "toils like New York.

Ak\
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FINANCIAL ACTIVITY III

Montreal is an American city, a city of business. . . One
finds r. ,y q , „f ^^^ ^j ^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^,^^
circles ..luxe ahndant des veriuu, et de, gazons entretenus
a I anglarse; one discovers also true coins d, province, such
as ht. Louis Square; but by the river-side and at its
heart and centre, under the electric tramway wires, its
character is betrayed and becomes dominant. In these
great streets commerce and finance reign. Montreal is a
city of material labour, of practical activity "

With that amiable boastfubess-that desire alwavs of
aggrandising our race at any cost, even of truth-which haswon the English the regard of all the peoples of the earth,much has been written about the commercial inferiority
o. ^he French m Montreal. Although they form nearly
r-ir-fifths of the population, all the wealth and commerce
IS m Enghsh hands. Ergo, the French-Canadian is inferior
to the English m all matters of business. But let us look
into this question a little closer. Unquestionably the
Canadians of English origin enjoy great advantages in the
possession of splendid mercantile institutions ; but consider
the manner m which these were founded-consider the
tremendous start which the Enghsh have enjoyed in the
race for commercial prosperity. Reflect that hardly a dollar
of the ;^48o^ooo,ooo sterling which England has poured into
industrial Canada has gone into French-Canadian enter-

«r', , n 'u '"^"Z"""
1^" °°Iy l"ely begun to furnish

capital to Quebec. As well might one argue in 1750 that the
Scotch had no mnate gift for business, because there were
then no great industries north of the Tweed. " If "

as one
French observer justly remarb, " a runner in a race has

; I
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a hundred yards start of his competitor, is it not natural

that he should long hold the lead in the race ?
"

But what is happening in Europe in regard to com-

petitors with English enterprise is now happening in Canada,

and especially in Montreal. To the superficial observer,

few great banks, railways, maritime and transportation

companies, or great factories and commercial companies,

appear to be in French-Canadian hands. The chance

visitor to Montreal, reading the Gazette and the Star,

and confining himself to a single quarter of the town

or to the corridors of the Windsor Hotel, finds perhaps

little evidence of French-Canadian enterprise and activity.

But it is there, and it is advancing, and advancing with

astonishing strides.

" Franchissons cette fa9ade mirobolante et contemplons

ce qui se passe par derriere. . . . Ce sont des Franfais qui

tiennent les frincipaux emplois."

The most astute financier in Montreal is a French-

Canadian. La Banque Nationale and La Banque d'Hoche-

laga are powerful institutions in no way inferior to the great

English banks. The Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien,

founded with Parisian capital, but operated by French-

Canadians, is a large and prosperous organisation, yearly

extending its sphere. Many of the largest shops, employing

thousands of both sexes, are owned and operated by French-

Canadians. Within the last ten years several French-

Canadian millionaires have appeared upon the scene.

Some of the most imposing public buildings and private

residences I saw in Montreal have been built within the

past decade by Quebecquois.
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fo7m"''/°""""
°^ J°"'"^''^'" ^v« '•re accustomed to lookor man.festat>ons of energy and commercial enterp ise

It wJI not be found m the French newspapers of MontrealLa Puss,, which inhabits a ten-story building ndTs V
da.

y circulation of one hundred t'housand 'co^es, sgreat property. Another journal, La Patrie, with a 1 Lcirculation, was the organ of the late Mr. TaZ
^

l^et me hasten to say that no inconsiderable part of thisnew movement in the domain of affairs amongst t^he FrenchCanadians IS due to France. France-though la e „ theday-has begun wisely to pour her capital into C nadand amongst the merchants and financiers of her own rac

'

Her trade with Canada, long a negligible quantity has nowgrown until it exceeds that of Germany, and takefthe th.rdplace, after that of Great Britain Ji Am c.a rethpartly due to the activities of the Chambre d CommerceFrancaise of Montreal, founded in 1886
^"-"raerce

the'^Enlr
'\^" '"" ''"'^ ""Shed, the triumph ofthe Enghsh-speahng races-English. Scotch, and Irish-

Ste« *f
^l;,^-" veryg-t. To promenade Sherb"roke

IS a city of millionaires, and the capital invested inrailways steamships, and in commerce and Tndutrv

ot McGiU ,s of world-wide fame for the soundness of itscurriculum and the completeness of its scientifi equip

Mccill T1- :"' ''^ ''^"l""^ °f
" "-^h-t. JamesMcGill who died just a century ago, the University haalways been able to count upon the munificence otho
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Scottish-Canadian merchant-princes, few, if any, of whom

have ever themselves enjoyed the advantages of a college

education. McGill, from its very environment and the

so-largely utilitarian character of its undergraduates, must

present problems in management to its Principal of which

an Oxford Vice-Chancellor happily knows nothing.

From the middle of the last century dates the turning-

point in Montreal's commercial history. Two great factors

then played the most important part—the Allan Line and

the Grand Trunk Railway—in the sudden expansion of its

trade. But in truth the time was ripe—conditions made

expansion possible. A ship canal, begun in 1843, after an

outlay of 2,000,000 dollars was completed in 1849. It was

mor., than a quarter of a century that the Hon. John

Ricl 'rdson had proposed to extend the primitive Lachine

boat canal right up to the city, and thereby avoid the

dangerous current opposite St. Helen's Island and Isle

Ronde. This was regarded as far too ambitious a design,

and the canal was dug only to Windmill Point, a distance

of eight and a half miles. It was opened for traffic in 1825.

Its narrow width, sufficient only for barges, limited its

usefulness, and its widening duly followed. Then it was

that Montreal began to enjoy the signal advantages of her

geographical position, and river and canal were crowded

with shipping from the interior to the seaboard and vice

versa. Ocean and inland navigation became united, and

soon the canal was again found to be too narrow. In 1875

a further enlargement was begun at a cost of some seven

million dollars, and since then Montreal has never paused in

the work of enlarging and improving her port facilities. Her
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construction of another monster grain elevator, which is

called the world's largest transfer elevator, with a capacity

of 1,772,000 bushels. In giving increased accommodation

to big ocean liners, the remodeUing of Victoria Pier is one

of the most important works of all. In its new form the

outer side of this pier will present 2700 feet of high-level

permanent quay, with five double-deck reinforced concrete

sheds and grain-convey-r equipment erected thereon. The

provision of increased accommodation for the liners coming

to Montreal is an absolute necessity, as last year there were

four more applications for wharf sheds than could be sup-

plied. The inner side of the remodelled pier will be 4800

feet long, while a jetty 500 feet in length will accommo-

date the Richelieu and Ontario fleet, the inner side of the

pier as a whole being reserved for the river and market

vessels.

The new dry dock is one of the largest in the world. The

St. Lawrence has long been deficient in the matter of

docks ; many ships trading to the St. Lawrence, if they

required to dock, have had to go -. thousand miles for

accommodation. The new dock is a most important addi-

tion to the equipment of Montreal, and will provide all

the necessary facilities for repairing and docking, and

will also doubtless prove in time a source of very con-

siderable income to the enterprising company that has

constructed it.

It has a capacity of 25,000 tons, which exceeds the

tonnage of any vessel which comes to the St. Lawrence

at the present time. But when we recall that the channel

from Montreal to the sea was formerly but 10 feet deep.

/
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instead of the 30 feet of tc^day, one realises the progress
that has been made. As the Government of Canada is
proceedmg with the work of still further deepening the
channel, we may expect that in a not far distant future
vessels will come to the port of Montreal which in size and
tonnage will tax the capacity even of the new dock
Although spacious, well-built, and attractive in its chief

parts. Montreal is still far from being what it should be.
It can hardly be called a tidy city, and it is not yet, in spite
of the efforts of the reformers, a weU-governed city. Vast
sums have been spent, for instance, in paving the streets,
but many of them still continue in a lamentable condition
Two or three years ago the evidence of abuses and

irregularities existing in the civil administration of Montreal
became so notorious that a committee of citizens demanded
an official enquiry. The Lieutenant-Governor appointed
Mr. Justice Cannon as a Royal Commissioner, and the hear-mg of witnesses, lasting for several months, was the reigning
scandal of the period.

*

For instance, the city spends annually for the construc-
tion of permanent pavements and sidewalb a sum of from
1,500,000 dollars to 2,000,000 dollars, half of the cost of
sidewalks being paid directly by the owners over and above
this amount. In this Streets Department the corruption
was found to be appalling. One gathers that the system
adopted IS for the City Surveyor to prepare a statement
of aU the works to be executed; this statement relates to
several millions of expenditure; it is submitted to a
Finance Committee, which places at the disposal of the
Koad Committee one-tenth or one-twentieth of the amount
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demanded. Then the committee proceeds to divide or

apportion this sum ; the aldermen urge the demands of

their respective wards, and, according to one witness, " the

man with the biggest pull gets the biggest share."

An ex-journalist named Brunei joined forces with an

ex-employe of the city's engineering staff, and proceeded

to tender for a street-paving contract, in the spring and

summer of 1909. His Company was composed of two

partners: the ex - journalist and M. Belanger, a civil

engineer, and an ex-employe of the city. Belanger acted

as expert in the firm, and his sole interest was a percentage

of ten per cent upon the receipts of the Company. They

had no contractors' plant, and they kept no books, but they

obtained paving contracts from the city in one year,

300,000 dollars ! Altogether they seem to have done very

well for themselves, and would probably have continued

to do so if a writ of injunction had not been issued against

the complaisant Road Committee.

I only mention this case as one amongst a dozen in-

vestigated and denounced by the Commission. As a re-

sult of this exfose of municipal corruption the citizens

approved by a crushing majority a proposal to redur.

the number of aldermen and establish a Board of Ccu-

trol. As for the division and the representation of

the city by wards, all agree in condemning this system,

which gave rise to patronage and to its abuses. Whether

the present system of the Board of Control and a council

composed of aldermen is ideal remains to be seen. The

council is composed of groups and coteries struggling one

with another and v h the Board with such bitterness
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CHAPTER VIII

MONTREAL CHAUACTERISTICS

** Utawa'i tide ! thii trembling moon

Shall see ui float OTcr thy surge* aoon.

Saint of this green Isle, hear i.u- prayers.

Oh, grant us cool heavens .ti. ) Cvourin]* airs.

Blow, breezes, blow : the stream runs fast.

The rapids are near and the daylight's pasL"

Thosias Muoke, Canadian Boat Seng,

There are a *. w secular institutions whose head-quarters

are in Montreal, which in their potency, in their per-

vs-iventi, and their wealth almost rival the Church. Of

thes ; i re the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Grand Trunlt

Railway, and the Bank of Montreal. The magnates of

these institutions (which, by the by, are housed in monster

edifices suggesting public departments) move like pontiffs

and cardinals from club to office, from office to racecourse

or hotel, their every movement followed by the rapt atten-

tion of the whole community. Rumours of their plans, their

" deals," their daily increasing personal wealth, form in

many English-speaking circles the current staple of conversa-

tion. One is sometimes in despair at the rank materialism

which such preoccupation induces. One feels how ipirit-

ually and intellectually narrowing it must be to cUng to

ideals so exclusively commercial ; and more than once I have

turned with relief to the company of men who have quite
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and the esthetic amenities of life.
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Perhap, in no respect i, Montreal so singular as in its

lS\ti:ir^ra«x-^V"r^^^^^
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thich o^r ""? '°"?"' *"* " ""^J' "'«t i" embryowhich only needs to be fostered. No people can be cul-tured or complete without a theatre-the great teacherof manners, speech, and s...ir fair. It i, f ^ Jjm a Quebecquo. who has been abroad to find h^Theatre Fran.a.s, erected long ago by some sanguine spirithopeful that he was fulfilling a public need, in posse^^ion
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of a second or third-rate American n^usical comedy troupe.

It is humiliating.

And then what of the English—where are their temples

of the drama f Do they care for the drama at all i

Apparently not—or only for American burlesques and

the inevitable musical comedies. Good plays, stirring

plays—uplifting plays, plays reflecting human hopes,

fears and passions, plays of Canadian life by Canadian

authors, are noticeably absent from this great Canadian

metropolis.

On the score of painting, a handful of cultured and

wealthy Montrealers are determined that the people shall

not lack the stimulus which comes from beholding examples

of the finest art. To them is due the fact that Montreal is

becoming a veritable centre of. the fine arts, so far as the

acquisition of masterpieces goes. The private galleries of

Sir William Van Home, Mr. Angus, Lord Strathcona,

and others are filled with pictures of great merit and value.

Moreover, a magnificent new art gallery will shortly be

opened to contain a fine collection recently bequeathed

to the citizens. Collectors of rare books and manuscripts

and engravings, chiefly bearing upon the history of the

city, the Province, or of Canada at large, are not unfre-

quent, and the collections of Mr. Joseph Learmont and

of Mr. McCord are of signal interest.

It is astonishing also to the stranger that Montreal

should not possess a great public library. One might

imagine that until it has done this no wide intellectual

culture were possible. One of the arguments I heard

gravely used against the establishment of a public library
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Let none depart from this great bustling city, so full now

of the pride of life and of the lust for wealth, where even

the churches reek with a gaudy magnificence, without

visiting a few quiet shrines which still speak to us in eloquent

language of the Montreal of yesterday, which is rapidly

passing away. Let the visitor steal an hour from those

haunts of modern luxury which imitate New York and

Boston with such exactness, and visit the Chateau Ramezay,'

the former official residence of the Governors, and now

an almost sequestered museum and picture gallery.

Formerly, this quaint old structure was considered quite

a fine mansion, but Montreal has been moving from it

morally and physically, until now it is far enough away

from fine society. It seems hard in 191 2 to believe that at

the beginning of the eighteenth century Claude de Ramezay,

whose official mansion it was, could from its windows

command a superb view of the great river east and west,

and that around him were the mansions of the wealthy

seigneurs and courtiers from France, where now high sheds

and warehouses and elevators crowd in upon each other

on the river front to the utter ruin of any prospect.

After many historic episodes and vicissitudes the Chateau

became, in 1775, the official head-quarters of the invading

Americans, headed by Benedict Arnold, and here were held

the councils of the American Commissioners, of whom

Benjamin Franklin was one, who were handsomely prc-

' In 1894 the Chateau was sold by the Provincial Government and

purchased by the Corporation of the City of Montreal, for the Numismatic

and Antiquari^in Society, which, in 1895, obtained the building for the

purpose of founding their Historical Portrait Gallery and Museum.
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Another shrine is but a stone's throw away, and close

to Eonsecours Market, the little Church ot Notre-Dame de

Bonsecours—" Our Lady of Gracious Help "—the last

of the old churches of Ville Marie since the Recollet was

swept away. Not many years ago it narrowly escaped

destruction, and it was the vigorous appeal of a few right-

thinking Protestants which saved it. I have a happy boyish

memory of one of those same Protestants, who once con-

fessed to me :

" I love that little old church, and I never find myself

in that part of the city but I go in there and say a prayer.

I pray that both of us may be saved."

The antique pulpit, the altar, the mural rilievos, carry

one back to the days of the pious Sister Marguerite

Bourgeois, who, with her own hands, in 1657, laid the

foundation stone. The chapel was built on condition that

it should house a certain small image of the Virgin, endowed

with a miraculous virtue, which still stands on a riverward

gable, and has brought about many deliverances to the

common people, especially sailors.

There is yet another spot, not so ancient, it is true,

but full of the old-world atmosphere of faith and quiet,

serene devotion, to which I would direct the visitor. But,

alas, even as I pen these lines I fear i .s too late, and the

church convent and school of Our Lady of Pity have

disappeared. I went with a distinguished Montrealer to

visit the place.

"Ah, we have always felt so safe—so sheltered here,"

said Sister Theresa sadly. " We had our garden in which

we could walk unobserved. We were retired from the
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simply) " to God," gently insisted upon the past, its glories,

its struggles, and its antiquity. Only a few yards away is

Notre-Dame Street, yet the remoteness is complete. The
space of the garden, the bulk of the church, the long

buildings of the convent and schools, in which there are

probably, with the teaching sisters, five hundred souls

—

emphasise the prevailing sense of aloofness. Even when
we leave the voices of the young girls ascend in song

—

the songs of a dim and touching yesterday.

The environs of Montreal are very beautiful—St. Hilaire,

Sault au Recollet, Lapraire, and Lachine. Lachine, to

me, is vivid in its suggestions of the suburb of some
French town, even one of the suburbs of Paris. The
parish church, the convent with its high-walled garden,

the Mansard roofs here and there, the very boutiques and
their windows, help out the suggestiveness.

There is to-day little in Lachine to compare with the

historical associations of the outpost granted by the

Sulpician Fathers—feudal lords of Ville Marie—to the

adventurous La Salle. Its very name satirically com-
memorates the explorer's idee fixe—i. passage across the

continent to China and the Orient. A flourishing settle-

ment arose which, in 1689, was destroyed at the time of the

Lachine massacre, the most terrible in Canadian history,

when every living soul, to the number of two hundred,

was butchered in a single night by the Iroquois.

Crossing the canal lock and entering the river road, one

passes a typical French toll-gate, and a succession of charm-

ing little French villas, mostly summer residences of Mon-
trealers. There is a picturesque stone windmill, too, by
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village, the home of several hundred Indians and half-

breeds, a remnant of a converted band of Iroquois. The
town walls, built in 1721, may still be seen, and the presby-

tery, erected four years later, contains, amongst other things

of interest, the room and desk of old Pcrc Charlevoix, the

early historian of Canada. At the western extremity of

Montreal Island is the still picturesque village of St. Anne's,

and close at hand the ruins of three castles, built to defend

the island from invading Iroquois, and a circular stone

watch-tower. But not even these medieval analogies

have power to erase a more modern and pacific and withal

still truly romantic association and the little cheery figure

of Tom Moore, and the words of his immortal boat-song

emerge clearly, as from a palimpsest, into the view of

history.
" The rapids arc near and the dayliglu'i pait."

The rapids ! All the rivers hereabouts are full of rapids,

but those of Lachine—briefest but most violent—enjoy

the higher renown, owing, doubtless not a little, to their

close proximity to Montreal.

Before leaving the Island of Montreal I must not forget

its unique apple orchards. The Fameuse apple—of deep

scarlet hue and snow-white juicy interior—is esu.emed more

than any other apple in the world. It is very well known

on the English market, where an unlimited quantity could

be sold if the production were to equal the demand. Fruit-

growers in this Province agree in saying that it has somewhat

degenerated. One cause of the falling off in quality is said

to be insufficient or unsuitable cultivation of the orchards.

The Government has therefore favoured the organisation
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religiotu lect were less law-abiding, less industrious, lew

honest than the mass of his fellow-Orangemen, and, I

might add, less amiable. I might venture to suggest to

him that a little toleration, and perhaps a little humour,

might conduce to a moral unity, and ultimately even to a

racial unity which would be greatly to the advantage of

the Province.

Adjoining Hnntingdon is Chateauguay, which is famous

as the scene che defeat of an American invading force

in the war ol 1812. Lower Canada was threatened by a

force of 7000 Americans, commanded by General Hamp-

ton. This army advanced from Lake Champlain to

the Chateauguay River, designing to reach the head

of Montreal Island. At this spot they expected to be

joined by 8000 men under General Wilkinson, coming

down the St. Lawrence in boats from Lake Ontario. To
oppose the troops led by Hampton and prevent them from

joining their comrades near Montreal, was a little force

of 1600 men, commanded by one of the old French-

Canadian noblesse. Colonel de Salaberry, who had already

fought for Britain in foreign climes. He was an experienced

soldier ; he knew that courage and endurance in the cause

of patriotism more than atoned for want of numbers.

He determined to throw himself in Hampton's path in the

forest, and so prevent his reaching Chateauguay. Accord-

ingly he threw up his trenches and waited for the oncoming

of the Americans.

In due time they came ; the battle began, and the first

ranks of the foe were mown down like grass. De Salaberry

had taken the precaution to scatter a dozen buglers through.
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the woods, who .ounded the advance at interval, through
ihc fray The invader., hearing the repeated trumpet
blast,, thought a va.t Canadian army opposed them.
Neyeithele.. they pre..ed forward, the defender. purpo.clv
K'v.ng way a little. The hidden buglers '

1 , h.irder than
ever panic seized the enemy at last, and ihc^ M br,< I mio
the bushes, dropping their itnapsacb, dr.,r.'s, .nd .in,»U-<,
" they ran. Their comrades behiri tor,'- th.n. for vic-
torious Canadians advancing to a rh.ir -, ,i.J de.U th^:n
voUey after volley. Finding out th.-ir rrror fro l. to tlieym turn fled, and soon the victor>' of ,8o C.avulians over
ten times that number of the enemy was ,>.w nl te Mir.i-
culou, to relate, the Canadian loss was only r. „ .ille.i and
sixteen wounded; that of the Americans «il] never be
known. But on the day foUowing the battle nearly a
hundred graves were dug on their bank of the river
Chateauguay was a blow to American pride which

required many battles, and more than one victory on the
sea and the Great Lakes, to atone for. There is a fine
statue of De Salaberry by Hcbert at Chambly.

It has been observed, as a provincial characteristic, that somany farmers build their farm-houses in a hole, if the hole
be near the road, rather than deprive th.^mselves of the
pleasure of seeing the people pass, by building further off.
ihe bcotch m these south-western counties, and particu-
larly in Chateauguay, when they erect their dweUings.
always seek the heights in preference, no matter how far
these are removed from the public highway, and especiaUy
when lying towards the middle of the farm. They do this
because it saves walking and hauling on the farm ; makes it

^1
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possible for then- to construct ea:Jy drained, deep, healthy

cellars, assures the salubrity of the dwelling, and gives them
a view over the surrounding country and all parts of the

farm. Surely, therefore, a better system.

At Brysonville there is a farm which might well be an

exemplar for the farms throughout the whole Province.

Every year the Government wisely encourages the farmers

by giving a gold medal for agricultural merit, and last year

it was tc' a farmer named Younie, whose farm is situated in

what is called the TuUochgorum range, a belt of land south

of the Chateauguay River, of rich composition, good
texture, and high fertihty. A description of the Younie
farm should interest the English agriculturist, as offering

a strilting contrast to those farms of the Far VVe.?t he hears so

much about.

Apart from the usual elevation tow^ " !s the middle, on

which all the buildings are erected, i:. soil is flat and

perfectly levelled, drained, and tilled. The land measures

-bout three hundred and fifty yards wide by about a mile

long, forming a total superficies of 115 acres, of which
ir2 are under cultivation. There are seven regular fields

of 15 acres each, divided into two equal parts, except

that to the north of the houses, which is only 6j
acres. The two enclosures in which the buildings are

situated are outside of tiic rotation. That which contains

the dwelling-house and its numerous dependencies, the lawn,

the orchard, the apiary, and the grove, covers six acres. This

is the " coquettish eminence " intelligently and agreeably

utilised by its proprietor. The enclosure containing the farm

buildings comprises five .icres. A comely, well-constructed,
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CHAPTER IX

TEMISCAMING AND THU WEST

** II y a bien des mani^rea d'offcnncr Dicu, mais ime den plus communes

et dea plus graves, c'est de ne pas tircr parti dcs rcssourccs que la Providence

a mises a notrc disposition ; elle nous a donnc une tcrre fticonde, des minea,

des fort-ts et des cours d'eau."

—

Labelle.

At the founding of Quebec Province the early French

colonists established themselves along the larger rivers,

notably the St. Lawrence. They had cleared a narrow

strip of soil— narrow indeed when one considers the

extent of the country, and beyond that was impene-

trable forest. There came a time, about 1835, when,

the population having largely increased, all the cleared

regions became occupied, and the inhabitants began in

numbers to cross the border. This exodus naturally caused

much anxiety to the Church, and to many patriots, and

efforts were set on foot to counteract this emigrating

tendency. A crusade was organised by the clergy, having

for its object the retention of the habitants within the

limits of their own territory and the establishment of new

colonies. A body of tireless priest-colonisers sprang into

being, of whom the celebrated Cure Labelle is the arch-

type. This priest, consecrating his life to the task, founded

more than forty parishes in Quebec Province. Hundreds

of families went to the Far West ; but the wiser policy is
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8tie.m, ever opening new and splendid vistas. Sometimes
mountains loom up of such altitude that an impassable

barrier is presented to the further progress of the train,

but a sudden turn avoids the difficulty, and we continue
our upward and onward course. The air is even in the
height of summor cool and bracing. Glimpses of tasteful

summer villas gr. . the eye, and parties of youths and
maidens in sum n. r raiment fishing or cauoeing.

I shall not e. ly forget my visit to tho l-ungalow which
a cultivated Montrealer has built on a sequestered

summit, where from every window he may feast his eye

on his primeval acres, and fish in his own crystal lakes

across which had never fallen the shadow of a rod. Nor
shall I forget the thrilling ascent and descent along break-

neck roads, where a single false step would have sent our

mortal bones to mingle with the immortal boulders which
so plentifully lined our path. These our habitant driver

negotiated with a san<;-froid that no prospect of calamity

could dispel.

Beyond Stc. Agathe the summit of the range is reached,

and we are 1400 feet above sea-level. Gradually comes the

descent to Labelle, loi miles from Montreal. Here, st

what used in the old days to be known as La Chute aux

Iroquois, a delightful summer resort with hotels and
boarding-houses has been built and flourishes. Nominingue
is in the centre of a group of lakes, and is much frequented

by sportsmen. Although many hotels are scattered through

this region—a region, be it remembered, as large as Yorkshire

—camping in the open air is favoured by hundreds of families,

whose tents, by the margin of some clear lake, are visible
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summtr frosts are very infrequent, and only occur in the

lower valleys, and not on the upper and more exposed lands,

and snow is less abundant than in the valley of the St.

Lawrence.

As to the industrial future of the Laurentian country,

one has only to point to its water-powers, which are

numerous, and capable of developing incalculable energy.

The forests of pulp-wood might be made to yield an in-

exhaustible supply. The region is likewise rich in minerals,

especially in graphite (there are already a couple of graphite

factories), asbestos, and mica.

Of the sporting attractions of the Laurentian country

much might be written. Already the country hereabouts

owes much to anglers and game-hunters. " Colonisation

sportive " is a phrase which has come to imply an economic

fact—so much benefit follows in the train of the small army,

chiefly of Montrealers, who make an annual invasion.

Altogether the region—which might well contain at

least a million—is peopled to-day by some forty thousand

souls. There are fifty parishes and missions.

Ottawa, the capital of the Dominion, is not within the

confines of the Province of Quebec, and the city of Hull

must be regarded as a suburb of the capital. Yet to

Hull, with its great lumber mills and factories, is due much

of Ottawa's wealth.

A IHtle east of Hull the Gatineau River, which takes

its rise miles north in the county of Champlain, empties

its flood into the Ottawa. A famous river is the

Gatineau—rich in lumberman's legend. For over half a

century incessant cargoes of lumber, felled in the fastnesses



THE GATINEAU REGION ,4,

of the north, have poured down its stream, all but hiding
Its surface from view. Few tourists ascend it-indeed,
at certam seasons it is unnavigable. But a wonderful river-
a beautiful river-with its beauties cloaked, as it were,
by the logs of commerce, and patiently waiting the day
which must sometime arrive, be it decades or centuries
hence, when its bosom will bear other and more conclv
cargo. '

Meanwhile, the Gatineau, like the Ottawa, has given
the world a race of hardy lumbermen, who are graduaUy
giving place to the tillers of the soil along its banks. And
It 13 really difficult to understand why this Gatineau VaUey
has not made greater progress as an agricultural country
during the last forty or fifty years. A priest who has lived
and laboured long some hundred miles up the river, tells
me that the crops never fail. Autumn wheat and all other
grams succeed wonderfuUy well. Fields covered with ears
of wheat seven inches long are common. The frosts with
which other parts are visited in spring and autumn, are here,
probably owing to the great abundance of lakes, quite
unknown.

A worthy and intelligent missionary stationed at Lake
Desert, whose travels take him three hundred miles north
of Ottawa, says that the richest and most favoured lands
are still totally unoccupied. As for the Gatineau VaUey
beyond Mamwaki there is an extensive plain without a single
rock upon it, whose soil is especiaUy fertile, and capable of
supporting several parishes. I cannot refrain from quoting
the experience of one colonist, who went up into this
country a dozen years ago with no other capital than a cow,
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scanty provisions for one year, and the strength of his arm.

He cleared the land himself, and in the spring sowed three

minots ' of oats, and two minots of wheat. When, at the

close of summer, this stout-hearted pioneer could see his

corn waving in the breeze he felt the future held some

reward for his labours. His first crop brought him eighty

minots of wheat and thirty-five minots of cats. In a year

or two he had raised 690 mmots of prain and 400 of

potatoes. He soon built himself a good house, barn, and

stables, and now has four horses, five cows, six sheep, and a

large stock of poultry, and as he is able to sell all his produce

in a good market he is in a fair way to become prosperous.

To the large lake close to his farm this pioneer has given

his own name.

Maniwaki, which is the centre of the Upper Gatineau

County, is an attractive little town, and the terminus of

what used to be called the Ottawa and Gatineau Valley

Railway, which halted at Kazabazua. It is now part of the

Canadian Pacific system.

At Ironside (St. Alexandre de la Gatineau), a few miles

from the mouth of the Gatineau, is the old estate of

Philemon Wright, now turned into a model farm and

agricultural institute by the Peres du Saint Esprit. This

institution aims at receiving and training young people,

especially young Frenchmen, to be sound farmers, with a

knowledge of the ways of the country. The course here,

as at Oka, embraces the theory and practice of agriculture,

horticulture, and arboriculture.

It is an impressive sight to see one of these young monks,

1 A minot is an old French mcaaurc, equalling three bushels.
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miles long. There is another great lake, Victoria, in the

territory, which was so named by my friend Mr. Albert

Humphrey, in 1869. The new Transcontinental Railway

traverses this country just north of Lake Victoria. Great

colonising activity has been recently shown in the Tcmis-
caming country, and that which a very few ye?rs ago was

uninhabited wilderness, now boasts a number of villages

peopled by seven or eight thousand souls. The chief of

these settlements is Ville Marie, which is just cast of the

world-renowned Cobalt, on the other side of Lake Temis-

caming.

To reach Ville Marie and the Temiscaming region, one

travels to-day to Mattawa, by the Canadian Pacific Railway,

and from thence forty miles northward on a branch line

to the village of Temiscaming, where a small steamer is on
hand to convey the traveller up the lake. I travelled with

a party of youthful Government surveyors—students at

McGill—who were going to make their way by canoe to

Lake Victoria, and so attain the route of the Trans-

continental Railway. One at least of the party was a little

concerned over their supply of rations.

" We'll be shut up in the bush for three months, and I'm

not sure I won't get pretty sick of beans and bacon," he

said to me. " I hope at least there's cheese."

" But you will have plenty of fish and wildfowl, and per-

haps bear meat."

" That depends," he said. " We'U be busy all day and

it wouldn't do to count on it. And as I don't care much
for fish, a week of it would be enough."

" When do your rations am up ?
"
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was tempered by a sojourn with one or two of the regular

camps .1 railway engineers and surveyors. They were good

fellows, and like all orthodox Government employes

nursed a grievance—and they laughed at these holiday

camps. They drank their reeking camp coffee and munched

their bacon, and grudged the youngsters nothing of their

dainty fare.

Close to Temiscaming, across the Ottawa River, is a

great new dam wiiich is to ensure the water-supply of the

distant city of Ottawa. This work was not constructed

without difficulty. As one of the workmen said to me :

" First it bust, then it bust again, and then it bust some

more ! " I hope these " busting " habits arc now corrected.

This end of the lake is very stony soil, and the wife of a

railway employe told me with tears in her eyes of her

heart-breaking efforts to create a garden on the rock.

" We had to bring the soil here in bucketfuls, and when

I had got the seedlings set out early in June, along comes

a frost and they all died."

Of course, it was an unusual spring, as unprecedented

as the summer of 191 2 in England. However, as one ascends

the lake, which is everywhere picturesquely wooded, and

with numerous small islands, the soil shows itself more

fertile ; and then one comes to the charted townships,

er-ch containing from fifteen to thirty square miles—begin-

ning with Tabarel nd extending as far north as the

Abitibi region. The first important settlement is a couple

of miles inland—St, Edouard-in the Canton Fabre,

which has gained much note as mining district. St.

Edouard has a population of close upon a thousand. Here
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arc a church .md two school,, , ' -.or ..,ul ch.iir f,,cturv .,ndtwo s.uv-m,lls. The whol. of thi. canton prccnt. 'r.-thcr
a mountainous aspect, but still ,omo excellent farms arc
to be seen here and there. The lake at thi, point is scarcely
a mile wide but it soon I ,.,dens out considerably and wc
con,e to a fort of the old Hudson's Hay Company, andthee miles further on. at what is called the liaie des POres.
V.He Mane.

. ,s „ a pic.ures<,uely situated and interesting
l.tde town, ana is really the metropolis of the whole rcdon.
Great hopes are entertained by the .-ood priests who,

here as elsevyhere, have played a conspicuous part in its
foundins and its progress, of what Villo Marie is destined
to become in a few years' ti. .. It has already fifteen hun-
dred inhabitants, and if I c ..d not observe in its roads or
architecture any appreciable difference from or improve-
ment over other villages of its class, it is probably because
the art of town-planning is not yet ci .ated by the
emissaries of the Church. When they do 'ce it up and
learn how dweUings and environment react upon character
a striking transformation will result. The ^vorst of it is'
the r«r^ is not yet alive to the importance of these thing,,'
nor IS he anxious to awaken worldly interests in his flock
which niight compete with his concern for a future mansionm the skies. Yet if only-in humble domestic architecture
--a return were made to the old French-Canadian cottage
with Its graceful red roof and dormer windows and wide'
eaves, planting before it a few maples or elms, how
much more graceful would be the prospect ! At present
It seems to me too much the tendency to imitate the
banalities of Cobalt, New Liskeard. and Haileybury, and the

li J J
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greater the prosperity of the builder the more depressing

and commonplace the effect. Ville Marie has all the

modern airs and graces—it has even a Chamber of Com-

merce (.tnglice. Board of Trade), one or two sportsmen's

clubs, a newspaper, and a publicity society. Besides its

large church and presbytery it has a hospital, under the

direction of the Grey Nuns of Ottawa, a convent which

cost 35,000 dollars to build, and a flourishing boys' school,

administered by the Mariste Brotherhood. There are a

good many miners in and about Ville Marie, and a floating

population which makes it at times rcse.nble the small

towns over the Ontario border.

Five mile; inland, in the same township, is Lorrainville,

the centre of i farming district. I was told tli.t there were

here forty or fifty farms worth over five thousand dollars

apiece, sending their products not only to Ville Marie,

but as far as Cobalt, New Liskeard, and Cochrane. Another

five miles south, and you are at St. Placide, and there are

other nascent villages scattered here and there. At the

head of the lake is the Riviere des Quinze, which flows

eastward, connecting Teraiscaming with the I<ac des

Quinze. This latter lake leads on to Lac Expanse, and

this connects the traveller again with the Ottawa River.

In fact, all this chain of lakes is merely the Ottawa embel-

lished and ampUfied until the traveller ascending to its

source has crossed Lake Victoria and is back again in the

same latitude as the capital of the Dominion. This is a

great experience, the ascent of the Ottawa from its mouth

to its source.

If New Quebec has not yet enjoyed the good fortune
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directed ZZ''°
'" '" "'"" """^ ">^ ""---' "Mentiondirected to them ,t is merely because her resources have

do n«l-sfT " ^'^^ ^^'"^ ---• -d no* that^00 not exist. A large portion of Pontiac-Nord, south of

'wav?:i^"""'^'' '
°' ^ «^°^°«'"' f™^- wLh

nicKei, and cobalt m large quantities. Systematic and
persistent research will-„ay must be-rewafded
So deeply impressed has the Government been withTemiscaming s advantages that, after a visit from the HonMr^ Devhn, it has been decided to build a great publkh'ghway running from Ville Marie north-west as fa

AlrSr"°\'''"r'
'""^ Grand Trunk Pacific Ralwa!Already work on this road has been pushed forward andSr 'th °t".

'"'"^ ^'^^ '^^ Harricana VaUeytself IS another Temiscaming, larger, and even mor; suit^

otlf^Utr: "• ^'- ' -"^ ^'- --^-' Mr.

resemblw^V°'''
"'

't'
''" "^'^ P''''"' ^"s'^*'^ undulating,

l^S n
"""'^-^"t prairies, if the latter were

and I ha
"" " "°""' "^^ '" '^^ ''^'^^ "^ '^e riversand I have not seen a single mountain. Other districtare subject to summer frosts, but in the Harricana Bastwe have not seen any sign of frost before late Septemb r

midd eof"
"'''"'" "" ^^""^"^ '' •>- - themiddle of summer."

No one may reasonably doubt that this country northof the Qum^e will be one day the scene of grea^t prospenty. To Nedelec Canton has recently been 'added' theAlgonqum reserve of 38,400 acres, ceded by the Indians

I J'!i|
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Land can at present be bought in hundred-acre lots for

about sixty cents an acre, but not more than four hundred
acres by one person. A fifth of this sum is payable at

time of sale, and the balance in annual instalments with
interest at six per cent. If cultivation has not been
begun in six months, and continued during three years, the

land reverts to the Government.

At the head of the lake is North Temiscaming, which
bids fair to rival Ville Marie as ,i mining and farming centre.

It was for long only an Indian mission, and now has a

population of nearly a thousand. Its situation at the

head of nearly a hundred miles of lake navigation, and at

the mouth of the White River in the adjoining province,

lends it exceptional advantages. The adjacent rapids, too,

of the Riviere des Quinze will shortly be exploited indus-

trially, while a bridge is in process of building over the

Quinze.

In Guerin township one sees a fertile country into which
colonists are beginning to pour in large numbers, as well

as into Latulippe and the townships bordering Lake
Expanse. With the advent of the New Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway all this country, and that far 'o the north,

is bound to flourish, even as the far North-West has

flourished.

" Why," asks one of the priests, addressing his com-
patriots in the east, " why go west ? Why not enlarge and

enrich the domain of your own native province, augment
its population et far suite votre representation an parlemcnt

federal?"

This is a consideration not often pressed upon pro-
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<J.g.on ,n schools directed by CathoL teachers Ou

Z/a ,
^ ^ ''''" ^°" ""°°t always have there •

pure dnnkmg water, soft water for washingfwood to b Ji dyor house and your barn, and trees to brefk the monotony



CHAPTER X

UP THE ST. MAURICE

" The country is colossal sod you but a microscopic specli on the hiiii

of its garment ; yet there's nothing else like you, take you all round, for we
see you complacently, with the naked eye; whereas there are vast, sprawlinj;,

bristling areas, great grey ' centres of population,' that spread, on the maji,

like irremediable grease-spots."

—

Hknry Jamls, The American S.ene.

We have now travelled to the far western extremity of

Quebec Province. Let us return again to the St. Lawrence.

Three Rivers is one of the oldest settlements in New
France, and to-day in point of size it ranks fifth in the

Province. There are here not really three rivers. Jacques

Cartier, when he planted a cross in 1534, called it Riviere

de Foie, after a Breton family. But a couple of genera-

tions later Pontgrave, noting the islands at the mouth of

the St. Maurice—and the trifluvial appearance they lent

the river—gave the name Three Rivers to the settlement.

Champlain made this point a rendezvous for the Hurons
who joined him against the Iroquois, and traces of an old

Indian stockade along the river front were uncovered some
years ago.

At the present time candour compels me to say that Three
Rivers should always be approached by river if one desires

to get a fair impression of the town. On its northern side,

and close to the railway, the prospect of cheap hotels and
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which is still extant. Below the chateau is a stream which

supplied the water-power for the old works. The original

blast-furnace, or cupola—a huge block of granite masonry,

thirty feet square at the base—is still in service, the fires

liaving hardly ever been extinguished during a century and

:i half. In a deep recess one sees the " dam " from which

the molten metal is drawn into beds of sand to cool into

" pigs " or bars, which were sent to France. The principal

articles made then, as now, were stoves, which were of excel-

lent quality and workmanship. The head workmen learned

their trade in Sweden, and the stoves one sees to-day in nany

a habitant's dwelling are of antique Swedish pattern.

During the great war shot and shell were cast here. When,

after the Conquest, the Enghsh soldiers came to demand

keys of chateau and forge they were confronted by a

Mademoiselle Poulin, the sole occupant of the place, whose

defiant retort took the form of throwing the said keys into the

river. She was herself a fiery creature, this Mademoiselle

Poulin, and tradition and poetry have done something

for her. In time the works were leased to various private

persons. Their present owners, I find, deal largely in car-

wheels, upon which, as might be expected, the speeding

chariot of Canada's destiny is mounted just now.

We leave the hamlet of St. Maurice Forges in its amphi-

theatre of wooded hills, and move on northward to Shaw-

anegan, which beckons to us from the Shawanegan ' Moun-

tains. This river of St. Maurice, with its broad reaches,

its many falls and rapids, its wooded and high rocky banks,

1 May I appeal to the Shawinijan Company not to ptrsist in their unlovely

and incorrect spelling of this Indian name ?
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Its stream was the great carrier of timber Trom tlie north

tolled under different conditions
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sriHtS •'"• *"?' '*" ^;^ ;roTrlorests IS still the property of the Government
Quebec has grown very careful of its timber supply

those owned by the farmmg comm.mity and those formingpart of the vanous seigniorial domains. As a rule thesemdivdual forests are of small extent, rarely exec d n'g fiftvcres each except in the case of Anticosti Island and o^«rtam se.gn.orial domains, such as those of he Quebecemmary and of the Joly de Lotbinicre estate. The who
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at £s,ooo,ooo sterling, and they produce an annual revenue

of aoout j£6oo,ooo. The maple sugarics alone produce

nearly half of this, and private owners of wood lots sell

each year more than half a million cords of pulp-wood,

which usually fetches eight dollars a cord.

Those foresij that have been leased to lumbermen are

knort'n as timber limits. Their total area is 70,058 square

miles, or 45 millions of acres, and they constitute the

richest and most accessible forests of the Province. The

first timber hmits were leased in 1825 by private sale, for

nominal sums, and these leases wers only good for a single

year. In 1841 the leases were made renewable from year

to year.

To obtain these timber lands, lumbermen were originally

required to pay, as a guarantee, only one-quarter of the

estimated stumpage dues for the year. Later on a bonus

was substituted for this payment for the privilege of

obtaining such leases. It was only in 1 868, after the Govern-

ment of the Province had taken possession of its forests,

that the leases of these valuable concessions were put up

at auction. Bonuses varying from eight to a thousand

dollars a square mile have been obtained on these sales.

From 1867, the date of Confederation, up to 1906, when

Sir Lomer Gouin decided to dispose of no more timber

lands belonging to the Province, successive Governments

leased 5 1 ,000 square miles of forest lands, in addition to the

19,000 which had previously been leased by the Government

under the Union of the Provinces. The premiums, or

amount of " bonus," as they are now called, on the leases

of timber limits between 1867 and 1906, represented a sum
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TIMBER STATISTICS
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of 3,JSO.ooo dollar,, or an average of about 63.7+ dollarsper iquarc mile. ^ '*

timber-cutting hccncc vva, imposed, and is known a, ground
rent. n .868 this amounted to two dollars per™
Tot, fi

'1% " "" '""•^"^'^ '° «''-« J""-. -J i"I9'0 to five dollars per square mile.
In addition to this ground rent or rental, the holder,

of timber heences have to pay rtumpage dues to the Govern-ment for the timber eut by them upon their limits. These

to the class and sue of the wood cut. At the last revision
of these dues, in 19,0, they were almost doubled, 'n.eamount of timber cut in the forests is not only reported

bvor rr.'V'^'^
Government, but is also m.-'sured

by officials of the Crown Lands Department
From, ,867 to .909 the timber limits 5 the Province
Quebec brought to the Government in bonuses on price

of sales, m ground rents, in stumpago dues, in penaWes
in fees upon transfers of leases or licences, etc., the sum of
^9.300,000 dollars. The industry furnishes ;mpi;men
o over twenty thousand lumbermen in the vvoods all
thrcvagh the winter season, and to thousands of log-driversm the spring, and of saw-mill men, railway and schoonermen and ship labourers during the seasons of milling
and navigation.' °

D™d« ,hi., .here were „,ark««l j+j.^ee cord, of pulp-wood. ,80,803

I ,li
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In absolute possession of the Government there still

remain 80,000,000 acres of forest lands in this Province

(exclusive of Ungava), upon which no timber whatever has

been cut, though some sections have been swept by forest

fires, as in the case of many private lands and timber limits.

No other country possesses such a large and valuable reserve

of forest area. Its growth is chiefly of resinous trees,

spruce and jack pine being the most abundant. This region

alone is able to furnish at least a hundred million cords

of pulp-wood. Many of the best of these lands, which have

hitherto been practically inaccessible, are now being opened

up and made immensely valuable by the construction

through their midst of the Transcontinental Railway.

Whenever the Government chooses to open up any of these

rich forests for lumbering operations, their immediate

vicinity will witness the construction and operation of pulp

and paper mills, whose motive power, in the shape of

the " white coal " of innumerable water-powers has been

running to waste in the far north for countless ages.

To assure, as far as possible, the continuance of forest

growth, no trees can be cut of less than certain specified

diameters, varying from 7 to 13 inches, according to the

class of timber; and in o-der to facilitate Canadian

industry, it has been provided by Sir Lomer Gouin's

Government that all timber cut on Crown lands must

hereafter be manufactured in Canada. This wise provision,

cords of which were Bhipjied out of Canada ; 44,000 posts and rails, 109,000

pickets, 608,429 railway ties, 3808 cords of iircwood, 9278 poles, 109,406

cubic feet of square timljer. The Government received a revenue of

1,126,907.70 dollars from the Crown land licences. Resides the above

production was the cast cut from privately owned lands.
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'^' P"P°^^ °^ ^'^'^ding factories in

pu p and
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^^rt''
'" """"' ^""''- The existingpulp and paper m.lls have been enlarged, and many newones have been established.'

^

For the protection and perpetuation of its rich forestsvvh.ch have been valued at no less than 450,000,000 doUa ,'

he Government has recently established an efficien
forestry service, headed by forestry engineers of the highes
s andmg, whose staff is to be hereafter recruited from thstudents of a forestry school recently endowed by the

The prevention of forest fires and the re-forestation of
.ts w,ld and denuded lands are also receiving prominen
attention at the hands of the Government, and an interest-

', J^^
-^"'"ican manufacturm rcscmrd tht rivalry of thr r,„,j-

lyio a auty ot 3.7, dollars a ton on the Canadian urodnrr Tu-
little too much for the Ouclx-c G„v,.rn„,„, u f ''™""- '^'"» »"» 1

ihi- creation of numerous new imlp factorl™ i„ ,1 l>

Quelle', industries and herr enue 1 \
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ing illustration of the importance attached to forest pre-

servation is furnished by the creation in recent years of

a large number of forestry reserves. The only one in th^

entire Province in 1905 was the Laurentides National Park,

and this, properly speaking, is rather a fish and game than

a forestry reserve. Since its advent to power the Govern-

ment I f Sir Lomer Gouin has successively created the

following reserves ; The Gaspe Park, containing 2523

square miles; the Rimouski Reserve, 1 250 square miles;

the Chaudiere Reserve, 156 square miles; the Temis-

couata Reserve, 227 square miles ; the Bonaventure Re-

serve, 1783 square miles; the Labrador Reserve, 110,000

square miles ; the Bachois Reserve, 1 1 3 square miles ; the

St. Maurice Reserve, 21,121 square miles; the Ottawa

Reserve, 27,652 square miles ; the Riviere Quelle Reserve,

340 square miles ; making a total of 165,115 square miles.

Including the Laurentides National Park, the reserves

above mentioned contain 107,767,253 acres, which not

only exceeds the amount of similar reserves in all the other

provinces of the Dominion, but also places the Province

at the head of the North American continent, since it has

set apart more territory for forest reserves than the entire

American Union has similarly reserved.

Some four and twenty miles up the St. Maurice the river

is narrowed by two rocky projections and an island divides

its deep channel in twain. Then comes the drop in level,

and a swift rush of foaming waters ; fall after fall, leap

after leap, the whole mighty flood dashes down, hurling

itself against barriers of adamant, and finally sweeping

majestically into a calm, broad basin which also receives



SHAWANEGAN FALLS .g,

the waters of the Shawanegan River. Such are the famous

I'ZZ'Zt ^''^''
r- '^97. h-e been t^rZ

helL f ^''^"""f"
Company. They have a total

Thf Col'°° 'T'
"' ' "P""^ °^ ^50,000 horse-powThe Company has spent over 5,000,000 dollars in thedevelopment of the water-power for machinery, wo btransmission, and railway lines.

'

Their coming, and that of other subsidiary concernshave given b.rth to a manufacturing town of considerabkand expandmg proportions. Shawanegan is now a townof SIX thousand souls, with waterworks! sewerage, electriclight, and a fire protection service.
^

Yet Shawanegan Falls, for all the beauty of its sitemight be one of those settlements in the Far VVest plannedout of Euclid and built by the local carpentl' The
population seemed to me singularly untutored in the artiof civilised hfe and the town se.^s faithfully to refleche r rude carelessness of the amenities. Even at the pre^
tentious hotel it was impossible to procure a cup of letnoon tea for a lady. The buildings are, for the mo t p

from the tall, showy "stores" of red brick or imit«ion
tone run up at ungrateful intervals in each block. As forhe streets, they are unpaved, uneven, and rocky. I have

a vision of a saloon whose doorway was filled with frowsy-he ded men, smoking cigars and jeering at the passers-by

of ny brand-new town m the West, whether the magnetwhKh drew the folk thither was gold or silver or asbfstosor pdp. I was at Cobalt at the beginning of its wonderful
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" boom." Long before that I sojourned in RossUnd. I

knew Sudbury and Thetford and Glace Bay. It is the sort

of thing one expects in a brand-new town. You would be

surprised if you found anything else.

And that is precisely why Grandmother ' surprised me.

I was not prepared for it ; and yet, somehow, I ought to

have been prepared, for the man who discovered Grand-

mother, and located the great pulp industry there, is a

man who knows and loves and cultivates the jus of life

—

who is Uterally an artist. I might at least have suspected

that anything Sir William Van Home had to do with would

be out of the common—this man who, when the Canadian

Pacific Railway rolling stock was being built, insisted on the

interior woodwork of the cars being carved by hand, and

imported a company of Bavarian wood-carvers on purpose.

" We can't have veneer," said he to the assembled Board

of Directors, " it's too expensive. Every foot of imitation

carving will ailect the opinion and their attitude towards

us of the Company's employees. We want them to have

confidence in us—we want every clerk, conductor, and

brakeman to regard this Company as above all mean pre-

tence. So everything must be of the best material and be

exactly what it pretends to be. Otherwise, their attitude

and their service to us will not be what it ought to be
"

That is the new spirit, the twentieth-century spirit of

* I', ia not realtor Grandmother. There are aome aimple French names

which are to ua a little too naive and intimate for civic nomenclature. Grand-

mother is one of these. I recall a street in Marseilles, the Rue de Quatr*

Sous, ^vhich a recent American traveller has translated more GotkUo as Four

Cents Street, an effective way of exposing it to Transatlantic derision. But

Grand' Mdre is accepted on the spot, and awakens no smile.
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reciprocity between employer and employee, the spirit of
mutual good-the spirit, yes, let us say, of Grandmother '

It was a beautiful June afternoon when the train drew
me into the station on the outskirts of the town, and I
had, before alighting, my first shock. A man, presumably
the station-master, assisted by a youth, doubtless the
telegraph operator, was taking up tulips from a flower-
bed and substituting geraniums. I rubbed my eyrs-was
this the new "boom" town of Grand' Mere, or was it a
viUage in Surrey f No, there it was-there was no mistake-
Grand Mere " inscribed over the waiting-room door

Laurentide Hotel, sir ?
"

I stepped into the station fly, and my portmanteau and
fishing-rods followed, and thereafter ensued rapid visions
of trim cottages and green lawns, an English country
church, young men and young women in white flannels
carrying tennis racquets, others apparently off for cricket
and boating. We passed a handsome two-story white
building, with a wide sweep of beautiful turf, embeUished
with clumps of lilac.

"That's the Laurentide Company's offices," indicated
ray driver. " That rustic summer-house is the Company's
pay-office. Here we are, sir, at the Company's hotel."
The Company's hall-porter greeted me smiling, and tookmy rods and portmanteau. This, I was told, was where the

staff boarded and lodged. Everything was neat and comfort-
able. My bedroom had a bathroom-hot and cold water-
adjoining. From my bedroom window my eyes met flower-
beds and lawns and creeper-clad cottages. The roadway
was smooth and macadamised : upoa other roads gang.
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of men were engaged in labour. There were a .team-roUer

and a smeU of tar. It was very like England.

I went out. I stroUed about the street,. There were

rows of tennis courts, filled with players. Yonder wa, a

Lowling-green. Everybody seemed busy-but they were

buTy with play. Apparently nobody did any work m

""
" ThTit^holiday, I suppose." I rema.kcd to a young man

I met with a butterfly net.
, , , , , „vlnrV

"Oh no," he answered. "It's after four o clock.

Everybody is off duty at four in Grand' Mere-I mean

everybody of the Company's staff."

" That must be pleasant," I said.

" WeU, it gives a man time to do things It's a splend.d

plan. Of course, we start at seven, with an hour for lunch.

" You seem to have some good tennis players.

" We ought to have. The Company encourages tennis

and aU sports. Free tennis courts, free bowls, free boatmg,

free gymnasiums, free library, free bilhards.

" Not free billiards ?
"

, ^
.. Sh yes ; we have several tables. Then the Company

present trophies for sport and encourages social improve-

ment All the bachelors Uve at the hotel, and when one

«ts married the Company buUds him a house. Personally

fm not very keen on athletics. I Uke trout fishing, and

go"n for 'entomology. The treasurer of the Company

L'a keen ornithologist. Some of the fellows take up

geology, and we have two or three Uterary geniuses.

" May I ask where you come from f
"

^ , , .

« Manchester. We have men from all over England and

111
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Scotland. « well „ Canadian, and Americans. But when
i look back on my life in the shop in Manchester, with no
prospect of a rise for years, living in lodgings in a dark back
•trcet, I tell you this seems like heaven. Here I am my own
rn^ter for the best part of every afternoon and evening.
I belong to a club, and have plenty of fishing. I read all the
best books and periodicals, can follow my hobby, live like
a hghtmg cock, and can save a hundred pounds a year

"
Under such circumstances is it any wonder that Grand-

mother IS popular ?

The principle adopted by the Laurentide Company,and carried out so successfully by Mr. Chahoon and his
fellow-officers, ,s not whoUy new. It has been adopted else-where m Canada and America. But in few places has itsuch a setting as in Grand' Mere. And that it pays isshown by the Company's balance-sheet-for on the stock

aid'"'"
"" " '^°"''"

'
'^''^'"^""'^ °^ "eht per cent is

As one of the directors said to me, " It sounds like
phJanthropy, but it is really first-rate economics."
Wondrous indeed are the Falls of Grand' Mere, as are all

the falls on the St. Maurice, and aU have been or are about
to be harnessed to the service of man. The Laurentide
l-ompany controls over 50,000 horse-power and some 10,000
square miles of pulp-timber lands. By a scientific system
ot growth and conservation it hopes to preserve its timber
supply in perpetuity, cutting only the spruce of a certain

Z L r^ 1 '^^ '^"'"^'"S '^^ blundering wastefulness
which had denuded whole tracts of every stick of timber,
leaving hundreds of miles of pitiful stumps in place of
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the primeval forest. At Grand' Mere the mills are equipped

with all the latest devices for the manufacture of pulp and

paper. The processes employed are mechanical, as opposed

to the chemical ones used at Shawanegan and La Tuque,

and turn out a very good quality of paper.

After the success of this experiment at Grand' Mire,

what excuse can there be for the hideous " pulp towns

"

one sees in other parts of the Province ! Not that Grand'

Mire has, in its own opinion, done more than malcc a

beginning. For, not only is it going to have faultless roads,

but they are to be bordered—a thrilling enterprise this,

in these latitudes—with thorn and cedar hedges ! Then
there is to be a look-out park in the neighbourhood of the

falls, and everything is to be tidied up—so that none of

their esthetic charm is to be ipuil i other falls, especially

those, alas ! of Niagara, arc spoilt.

I was interested in hearing from a habitant after I had

left Grand' Mire for La Tuque whence the place derived

its name.
" She was a ver' old woman—a Montagnais sauvage—an'

she sat dcre h'on dc rocks hall dc day singin'. An' du

chanson dat she sing was h'all about her leetle grandson what

was drowneded an' what she love ver', ver' muti.. An' she

wave her hands and shake her body—so—all while she sing

;

an' one day she climb up an' go over de fall herself—to look

for him, I guess. Bimcbye, dey fish her cadavre h'out an'

bury it dere, an' dey call de falls after de old woman

—

Grand' Mere. Some wants to call it Van Home Falls or

Chahoonville, but," added my informant, " I guess dat's

h'on account dat dey not know de tale of de poor vieiUe
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;:sr^:'r;::v^r-'^''">-"^i^^-x''r Reside J!

Gr'Jnd" '^'l^'^f'^S P^"W"'^ on the English portion of

French .^dl'
'""" ."'""^"">' ^^^ 'hat there i, a

church I
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houses of God, put stone upon stone with loving care,

and with the thought of posterity constantly before them !

There were the models, there was the material—of stone

and mortar and men : and Quebec to-day might have been

one of the wonders of the world in the beauty as well as

the profusion of its parish churches. Then, again, how,

at a word from the Archbishop any time during this

century and a half, schools of painting or wood-carving or

music could have arisen in the larger parishes, and en-

couragement been given for proficiency in these arts. There

is nothing inimical to religion here. Such seed would, too,

have fallen upon congenial soil, for I am convinced the

French-Canadian is innately artistic, if there are few

manifestations of this quality amongst his people. But

the worlis of Napoleon Bourassa, Hebert, Huot, Cote,

amongst others, are evidence of its existence.

If he loves the melody of his folk-songs he also loves

the music of Gounod and Saint-Saens and Beethoven

—

when he hears it.

This is the great opportunity of the Church. This it is

to increase the sestheticism of the people which has, so

far, only found expression in its ancient ballads and in

the poetry of Garneau, Cremazie, Frechette, Lozeau, and

Chapman.

About sixty-five miles above Grandes Piles is La Tuque,

the terminus of the Piles branch of the Canadian Pacific,

and a divisional terminus of the new Grand Trunk Pacific.

In addition a new link of railway connects the Lake St.

John Railway with the St. Maurice. Yesterday it was a

profound solitude, save for the r-mps of the lumber-
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men. The coming of the raUway, and, above all, the
existence of a magnificent water-power utilised for manu-
factures on a large scale, have caused quire a revolutionm that hitherto unknown corner of the Province. A town
of three thousand souls has already arisen, and is the embryo
ot a Hounshing manufacturing centre. The brilhant pros-
pects of La Tuque, in addition to the railway, are due to
the fact that the whole surrounding region is covered with
the best of merchantable timber, and that the St. Maurice
IS one of the most suitable rivers for floating logs. The
La Tuque Rapids or Falls have a capacity of 79,000 horse-
power, but by damming the river the capacity would attain
90,000 horse-power. At present the American firm estab-
lished here makes „o paper, only chemical pulp. AtLa Tuque I spent the night at the camp of Mr. Cressman,
the engineer m charge of the construction of this division
ot the Transcontinental Railway, and travelled in a petrol
car along the line where soon the thundering expresses
from Pnnce Rupert on the far Pacific will startle in
their solitudes the beavers and the foxes.
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CHAPTER XI

QUEBEC'S LITERATURE

*' Quebec has, no doubt, the most poetic people on this continent ; and

she has managed, in spite of all her weaknesses—and she has many—to

ennoble and p'".,"* a glamour upon the land she has occupied as has none other

of the Nort'i American peoples. . . . There is a charm, a quaintness, an

artistic quality, a real love of life and its happiness, among her people, which

seems sadly wanting elsewhere upon this continent."

W. W. Campbell, Canatiii.

Towards the close of the last chapter I spoke of one

manifestation of the artistic quality latent in the Quebec

people. It is something which generally eluJes the eye

of the parsing traveller—the tourist—in Quebec Province ;

and it eludes him all the more easily in that it never occurs

to him to look for it. The Canadian from the other pro-

vinces marks with a keen eye field and flood, priest and

parish, newspaper and politician, shop and seminary, but

he casts none on that characteristic institution of Quebec,

its literature. If, as on the occasion of the recent Language

Congress, it becomes truly saisissant, a dubious head-shake

is all he vouchsafes ; he " takes no stock in it." Its quality

and significance fail to impress.

Yet is he not confronting the one notable product of

the genius of this Laurentian people ? Here perchance

is the one flower which the Old World would esteem.

Here and not elsewhere, one is tempted to say, is the soul
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Before he is even able to walk to church, as Mr. Gagnon

says, the little habitant "hears canticles, psalms, hymns,

and the general chaunts of the great Gregorian melopeia.

Later, he learns the innumerable chansons which are sung

in his parish ; and when, at evening, at the close of a hot

summer's day, he returns from work in the field one may

hear him murmuring some of the phrases, some of those

cherished names which recall his ancient Motherland.

In the forest or in canoe, he will chaunt La Belle Franfoise,

or the plaint of the unhappy traveller drowned in the rapids.

Or, it may be, the sweet Kyrie as sung to-day by his kinsfolk

in the parish church and by those dear ones who went

before. . . . One thing is certain," adds M. Gagnon,

" these chansons, monuments in themselves more solid

than monuments of bronze or granite, have the faculty

which these latter have not, of planting themselves on

the very hearths of the people, of following the missionary

and the pioneer in the forest, of recalling an event a thou-

sand leagues from the spot where it occurred and com-

memorating it simultaneously many times."

Of the quality, sentimental and artistic, of these songs

of Quebec bequeathed to its people, for the most part by

their Norman and Breton ancestors, much has been written ;

but they must be heard, in their milieu of the field, the bush,

or the river, to show at their best. Translations, such as

those of Mr. M'Lennan, wlule frequently giving a good

notion of their spirit, have usually this cardinal fault,

they do not match the melody and so are unsingible in

English. To imagine an Ontarian farmer or lumberman

attempting to sing the following verse, the opening of
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Fontaine," is to imagine a thing gro-to imagine

Unto the cry».al fuuntain

F-"or pleasjre I did stray ;

So fiiir I found the waters

My limbs in them I lay.'

Yet once, in a camp, half French and half English,
I—mot qui vous parle—was intrepid enough to transpose
words so as to march with the melody of this, the best-
known of the Quebec ditties. They were paltry enough,
but at least I had the satisfaction of hearing them roared
forth with gusto by a male choir of some twenty voices,
and also to hear my friend Joe Perry, of Kingston (" Big
Joe "), characteristically declare it was " a blasted good
song and ought to be annexed." A staunch Orangeman,
he, lite the worthy English divine, probably failed to sec
why the enemy should " have all the best tunes."

I should seek other illustrations than "A la Chire Fon-
taine " if I were intent to plumb the living literature of the
Province au/ond. Rather would I quote such examples as

:

Descendez a I'ombre, ma jolie blonde,

Descendez a I'ombre d'un bois.

Or the touching

:

Faut-il, pour une fille,

Mon joli cceur de rose.

Que mon fils soit noye,

Joli cceur d'un rosier ?

^ A la claire fontaine

M'en allant promener

J'ai trouvai I'eau si belle

Que je m'y suis baigne.

Lui ya longtemps que je t'aime,

Jamais je ne t'oublierai.

I
!

! !-il
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Some of the best-known and most-sung ballads spring

straight from the soil of Quebec, as, for instance, that com-
memorating the life and death of Cadieux, " voyageur,

poete et guerrier," beginning :

Petit rochcr de la haute muntagne,

Je viens ict Bnir cette campagne.

Ah, doux echofi, entendez mes soupirs
;

Hn languiuant je vail bientut mourir !

Such as these come from the common people, not the

professed litterateurs ; and of them it may be said, with

the anonymous author of the spirited " Jacquot Hugues "
:

Qu'cn a compose la chanaoQ

CW un gar^on de gloire
;

II nc Tous dit son nom :

C,z V0U8 teste a savoire.

I) esp^re que ses amis

Chanteront tous avec lui :

Romaine, sauvage, peau noire !

It is in these numerous and everywhere prevalent

folk-songs, then, that we have the basis of the French
literature of Quebec.

Somewhat more than a century ago saw the birth of

Quebec journalism. The newspapers, such as Le Canadien,

Le Courrier de Quebec, and Le Spectateur, were (as the

Abbe Camille Roy points out) " for our poets, as for our

prose-writers, an invitation to write and to submit their

works to the public." Of the earliest to respond to the

invitation were Quesnel, Mermet, Bibaud, and Denis-

Benjamin Viger—who may be called the fathers of Quebec
literature. Besides the effusions of these poets, the political

quarrels of 1806 to 1810 and the war of l8iz provoked the
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tacoethei scrihendi of a host of small Juvenals and aspiring

Tyrtians, now forgotten. After a lull came the popu-

lar seething agitations between 1 825 and 1838, when the

national conscience waxed strong, and with it the national

literature of the French-Canadians. It was then that the

literature of the Province felt its wings and took its first

real flight. The poetry produced by Garneau, Lenoir,

Fiset and Cremazic about this period still lives in Quebec,

and will continue to live. But excellent as is much of this

verse, the best works are in prose, such as the histories of

Michel Bibaud, ot Garneau and of the Abbe Ferland, and

ine romances of dc Gaspe. I have seen these in many a

European library. n • • u

One day in 1855, for the first time since the British

conquest, a French vessel of war. La Capricieuse, sailmg

up the St. Lawrence, anchored off Quebec. The incident

kindled a flame of Francophile enthusiasm, which is the

subject of some famous stanzas of Frechette, whose poetry,

by the way, has been crowned by the French Academy.

Tu I'as dit, 6 Tieillard, la France en reienue,

Au lommet de no« mura »oyei-ioua daw la nue

Son noble pavilion d&oaler u aplendeur

!

From this period—when Frenchman and EngUshraan

were fighting shoulder to shoulder in the Crimea—dates

the renewal of Quebec's relations with France. French

literature now began to circulate in the Provmce, to fire

the imagination and stimulate the productiveness of the

native writers. The past half-century has seen a notable

literary activity, and though but a small percentage of this

French literature of the Province of Quebec may be known
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Mcr,. Albert Lozeau. Charles Gill, EmUe NcUigan.

Albert Fcrland, and Charlc. Dumont deserve mention.

And the reason for this limited appeal one may seek in

the character of the works produced. They lack general

power. Sir Gilbert Parker may, I suppose, be claimed ai

an Ontarian author, and his appeal is universal. He is

capable, in his numerous romances, wherever the scene be

laid, of thrilling his readers. Mr. Stephen Leacock is

a Quebec author writing in English, and his appeal also

is wide, because he writes frankly as a humorist. But

French-Canadian literature is not often cither thrilhng

or humorous. It is patriotic, reflective, introspective

hortatory ; and let me hasten to add, it is none the less good

literature because the popular demand for works of this

character is, in this twentieth century, everywhere slight.

" Le roman et le theatre," admits Mr. Camille Roy,

" sont les deux genres qui s'acclimatent le plus difficilc-

ment dans notre pays." De Gaspe still remains Quebec s

best novelist, and his Anciens Cmadiens contains some

passages of great charm and power; Gerin-Lajoie, c
Boucherville, Marmette, Laure Conan and Hector Bernir

have penned romances full of interest. But it is in

its histories, its poesy, its descriptive literature, in its hvres

de fantasie, its critical essays, its memoirs, that Quebec

literature is truly rich. Moreover, there is evidence of a

renewal of zeal so marked that one confidently looks forward

to the advent of a writer in French as distinguished in

romance as Frechette was in poetry, or Casgrain in history.

"
I do not despair," said a talented Montrealer to me,

" of seeing a Daudet, a Victor Cherbuliez, or a Rence
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Bazin arise amongst our people, and if he does he will come
sooner than a Meredith, a Hardy, or a Barric amo.,g,t our
l^nglish writers."

Nor is this innocent emulation to be di-couraecd. One
has only to read certain of tl.c Quebec jcurnals to-day to
sec evidences of both wit, keen observation, and descriptive
power amongst th. writers which suggest the imminence
ot a first-rate novelist.

Twenty years have passed since Mr. Arthur Buies, one
of the most gifted of Quebec's writers, could say

" It IS a lot little enviable in our country, that which
devolvos upon literary workers. There is no place for them,
ihis land, still m its infancy in all things, where ,11 is yet
to be created in order that it m..y atain the rank in civilisa-
tion It wiU yet occupy, has need of everything at this
moment, woodmen, labourers, artisans, mcdnnirs t.. give
It a frame and a body before it e,,n dream of furnishing
and garnishing its mind. Aux litterateurs, il ne hut tas
longer encore." ' '^

But even at that date more than one French critic of
distinction, such as M. Gailly de Taurines, was ready to
demonstrate that the brain of Quebec, the French half of
It, was developing conjointly with its frame and its
body, and that it could, at the same time, " marcher,
agtr etjenscr How much truer to-day! The Instituts
Canadiens of Quebec and Montreal, the literary clubs
that have been created in the principal centres of the Pro-
vince, the public lectures at Laval University which are
thronged by auditors, arc all testimony of the hold which
literature has taken on the people.
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When we come to consider the English half of Quebec's

brain, we find the literary faculty equally active and in-

dustrious, but less introspective and less indigenous. Quebec

and Montreal, especially the former, have always had a

group of litterateurs writing in English, aud sometimes, as

in the case of bir James Le Moine and George T. Lanigan,

alternating English with French. There has been some

excellent work produced in Quebec by these groups, but

with one or two exceptions it, too, has been limited in its

appeal. It was, like the poetry of Charles Heavysege, not

Canadian at all in spirit or else it was like the labours

of Le Moine, almost too local and desultory to gair -

very wide currency elsewhere. But in William McLenn.n

a romancier of singular charm appeared, whose tales met

with an enthusiastic reception in America and whose

lamented death left his early promise unfulfilled. Miss

Dougall wrote several novels (the best of which was

Beggar] All), which were widely read. Then came W. H.

Drummond, perhaps Quebec's first great humorist, whose

volumes of dialect poetry have gone through edition after

edition. Of him Frechette, the " Laureate of Quebec,"

wrote :

" Si jamais quelqu'un, chez nous, a merite le titre de

pathfinder of a new land of song (dont le grand poete ameri-

cain Longfellow cut la flatteuse bienveillance de m'appeler)

c'est assurement lui."

Drummond, in fact, took the habitant and " presented

him as a national type, putting into his mouth a language

which was not his own and which he but half knew

;

making him a good, sweet-tempered, amiable, honest, and

m
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In Mr. Stephen Leacock English and American critics have

discovered a new humorist of merit. Mr. W. D. Lighthall

is a graceful historian and essavist, and Colonel William

Wood, of Quebec, author of 7he Fight Jot Canada, and

other well-written works, has already built up an inter-

national reputation. Colonel Wood frankly acknowledges

the inspiration he received from Dr. Arthur Doughty's

monumental work (it is in six quarto volumes) on Ihe Siege

of Quebec, a labour which established the literary renown

of the then Archivist of Quebec and now Archivist of the

Dominion. In poetry, in English, Mr. Frederick George

Scott, of Quebec, is perhaps now the leading figure, a poet

whose works are published and read in England. Quebec

has had many poets in English, but it cannot be said that

their work is alive to-day, as is the work of the poets who

wrote in French.

With one or two exceptions English journaUsm in the

Province is hardly equal in merit to that of the French.

But I do not pretend to deliver judgment. Of journalism

in general I would rather quote the words of a friend, the

Professor of French Literature in the University of Laval.

" The proprietor of a great Montreal newspaper," writes

Mr. Roy, " dared recently to write on the thirty-sixth page

of a number swollen with advertisements, of reproductions,

of cheap illustrations and bad reporting, that the issue of

this number was ' twice as large as that of the same day

last year ; the success which had crowned his efforts

was unprecedented in Canadian journalism.' He added

modestly, ' We believe, without undue pride, we can say

that to-day's issue is an honour to Canadian journalism.'
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" When one considers a newspaper as a thing of commerce,
when one measures its value by the weight in packages and
on the number of these carried daily to the four quarters
of the country, when one esteems its worth by the number
of dollars that it brings into the counting-house, one can
well experience those joys which delighted the soul of
Euclion or Harpagon. But when one has some solicitude

for the formation of the national intelligence, and of the
role which journalism should play in the education of the
people, one cannot suppress a regret that the literary and
artistic malefactors of our daily Press should indulge in

such self-laudation. Our daily journal is decadent. It

is decadent because it has too many pages and too many
pictures

; and because, having so many pages and so many
pictures, it can only fill its columns with mediocre writing
and cover its double and triple fa?ade with designs of
dubious artistic value. In ideas there is even a greater
poverty than of words. On demands des idea ! "

Another professor, M. Arnould, expresses himself in like

manner in a French review :

" The truth must be told, though it draw upon one im-
placable enmities : the Press is one of the principal ob-
stacles to intellectual progress in Canada, the greatest

newspapers being, with their from sixteen to thirty-two
pages, mere bundles of advertisements. Amongst them
there are indeed some well-edited and interesting, but
these find themselves swamped so irremediably in oceans
of Yankee rubbish that they only inspire discouragement."
This criticism is, of course, general. As I have said, there

are several ably and soberly conducted daily newspapers

I
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in the Province, but even in these the technical production

is far from perfect, both type and paper used being a

great drawback from excellence. Three daily newspapers

—two in Montreal and one in Quebec—are professedly

not conducted with a view solely to commercial profit :

The Witness, UAction Socide, and Le Devoir, the former

two being published " in the interests of temperance,

public and private morality and the welfare and betterment

of the masses," and the latter is the organ of the Quebec

Nationalists. Their propagandism apart, these journals

are entertaining, well informed, and well written. The

format aud make-up of Mr. Henri Bourassa's journal, Le

Devoir, is borrowed straight from Paris ; the articles are

all signed, and some of them in wit and verve would do

no discredit to Figaro itself.



CHAPTER XII

THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS

"The French-Canadians have never, since they were allowed the rights
to: which, simuluneously with British-Canadians, they contended against an
arbitrary government, given occasion for political umbrage. They have always
heartily acquiesced in British institutions, obeyed British laws, and been faith-
ful to the British Government. To expect that they should renounce their
national character, their feeling for their mother country, their language
their ancestral religion, or their popular flag would be absurd."

GoLDwiN Smith, CanaJa and the Canadian Qucsllm.

Up to the close of the Napoleonic wars the English-speaking
immigration into Quebec Province, and, indeed, into
Canada, was almost exclusively from the bordering Ameri-
can States. When, as a result of the social and industrial
conditions which followed Waterloo, the exodus from the
British Isles began, the opportunity for settling the new
immigrants in Quebec was, owing to the short-sighted land
policy which then obtained amongst the Government
officials, all but lost. Instead of throwing the unoccupied
lands open freely to the industrious settler these lands
were granted to favourites who would only part with them
at a price far exceeding the resources of the would-be
colonist, and the natural consequence was that he pressed
forward to Ontario, where he was welcomed with open
arms, and so laid the foundation of the industrial and
agricultural prosperity of that province.

185
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Although the main stream of British immigration was

thus diverted, as it still continues diverted to-day, yet

many hundreds of families—English, Scotch, and Irish

—

did find a footing in the territory between the head waters

of the Chaudicre and the Richelieu, then settled in part

by some hundreds of hardy pioneers, United Empire

Loyalists from the American Republi' and discharged

British soldiers of the Napoleonic wars, "'hese had already

carved from the forest their homes and laid the founda-

tion of that part of Quebec Province known as the Eastern

Townships.

Thus we find, in these counties, a distinct and clearly

defined territory upon the map of the Province, but racially

far less distinct and defined within recent years than it was,

say, twenty or thirty years ago.

The very names of these eleven counties tell the story

of their origin : Brome, Compton, Drummond, and Artha-

baska, Megantic, Missisquoi, Richmond and Wolfe, Sheiford,

Sherbrooke, and Stanstead. In area this district comprises

some four and a half million acres, or larger than Kent,

Surrey, Sussex, and Hampshire together. Its centre is

about one hundred miles east of the city of Montreal

and about the same distance south-west of the city of

Quebec. South and east are the States of Vermont and

New Hampshire.

The first settlers in 1784 made a home for themselves

on the shores of Missisquoi Bay. By the close of the century

a steady stream of immigration had set in from Vermont,

Massachusetts, and Connecticut, shrewd, intelligent men
with keen eyes for good " locations " in the wilderness.
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and who were themselves the descendants of the still

earlier pioneers who had opened up New England.
To-day what was then virgin forest, broken only here

and there by the " clearing " of the settler, we find this

-^—
^^~7m

great and flourishing district, traversed by railroads in all

directions and supporting a richly diversified life in com-
merce, in manufacturing, in mining, and, above all, in
agriculture. Towns and villages have arisen everywhere
as commercial and manufacturing centres.

This country—the Eastern Townships—is, topograph!-
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cally, one of the most pleasing lectioni of the Province.

Annually, during the summer season, it attracts thousands

of city dwellers, who come from even the southern sections

of the United States to enjoy their holiday outing among
the lakes, rivers, wooded lands, and cultivated meadows,
with which the townships abound. Of its lakes, the most
important as to size is Memphremagog, thirty miles long,

lying between the counties of Stanstead and Brome, and
extending into the State of Vermont on the other side

of the boundary line. During the summer season a steamer

makes daily trips from its American terminus, Newport,
to its Canadian terminus, Magog, while its banks are dotted

by summer residences, pleasant farm-houses, and three or

four flourishing villages. Its outlet, the Magog River,

expands into the " Little Magog " a few miles above the

city of Sherbrooke, and then continues down to turn the

wheels of many industries before it joins w'th the St.

Francis, in the St. Francis Valley. Forruggei: id striking

beauty Lake Memphremagog is notable. A i ..g its shores

rise the highest of the many hills, extension of the Green
Mountain range of Vermont. Mount Orford, Owl's

Head, and Mount Elephantis are the delight of mountain
climbers and scenery lovers, while the rugged rocks and

deep bays make the lake worthy of the admiration which it

receives from its many summer visitors.

As a su iner resort, Knowlton, on Brome Lake, is really

a charming place. Here the late Dominion Minister of

Agriculture, the Hon. Sydney Fisher, lives upon his ad-

mirably-managed estate and takes a keen interest in

the whole locality. Brome County is noted for its fine
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•ccnery, including the " Bolton Pass." The village itif'

contains a fine library, and even boasts a Bromc Historii 1

Society.

Lake Megantic, on tlie borders of Maine, is a favourite
resort for sportsmen. Hunting and fishing, particularly
the former, are enjoyed to a great extent, and there is a
small population of professional guides always on hand to
take the searcher for big game into the deepest recesses
of the forest. Indeed, lakes and smaller bodies of water
abound all through the Eastern Townships.
The greater part of the Eastern Townships is at a much

higher level than the plain of the St. Lawrence. The
elevations in general run from about 300 feet to over 1000
feet above sea-level, and form a portion of the Appalachian
range. The highest peak is Mount Orford, which is

2860 feet above sea-level, and is situated in the north-
west end of Lake Memphremagog. Owl's Head, on the
western shore of the same lake, is 2484 feet. It is the wide
troughs between these ranges which form the great agri-

cultural areas of the Eastern Townships, which have been
called the " Garden of Quebec," just as Kent is termed the
" Garden of England."

One finds the typical Eastern Townships farm of, say,

250 acres, divided into three nearly equal sections, culti-

vated land, pasturage, and woodland. The pastures sustain
through the summer the cattle and sheep and such horses
as are turned out to graze. An average farm wUl have forty
head of cattle and perhaps fifty sheep. The woods furnish
fuel for the house fire, cordwood to sell at the village, and,
what is more important, the sap for the maple sugar very

i .
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popular hereabouts. From his farm the farmer will take,

say, eighty tons of hay, and a good supply of ensilage corn,

turnips, and carrots, for winter live-stock feed, two or

three hundred bushels of potatoes, a few hundred bushels

of oats and barley, a less quantity of wheat, and perhaps

fifty bushels of apples, squashes, pumpkins, and beets.

Strawberry cultivation is carried on by some farmers

profitably, and even grapes are grown successfully in some
districts.

The value of dairy products alone is estimated at

6,000,000 dollars, while the maple-sugar production has

an annual value of at least i ,000,000 dollars. The soil is

fertile and yields all the fruits and vegetables to be found

anywhere in these northern lands.

Here is one of the oldest dairying districts in Canada.

Cheese and butter were made on the farms by the earliest

settlers, and in 1864 one of the very first cheese factories

in Canada was established in the county of Missisquoi.

Since then both cheese factories and creameries have been

set up in such numbers—there are 432 of them—that

practically every farmer in the district is now within easy

reach of one or more of these.

In Ontario, and in some parts of Quebec, dairying

means the production of cheese, but in the Eastern Town-
ships the tendency has been rather towards butter-making,

when the prices of butter and cheese are about equal.

Proximity to Montreal, one of the great dairy-produce

markets of the world, facilitates the disposal of butter and

ensures plenty of competition.

Years ago the possibility of considerable manufacturing
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SHERBROOKE
,g,

development in the Eastern Townships was recognised,
but the expectation was confined to two or three centres
Ike hherbrooke, possessing very exceptional water-powers.
While cheap power has proved a great attraction to these
centres, other advantages and circumstances, including
proximity to raw material, have tended to estabUsh manu-
facturing industries in nearly aU of the smaller and larger
towns of the district. The expansion in this respect
during the last dozen years or so has been, indeed, beyond
the expectation of the people themselves, who had re-
garded the Eastern Townships chiefly from the agricultural
point of view and it has had several important results.
One of these has been the extension of raUway facilities
bvery manufacturing town has proved to be a good local
n^arket for the surrounding farmers for the whole range
of their production. Not less important to the farmer
has been the extension of the railways. There is now
practically no farming section of the whole district which
does not possess, in addition to the local markets, good
transportation facilities.

Nearly a century old is the city of Sherbrooke. It was
in 1816 that Sir John Sherbrooke, then Governor of
Lower Canada, visited this hamlet in the wilderness andm his honour the village of those days received its name It
grew and developed with the settlement of the surrounding
country. The first railway constructed was in 1852
In 1875 Sherbrooke received its charter as a city Its
advancement during the next twenty-five years was slow
as, mdeed, was the industrial growth of all Canada during
that period. The closing years of the last centu-v and the

! I
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first decade of the present century, however, witnessed a

new order of things. No other city in the Province save

Montreal has shown such progress. Many new and sub-

stantial business and public buildings have been erected

;

city squares have been opened and beautified ; electric

power, light, gas, and water systems have been taken over
by the city and improved and extended ; street railway

hnes have been built and ii -.portant extensions and power
developments in this connection undertaken ; new and
important ind'.jtries have been established ; schools have
been improved and libraries enlarged ; churches and new
public halls have been built and many beautiful homes
erected. And the secret of Sherbrooke's progress hes in

the wonderful water-powers furnished by the St. Francis
and Magog rivers at her very doors—nay, within her very
bosom.

It is in this respect that Sherbrooke stands foremost
among Canadian cities of her size, for she is still under
20,000 population. Power in almost unhmited quantities

is available for new industries, and at prices which cannot
be equalled in the Niagara peninsula. The Magog River
is the outlet of Lake Mer^^hremagog, and its course is

from Magog to Sherbrooke, where it joins the St. Francis,

after falling some 120 feet within the city limits.

Some of the river views are truly superb : one in par-

ticular, from a Sherbrooke garden, will long hnger in my
memory for its panoramic perfection.

A short distance from Sherbrooke—a tram-line connects

them—is the quiet village of Lennoxville, famous for its

school and college. So few know anything of the good



LENNOXVILLE
work ,„ the making of Canadian manhood which is beins

isJo'itM' ^f°P'- ^°"'S'' ''^''^ '* ^'^ f°"nd=d "bout

£ch it r:r" f ^r"^
'"^" '°' '"^^ Anglicancjiurch. That of the school which foUowed soon afterwas to provde Canadian boys of the better cl ss wi h aLbera education on the Hnes of the great EngliL publicachools. and both in the past seventy'odd yeaf have onthe whole, admirably fulfilled this intention' The cioolwas first opened by the Rev. Lucius Doolittle Rector ofthe par,sh of Sherbrooke and Lenno.viUe. The fa haa great many old-country settlers and half-pay office"

oflen '"'-,7 '^"''\^ ^"^"^'"P' -<1^ ^he'seSonof LennoxviUe a suitable one. Yet the good Bishop

a fevf ,t?7 ^ r'
"'*''"" '^' ^''- S"™"-' Wood hada tew students for the ministry.

The early history of the school is bound up with that ofthe college, and its third or fourth master, Miles, was Ineof the college faculty. In ,860 substantial new b^ ding

from the village to the college grounds. From this time

mh the Collegiate School at Windsor, Nova Scotk

best t
''"•'''"'' College the distinction of beingthebest-known institutions of their kind in CanadaA great feature of the school is the cadet corps. Theuniform is the regulation khaki with puttees, and the boy!"e armed with the Ross rifle. The corps dr'iUs one hour'
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week during the autumn and winter, and with the summer

term three hours a week for some time previous to inspection

by the officer commanding the 53rd Regiment at Sher-

brooke. One of the boys said to me proudly :
" You know,

sir, this is not altogether an ornamental corps. We have

seen active service." School cadets who have seen active

service are certainly a novelty, and I was interested in

learning how. In 1861 one Captain Rawson lived in

Lennoxville, at the time when the Trent affair threatened

trouble between Britain and America. He thought he

saw trouble ahead and promptly organised a company in

the village, called the Bishop's College Rifle Company.

Two of his sons, then at the school, became recruits,

and all were put on picket duty. The eldest, afterwards

Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, was at the beginning of the

present decade commander-in-chief of the Mediterranean

Squadron. The second son, Wyatt, at one time the

youngest boy in the school, was in his lifetime an officer

on Queen Victoria's yacht, and died a glorious death in the

trenches at Tel-el-Kebir. The last words of this old Len-

noxville boy were, " General, did I not lead them straight ?
"

He had guided the army across the desert by the stars

the previous night. One of the Rawson sisters married

Sir Francis de Winton, equerry to King Edward when

Prince of Wales.

The Joly de Lotbiniere brothers—who have distin-

guished themselves in the British army in India—were

educated at Lennoxville.

Once, the boys were anxious to have a kind of Zouave

uniform ; but this request was refused by the Government,
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lV"7„Se'":' °"7''' 'h-rdinaryHfle uniform of

was a black round fora« can with tL
^ead-dress
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who could not give a satisfactory accouro th m'XTThe company was on this duty for about =,
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'

then it was learnt that the Fenians who h^ I "'«''' '

changing their course

!
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Many vicissitudes have overtaken tl,„
then up to the time when it be:!:" caltTrr'Tr
ts arm, and accoutrements were destroyed bTfireZ
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on parade and even n^ ''^'"'^ appearance
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and cricket Bishop's College School has always possessed

an excellent record. In cricket they have frequently

played Montreal and McGiU ; but, unhappily, as the head-

master bewailed to me, cricket can only be played for about

one month a year, for the school term ends in June, and,

besides, there is a want of players with whom to compete.

As a result, this finest and most manly of old English games

is being sacrificed to the American form of rounders,

known as baseball.

The headmaster, Mr. Tyson Williams, who takes the

heartiest interest in his work, conducted me proudly

through the class-rooms and dormitories, and I am bound

to say that in no EngUsh public school I know of are there

better domestic arrangements. Everything was spotlessly

clean, light, and airy, and the boys seemed a fine, whole-

some lot of fellows. It was a thrilling thing to hear them

roaring out lustily their school song, beginning :

** Lcnooxville mat dUimuf

Honor

!

Amorc juncti caDimiu.

Decor."

A few years ago their numbers fell as low as sixty-five,

but the circumstances were exceptional, and I was glad

to find they are now well past the hundred mark. The

school is to be completely separated from the college, and

put on as individual a foundation of its own as if it

were situated miles distant, which seems for many reasons

to be wise policy. For the school is not really a feeder to

the college, hardly any of the boys ever go on to the higher

institution, and it would be better if it were emancipated
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from the control of the coIIcrc governing body altogetherwhich tends to cramp its work
""Rctner,

schtl whieh"* "[t "'"''^^ """""^ " "-• preparatory

chool. But u has Its own grounds and its own campus andkeeps Its own hours.
'^

.her?rnnth-'''
'[^'^f'^'^^ '" ">« E-tern Townships,

there >s nothing the matter with Lennoxville. \ot lonJago m the c.ty of Montreal there was held a mosVl hu-
s.ast,c meeting of the " old boys." The wants of the s hodwere discussed and a quarter of „ million dollars was raisedo place the institution upon a sound financial basis.When we consider the large number of old boys „hooccupy ,„,p „,„^ j,„3i^i^„^^ ^^^ throughout Canad 1

should" ::
^"'"^S^"" -1 Great Britain, Lenno.Sle

should not go begging outside for support
Besides Sherbrooke, other important towns in the Eastern

iTTheTLT
"^"'""°"'' "'""''•""'^' '^rummondviUe,

it was when, some thirty years ago, the Thetford asbestosmmes first began to achieve prominence that another
stimulus was given to the incoming of miners, artisans

Tow:r""vr"^ °' ^^<=°^'^ °"^'" -^o ^^^ EarnTownships The other day when I visited Thetford itwas to find, not a peaceful little English-speaking hamietbut a busy town little differing from other French-speaking
towns in the other parts of the Province save, perhaps inbeing larger, newer and untidier. ^ ^'

.a^.TuT '^l
^"*''" Townships of Quebec have neverposed before the world as a mining community, such as
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British Columbia, the Yukon, New Ontario, or, perharis,

•omc other parts of the Dominion. A deep, rich soil,

rather than mineral-producing rocks, was considered the

region's sole asset, yet now that this part of the Province has

begun at Thetford with asbestos, it is difficult to say where
it wi', atop. These asbestos mines are the richest in the

worl and form the total Canadian output. The mineral

occurs in the " serpentine " belt extending in a broad line

through the whole district. The dominating rock of the

belt is serpentine, but it carries, at different points, large

deposits of asbestos, chromic iron and copper, and there

are also occasional occurrences of antimony and nickel.

The asbestos is regarded as an altered serpentine, being of

much the same chemical composition. Besides fire-proof

stage curtains, it is used for fire-screens, boiler-coveriny,

lire-proof roofing, and insulating material generally. It

occurs in veins and is of a silky fibrous appearance. At
first only the long-fibred quality was considered valuable,

but within the last few years the short-fibred is used in

the manufacture of an excellent house plaster.

Connected with these mines and the mills, and, indeed,

with the very prosperity of the Eastern Townships, is the

great grievance of this whole district—so far as the descen-

dants of the original English-speaking settlers are concerned

—the fact that their racial monopoly has disappeared.

Very pathetic pictures have been drawn of the English-

speaking depopulation of the Eastern Townships. We arc

asked to weep at the plight of the perfervid and patriotic

Orangeman who sees the adjoining farm (which its owner
has sold for a good round sum in order to take up a con-
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cession in Alberta) invaded by a descendant of the original
inhabitants of the country.

" Here " we are told, "a few decades ago in each home
was heard the lindly speech of the Lowland Scot ; here
another where Highlanders predominated

; another where
Irish Cathohcs and Protestants dwelt in neighbourly
helpfukess.

. . . To-day approach one of those homes,
and with polite gesture madam gives you to understand
that she does not speak English."

T7'!'"^?^ !^ '
^^ intolerable nature of such a situation !

Ihe kindly Gaelic gone, the gentle Doric vanished; and in
exchange, what is it greets our outraged ear ? Only the
incomprehensible accents of the speech of four-fifths of
the Provincial population. Do not these others-these
tnghsh, Scots, and Ulsterraen-one wonders, ever indulge
in pohte gesture " when they give the chance caUer to
understand that they do not understand French ? Yet
the understanding of French would be the most effective
means to a rapprochement between the two races that the
best wisher of both could devise.

But the eloquent jeremiad from which I quote does
not stop here.

" Here is the school the first settlers erected, which
they and their successors kept open with no small denial.
Draw near to it and you hear the scholars calling to one
another in French. The descendants of the men who
cleared these fields of forest and brought them into cultiva-
tion have disappeared. The meeting-house where they met
for worship stands there on a knoll, with broken windows
and boarded door, dropping to decay. The surrounding

i
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acre where they buried their dead is a mass of weeds,

which defy approach to read the wording on the stones

that are barely discerned through the tangle of vegetation.

Once in the course of years there is a funeral : a corpse

comes by train from some far-distant State, that of one
who was once a settler and yearned to rest with her kindred.

A vanished race : why did they go ? Because the pledged
word of a British king and the statute enacted by a British

Parliament were broken and set aside by Canadian poli-

ticians in obedience to the ecclesiastics who helped them
to office. These acres were meant by the King and Parlia-

ment of England to be free land : the blight of servitude to

a Church is now upon them." '

One quotes this because it is a sample of the sort of

rhetoric one sees and hears so commonly amongst a certain

fanatical class in the Province. The statements wear an
aspect of truth : and on the surface they are true. It is

true that there has been for the past thirty years an exodus of

English farmers from the Eastern Townships of Quebec.
But there has been an exodus of American farmers from
Maine. There has been an exodus of American farmers
from New Hampshire, from Vermont, from all the New
England States. Travel on the railway through the ad-

joining States and you will find farm after farm unoccupied
and the dwellings going to waste. They can be bought for

a few shillings an acre—they can almost be acquired for

nothing. The cause of this rural depopulation is that the

West and the great cities have drawn away the erstwhile

tillers of the soil with a magnet's force. Often they have
' R. Si-llar, Thi Tidgrdy o/^uiLn.
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gone further and fared worse. But they have gone andnone have co.e, in thousands of instant, to t'a^rthdr

o 0,;eh K^?"'"'! " '^'' '" '^^ Eastern Townships

En2 K T- k'
'^"«"'^'"" °^ *<= <="'y nineteenth-centufy

the^
' ; • "^ ^'°''^ P'°"^"^ ''''- '^^P"t'=d, and thatthe descendants of the seventeenth-century French pioneerhave come to replace them-paying a good pnce for thesenewly acquired farms. That is the grievance. Let usurvey th.s so-called "Tragedy of Quebec" impartiallvand from an Imperial standpoint.

^

The Quebecquois have a certain pride in and love for
he.r own Province. Here they are accorded privilegehey can obtam m no other part of Canada, of which Quebec

o which Tr .^'''^''' °' "^°°^^^' '""^y ^"^ ^ -%-n
They even have a language which has a glory, an antiquity,and a beauty so great that some absurd zealots, including

and'f.?"'". °^ ^""""^ Enghshmen, Germans, Russiansnd others have even esteemed it above their own mother-
ongue. All the distinctive nations in the universe are nowndeavounng to preserve their own historic individuality

their own ancient speech and language and faith, which [was the oM pohcy of predominant races to crush out.Amongst these are the Quebecquois. Once we might have
c ushed out th^ spirit of solidarity in the French-Cana-
dians

:

we might have proscribed their language, banned
Je.r religion, and endeavoured to assimilate them in all
heir habits, customs, and modes of thought to ourselves.

wo ,lTf T "' '° ' ''"^ " '^ '^""'''f"' 'f *he mutationwould have been permanent ; and in the process we should

I
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have built up a fabric of hate and rancour and violence

resembling that which our ancestors somehow or other

managed to build up in Ireland. But a beneficent Provi-

dence stayed our hand : and to-day every reasonable man
must agree that it is no part of the mission of the British

Empire to do violence to the smaller racial or national

groups under the flag and attempt forcibly to assimilate

them to the standards of East Ham, Glasgow, or Winnipeg.

Let us rather thank God that there exist these differ-

ences : that in the vulgarisation and secularisation of the

race there are some communities which hold to other

standards and other ideals, and that in the general onrush

towards Socialism and Negativism there are a few compact

bands of laggards on the way.

At all events it is clear that the right of the French-

Canadians to be themselves has been conceded too long

for it to be denied now, nor could I discover in my travels

through the Eastern Townships that the land, or its indus-

tries, have suffered by being " invaded " by farmers and

artisans from other parts of Quebec.

When I asked, as I frequently did, whether the French-

Canadians in the agricultural districts make good neigh-

bours, the answer was direct and convincing. The English

declare that their French-speaking compatriots arc the most

cheerful, the most honest, the most obliging, and least

quarrelsome race in the world. Although their form of

religion is different they never quarrel or exhibit the least

intolerance over it, in which respect they offer a striking

contrast to the dwellers in Ulster, South Africa, New Eng-

land, and Ontario.
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appT heL'"<"He7T °'t ^7^""" ' '''-''^ «^= ^°ppiy nere. Here, after a hundred and seventv v^,rc
Protestant is stUl Protestant, Catholic "till S/ '

mutual toleration and n,i,d a.it, oft/ But 1 re';
:"

man l,te that indomitable nature whence it spranTham d,cat,ng v.tues of its own; the years and seaL^br ngvar»,us harvests; the sun returns after the rain- andmankmd outhves secuLr animosities, as a sinX manawakens from the passions of a day " >
*=

Ea!te?n To'''f°°' ?"""°"' '" '° '" ^' " ^'"es to the

In the first year of the nineteenth centi.ry, when theTownships were being settled, the Government Tet about

Between ,820 and 184, several educational Acts were pa sedw.th grants for scholars, one provided for half the c'o of

atrt ^^ '"V'i'
''' '"-'' -'* habitants hedaloof. On the union of the Provinces Lord Sydenham

TulZalr'''
''""'""' ^"'°"«" '•'^ habitTn : pet'

defer nee to thK'- ^''"""'^ ''"= Government, indeference to the objections of the Quebec members, in-
K. L. Steicmoo, Tratr/i mlh a Donkif.
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sertcd a declaratory clause giving permission to Catholics

to dissent and form schools of their own. Then came the

Act of l?44, which made definite provision for sectarian

schools and authorised a compulsory tax for their main-

tenance. T is was too much for the habitants, who rose

against t' , rate-collectors, resulting for years in the virtual

inoperaf-oii of the Act.

At thii time there were schools ir. every English-speaking

settlement : an average of one school for every twenty

families in the remoter rural districts, where the farms

range in size from one to two hundred acres each and

cover a radius of a couple of miles. It was too much to expect

more than one school to be supported within this area.

With the arrival of a few French families their priest

naturally advises them to dissent and demand a separate

school. Of course, the loss of their rates lessens the revenue

of the old school, and after a time, with the influx of other

habitants to take up the farms, the English migrate, the

old school closes and the children have to walk farther

to the next district. I saw several of these closed schools,

and was hardly surprised to hear that between four and five

hundred had gone out of existence.

" The beginning of every school year," says Mr. Sellar,

" sees more doors unopened. No matter under what pre-

tence separate schools arc introduced into farming sections,

the result is to destroy the original schools. It is different

in towns and cities, where sufficient support can be got

for both." He adds, with his accustomed animus :
" In

the country, where there can only be a limited number of

families to the square mile, the man who establishes a
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•eparatc school doe, ,0 with the design of breaking down
the one already in existence. In her invasion of the
lownships Rome planned to destroy the school, of their
tounders, and she is killing them slowly and surely."

Recently the Protestant Committee of the Council of
Fubhc Instruction have adopted a motion asking the
Legislature to levy a small tax on the assessable property
of Protestants to assist the non-Catholic schools of Quebec
It was shown that such property amounted to one hundred
and thirty million dollars, and that a tax of five cents per
hundred dollars would yield 65,000 dollars per annum
which would be a great help to the Protestant schools

'

But this complaint about the priests, that they show a
zealous desire to settle their flock in the townships
originally colonised by the English, and even assist them to
purchase farms, is there anything astonishing in this ? Were
the lands to lie fallow? And might it not be held that
trench Catholic expansion ought reasonably to obtain within
the hmits of Quebec, which was discovered by the French
founded by the French, and is tc^day chiefly governed and
peopled by the French? For my own part, I deplore
these racial and sectarian distinctions : the men of Quebec
Province should join hands, link their interests, and like
the people of other bi-racial, bi-lingual and bi-religious
countries, strive to achieve a common destiny.
There is ample room in the fertile E„stern Townships

for thousands of British settlers and hundreds of thousands
of pounds of British capital, whose coming alone wiU re-
store the balance disturbed by the westward migration of
the original settlers from this " Garden of Quebec."
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CHAPTER XIII

AGRICULTURE AND ROADS

" I ray—if the members of the House of Awembly, instead of raising up

ghosts and hobgoblins to frighten folks with, would turn to heart and hand

and develop the resources of this fine country, promote itd internal improve-

ment, and encourage its foreign trade, they would make it the richest and

greatest, as it is now one of the happiest, sections of all North America.'

Haliburton, Sam Slick.

The habitant has never been a scientific farmer : but he

is at last awakening. He is learning the value of rotation

in crops, and not too soon, for many fertile areas in the

Province have been well-nigh " run out " through his

ignorance and improvidence. For a long time he practised

very little fertilising. His live stock was of poor quality,

though now dairying and poultry farming are making a

strong appeal to him. Horses are, however, his pride, and

even the poorest habitant generally keeps two. These

animals are astonishingly strong and hardy. Being a handy

man—a Jack-of-all-trades—a born carpenter, Jean Baptiste,

in the remoter villages and hamlets, still buys little that

he can make—his wagon or sleigh, and the harness of his

horse, he makes himself : both he and his steed are

homeshod. He grows his own tobacco (of which he

smokes an amazing amount) and produces his own maple

sugar, a delicious confection scarcely known in Europe.

206
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All this being understood, no surprise need be expressed
that he has little need of ready money. He is not troubled
by landlords, and but little by tax-collectors, so that were it

not for the demands of the Church, our rural Quebecquois
could almost make shift to get along without cash from one
year's end to another.

The last ten or fifteen years have seen a great advance in
the agricultural education of Quebec. Slowly but surely,
responding to the efforts of a smaU and zealous band of
reformers, the habitant is getting out of the old grooves.
In every part of the Province I saw evidences of the new
spirit in farming, which in a few years promises to put
Quebec more on a par with Ontario and New England.
At each station one notes agricultural machinery, brilliantly
decorated in greens and crimsons, ploughs, harrows, har-
vesters, binders, threshers of the latest pattern, pUed up
on the platform. If you penetrate behind the barn on
many hundreds of farms you wiU see the old-fashioned
plough and harrow, which were esteemed good enough
a few years ago, to-day rusting in obscurity. Moreover,
the habitant has latterly been importing improved stock'
horses, cattle, pigs, and sheep ; he sends his milk to local
cheese and butter factories, and he has tackled the problem
of poultry-farming ah-eady with marked success.

To the Hon. Louis Beaubien and the late Father Mont-
migny, of Beauce, amongst others, is due great credit
for their efforts in spreading the new agricultural gospel
in Quebec, which has brought back many hundreds of
self-exiled habitants from the States to try again their
fortunes in their native land by a more enlightened system.
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Districts which were supposed, under the old methods,

to be barren are now filled with a prosperous farming

population.

It is really inspiring to see at the Oka Agricultural

Institute, which is affiliated to Laval University, the zeal

and industry with which nearly a hundred students annually

go through a thorough agricultural course. How it must

astonish the old type of habitant to see his sons cheerfully

tackling rural engineering and economy, botany, chemistry,

bacteriology, and entomology ! Not that these subjects

exhaust the list of those taught at Oka. Never layman

was more impressed with the intricacy of modern farming

than was one visitor who read on the school notice-board

that classes would be held in mineralogy, geology, agricul-

tural geography, the sciences applied to agricultural in-

dustries : dairying, butter-making, cheese-making, milling,

bread and sugar making, canned foods, wine-making,

cider and vinegar making, distillery, soap-making, leather

tannery ; in chemical fertilisers, phosphates, nitrogenous

and potassic.

And when the successful student passes triumphantly

through his examinations he is granted the degree of

Bachelor of Agricultural Sciences. That is elevating the

dignity of agriculture ! There is a degree which means

something : I can conceive of Jean Baptiste being really

proud of such a degree as that.

" You see," said Father Martin, the enlightened director

of the Agricultural School of Ste. Anne, "many young

people come to us fondly imagining that to be a farmer

all they need to know is how to drive a horse or run a
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their use in carpentry and joinery offer also to the students

pr-icious occasions to perfect themselves in the practice of

the forestry science learned in the class-room."

Afterwards, by the shores of Temiscaming, I met a

graduate of Oka, and I Aall never forget the astonishment

of a gang of lumbermen at the miraculous powers of a

youth who could tell what wood grew in a certain district

by being shown a specimen of the soil and the girth of an

unknown tree by merely looking at a fragment of its

bark

!

To the Trappist Monks ?t Oka belongs the credit of

"L'Union E- perimcntak des Agriculteurs de Quebec,"

designed to encourage co-operation and the exchange of

ideas amongst the farmers of the Province.

This is why, from the first year of its existence, in order

to develop certain industries which were dying and to

provoke an initiatory movement in the creation of others,

it set aside a generous proportion of its revenues for the

distribution of encourag-ment prizes or premiums. The

amount which the society can devote to prizes bemg

necessarily Umited, it was forced to restrict their number

and also to award them only in the regions where the

industry to be benefited by the prize was suffering, or,

at least, in need of encouragement.

For instance, the society will not offer prizes for the

planting of apple or plum trees in a district where the

cultivation of these trees is already prosperous. On the

same principle, for example, it would not grant new prizes

for modern cold poultry houses in a parish where (thanks

to the work of the society) there were already some tvfenty.
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Believing in the maxim that agriculture cannot be

taught at too early an age, the Gouin Government has

itarted primary-school gardening classes. School gardens

have been established in forty-five counties, and 5945

pupils, who distinguished themselves by their goodwill as

well as by their success, have been duly rewarded.

Many of the school boards strive to emulate each other

in supplying the teachers with more spacious grounds.

Some offer prizes for competitions between the pupils,

while others get the land set apart for horticulture ploughed

and manured, and others, again, furnish chemical fertilisers

to show the good effects of these to the youthful friends

of agriculture, or give special prizes at the end of the

year examinations. In fine, the habitants everywhere

are delighted to see their sons and their daughters

devoting themselves in this way to the cultivation of the

soil.

But not to masculine farming alone are the enterprise and

benevolence of the Quebec Government restricted. It

has initiated and given its patronage to housekeeping

and dairying schools, by which the young womanhood of

the country are to benefit. Perhaps the idea was suggested

by the McDonald Technical Schools and their classes on

domestic scien< s which are already doing an excellent

and much-needed work.

The Council of Pubhc Instruction has ordered a trial of

this programme in the higher primary schools for young

girls. This is a victory for those who have advocated house-

keeping education, the effectiveness of which was problem-

atical in most minds a few ye?rs ago. Last year I was
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ing is the only one absolutely normal and complete for

the education and training of girls."

Althc^iigh the housekeeping schools are only in the first

year of their existence, this introduction of manual labour

in the ordinary course has proved an excellent thing.

The directresses of these educational houses are convinced

through experience of the great importance of oUch

teaching, and everywhere the pupils have shown themselves

enthusiastic. At Roberval the housekeeping school is

attended by some three hundred pupils. The classical and

housekeeping courses are followed with zest and emulation

even by the little ones of five to eight years, who are

trained, while playing, for more serious studies.

While on this topic of the fair sex, I may mention a

noticeable thing at harvest-time—the number of women

in the Province at work in the fields, with their skirts

of blue etoft and huge-brimmed straw hats. Many young

girls hire out for the harvest ; but a large number of

those you see are domestic servants or mill-hands who have

come hom.' at this season of the year to help their families.

A Quebec lady told me that it was an understood thing

that her housemaid and kitchenmaid always went home

for harvest. No offer of extra wages would tempt them.

They had left the family roof, it is true, but when they

were needed, back they went, put on the homespun dress,

donned the coarse straw hat, seized a pitchfork, and went

into the field with ili^ rest.

Good farming is closely connected with good roads.

Everywhere throughout the Province is seen an aw.ikening

of interest on the part of the m' licipaUties in matters
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relating to the ru«l highways. There are one thousand
and three fur,1 and local municipalities in the Province.
Ihree hundrea and thirty-four of them took advantage last
year of the new law in one way or another. Already the
total amount expended annual!v in furthering its "good
roads policy approaches 4,ooo,LOO dohars.

Lectures are delivered in the winter in aU the counties
of the Province in order to draw the attention of the
tarmers to the necessity of improving the roads.
The Government now sends out to each municipality

a complete road-making equipment, including steam-engine,
stone<rusher, steam-roller, sprinkling wagon, and road
plough, and pays half of the working expenses. Nearly
aU the new plants were wholly manufactured in the
Province, and consequently the money spent in their
purchase remains in the country.m rollers are being made at MontMagny, the crushers
at Sherbrooke, the road ploughs anc: half of the road
machmes .,nd watering carts at Plessisville, Megantic, and
the steam-engines of the crushers at St. Hyacinthe. A new
industry has been created which wiU afford work to hun-
dreds of hands. The steel, which was formerly cast in
Pennsylvania, is now obtained at Joliette, where a new
steelworks has been in operation since the close of last
wmter. Quebec for the Quebecquois

!

The result of the "sonH roads" movement is already
visible in the miles upon miles of macadam, where formerly
the highwa; was a reproach and a byword- especially
to motorists. As to the cost of road - building it is
tcind to vary within very wide Umits, say, from 3,300
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dollari to 5,000 dollari per mile, taking all expcniei into

account.'

Great use could be made of the stones picked from tlie

fields. For the roads generally between Laprairie and

Saint Philippe, stones would probably have to be sought

in the adjacent counties and conveyed by rail to the neigh-

bourhood of the road at different points. St, Jacques,

Napierville, and Lacollc are especially stony districts,

and in most municipalities there are quantities in the

fields on either side of the road. For economy's sake

alone, the necessary stones might be coUected by local

labour in winter. The presence of loose stones in the

fields and by the roadside constitutes the greatest scenic

disfigurement of the rural districts of the Province.

Road improvement also involves a multitude of costly

special works, such as the lowering of hills that are too

steep, the embankment of gullies, the widening of high-

ways that are too narrow and dangerous, the raising of

the levels of certain roads flooded every year in the spring

and fall, at which times they become impassable ; the

blasting away of rocky points across the roads, wharves

filled with stone along roads skirting rivers or brooks to

prevent undermining ; improvement of water courses

to promote the flow of the water and obviate inunda-

tions or to better drain the roads in low grounds, the re-

making of small bridges of more than eight feet in wood
and the concrete improvement of the approaches to large

bridges. There is much to do : but it is well worth doing.

' In the Sute of New York, I am told, the cost of macadam ia at least

8,000.00 doUara per mile for fourteen feet wide.
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CHAPTER XIV

LAKE ST. JOHN AND THE SAGUENAY

lil

" About thy head, where dawoing wakes and dies,

Sublimity betwixt thine awful rifts,

'Midst mists and gloom and shattered lights, uplifts

Hiding in height the measure of the skies.

Here pallid awe forever lifts her eyes,

Through veiling haze across thy nigged clefts

Where, far and faint, the sombre sunlight sifts

'Mid loneliness and gloom and dread surmise.

Here j ature to this ancient silence froze

When from the deeps thy mighty shoulders rose."

W. W. CAMPBE^.^ Capt Ellrnily.

On a faultless June evening I stood knee-deep in the scented

shrubbery by a sort of lagoon at Roberval and looked out

upon Lake St. John. Roberval

!

I asked a little brown maiden whom I saw carrying a

basket of eggs if she knew who was Roberval.

" Mais oui, M'sieu," she answered shyly ;
" c'etait un

grand cxplorateur, compagnon de Jacques-Cartier. II y a

quatre siecles, presque, depuis cela."

And they say the French-Canadian habitants are be-

nighted ! Go into a Sussex lane and ask the first board-

school urchin you meet who James Wolfe was or Sebastian

Cabot, and if he answers you rightly and tells you in what

century either flourished—well, it is an intelligent child

and a fair type of those millions of intelligent English
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The coniferous forests of the Lake St. John country ex-

ceed in extent those of Norway, are nearly equal to those

of Prussia, and to half those of Sweden. Quebec pulp

commands a higher price than the Scandinavian article, and

if the requisite capital be devoted to it, there are enough

wood and enough motive-power in the Lake St. John

territory to keep half of Europe supplied with wood pulp.

Besides the fertihty of the soil, the salubrity of the

climate, the excellence of the means of communication,

there is perhaps nothing more important to settlers in a

new country than the possibility of finding employment

during the period when there is nothing to do on the farm

and of disposing at a fair price of the timber cut dovsrn in

the clearing of land. From this point of view no new land

is more advantageously situated than this. At almost every

station along the Canadian Northern Railway are saw-mills,

pulp factories, or industries of some kind employing a large

number of men, and purchasing all the saw-logs, pulp-wood,

and other timber cut by the settlers in clearing their

land. Any of the farmers wishing to earn a little ready

money in the winter season can generally find employment

in some of the lumber camps. It is reckoned that these

different industries and lumbering operations furnish

employment during the winter to more than six thou-

sand men.

Fruit-growing in the Lake St. John Valley has been called

a rash undertaking, but so far the attempts made have not

always been based on the scientific or supported by good

cultivation according to the climatic conditions. I was

told at the Convent farm at Roberval that an apple tree
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was in fuU bearing here for some years and that it only
perished through want of care. "This fact," said the
Convent gardener, "encourages us to go on with our
plans for an orchard."

Points Bleue, the home of the Indian and half-breed
guides and hunters, is about midway between Roberval and
the Chamuchuan River. It used to be the starting-point
tor all expeditions into the northern country. Bui the
opening up of the region beyond Lalce St. John for settle-
ment, and the building of colonisation roads and bridges
have greatly shortened the old canoe route. To-day pas-
sengers, equipment, and provisions can be driven as far
as the mouth of the Poplar River, fifteen miles above
&t. Fehcien. That this is a signal advantage may be judged
from the fact that the road journey avoids seven portages
and twentv four miles of strong river currents.
At Pointe Bleue, in company with Mr. Tessier, the agent

in charge, I visited the Indian encampment and fraternised
with some of the returned hunters. I have also the pleasant
memory of the hospitality of Mr. Hamilton, the factor at
the Hudson s Bay Company post at Pointe Bleue.
To the fur trade and to the fur-traders was due nearly all

the early knowledge of the topography and resources of the
vast mterior or " hinterland " of the Province. Fur-trading
licences,granted to individuals as indemnityfor the expenseof
their expeditions, were always issued by the French Govern-
ment on the understanding that their holders would seek to
discover new nations of Indians and make treaties with them
and would take formal possession of distant regions in the
name of King Louis and oppose any pretensions of the

I
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English. The Catholic missionaries, too, were adventurous

and enterprising, and suffered much hardship in their

labours of spreading their religion in these distant and

inaccessible regions.

Hudson Bay was, of course, the great objective of th le

early pioneers. While the English invariably went by sea,

the French reached the great bay overland.

In addition to the two overland routes by the Saguenay

and Temiscaming, others seem also to have been used

;

and from Lake Superior the French had several routes,

notably by the Michipicoten River and Lake Nepigou,

to the Moose, Albany, and Nelson rivers, and thence to

Hudson Bay. This history of the exploration of the

Lake St. John region begins with the discovery of the

lake itself by Jean de Quen. He, in company with

two guides, started up the river " Sagne " (Saguenay) on

the nth of July, 1647, and after a five-days' trip from

Tadousac arrived at Lake St. John. A mission was shortly

afterwards established here^ out the wars with the Iroquois,

assisted by the ravages of the smallpox, almost exterminated

the settlement, and the mission was abandoned in a few

years.

TLe Chamuchuan River (an abbreviation of Ash-wap-

mus-ican, " the watching-place for moose ") empties into

the north-west corner of Lake St. John. Nine miles from

its mouth is St. Felicien, reached without difficulty by

a small steamer from Roberval, in those seasons when the

river is copious, but in July and August you must make the

ascent with caution.

Lake St. John, by the way, shows unusual variation Jof
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or explorers the many awful dangers to be met. Veterans

repeat this to the tyros around the camp fire, with blood-

curdling tales of hardships, the starvation and death of

whole families, or their survival by the practice of canni-

balism. Abject conditions of want are certainly on record,

these aided by the unusual severity of some winters, and

the lack of any harvest. But starvation is commonly the

result of laziness and improvidence.

The very names given to some of the most interesting

of the physical features around Chibougamau have helped

to spread superstition and dread. The Sorcerer Mountain
and the Juggler's House are examples of this. A magn.V
cent spring of water, ,it the south end of the portage from

McKenzie Bay towards Wakonichi Lake, is said to enable

travellers to feel the heart-throbs of the Great Being who
makes this peculiar-shaped mountain his home, and, indeed,

a stick pressed into the ever-moving quicksand at the

bottom does undoubtedly transmit a certain vibratory

motion. The powerful local attraction of the magnetic

needle due to abundantly dispersed magnetite, is, it must

be admitted, rather uncanny.

But Dr. Low's expeditions into the interior, and, in

particular, his survey and description of Mistassini Lake,

largely discredited most of the fairy-tales. And Dr. Low
has recently been followed by Professor Gwillim and

others. No experienced traveller with a knowledge of

canoe navigation need now be deterred from under-

taking a journey to Chibougamau. True, the canoe route,

especially that portion of it along the Chamuchuan and

Chigobiche rivers from the Pimouka Rapids to Lake
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greateit difficulty in railing a comparatively small crop

of potatoei, owing to the annually recurring froati, more or

leii levere, about the end of the lecond week in Auguit.

Aitempti have been made at this place to grow oats,

barley, and wheat, but without success. In one report

Low mentions his attempts at a farm garden.

" In the spring, as soon as the frost was out of the

ground, I sowed ,'»arden peas, beans, corn, and turnips.

On August 20th the peas were beginning to fill the pods,

the be.-ins were in flower, and the corn only eighteen inches

above the ground ; the turnips alone were doing nicely."

On the latest Chibougamau expedition. Professor

Gwillim, on cleared and carefully prepared ground, from

which most of the coarser material and roots were removed,

sowed radishes, turnips, onions, ind lettuce. His favourite

garden, to which he devoted great attention when '.t the

head-quarters camp, was sown on July iJth on an area

that had not been burnt over. Other seeds, on somewhat

similar soil, which had been partially prepared by burning,

showed distinctly better growth. But all his attempts

were utter failures. "While root crops," writes Mr.

Stupart, " may prove a success in some seasons, there is

always a liability of their being injured or destroyed by

summer frost. It is exceedingly doubtful whether the

clearing of the land near the lake would have any appre-

ciable effect towards lessening the frequency of summer

frost, and the change required to ensure successful agri-

culture is considerable." He adds a significant fact:

" There is, however, substantial evidence that the clearing

of the land in Ontario has had some such effect—the
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the curse of all this northern country ; most of the fires

have been caused by the culpable negligence of prospectors,

some even were intentionally started in order to facilitate

prospecting.

In the conflagration of 1870 a large part of the forests

south of the height of land, and eastward from the St.

Maurice, was almost completely destroyed, and many of

the early settlers of the Lake St. John district lost every-

thing. This is one of the greatest fires of which we have

any record ; the whole of the region north and east of

the lake was swept clean. The territory affected still bears

unmistakable evidence of the thoroughness with which

the fire did its work, the bare rocky hills and steep slopes

being still rather thinly clothed with a small second growth

of aspen, poplar, white birch, banksian pine, and spruce,

in the midst of which are the charred and blackened stumps

of the original forest, forming a scene barren and desolate

to the eye.

In the Chibougamau region hy far the larger portion

of the surface is covered either with very old or virgin

forest, as in the area immediately adjacent to Lakes Bour-

beau and Dufault, or with second growth of forty years

and upwards. Since the time of the fire of 1870, only

occasional and for the most part small patches have been

burnt over. Perhaps the largest of these tracts of country

which have been so desolated by fire extends from the

north-east side of Dore Lake, north-east to Wakonichi,

passing the east end of Lake Bourbeau, and covers most

of the region between the summit of Gumming Mountain

and Lake Vert, on the portage route between Chibou-
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Shipments have also been made for some years past to

America.

Almost the peer of Quebec city itself in the beauty of

its situation is Chicoutimi. Were there bastions and citadel

to crown the summit of Chicoutimi or St. Anne, either

might rival the capital.

From whatever point, the view is charming and impressive.

That from the steamer approaching it on the Saguenay

River is the one most familiar to tourists ; but the approach

to the city by railway is magnificent. Four miles before

reaching the town the picturesque and far-famed river is

seen coursing more than 300 feet below, while on either

hand and in front are the heights of the northern shore,

crowned by the pretty village of Ste. Anne de Saguenay.

From the point where the railway first overlooks the river

it gradually runs down to the level of the Government

wharf at Chicoutimi, with a maximum grade of eighty

feet to the mile. A mile and a quarter from its destination

the train crosses a bridge sixty feet high, over a picturesque

ravine, through which the Chicoutimi River rushes to

mingle its laughing, leaping water, by a fall fifty feet high,

with those of the River of Death, as Bayard Taylor calls

the Saguenay.

Until 1840 Chicoutimi was simply a mission where the

Montagnais Indians assembled at the close of their annual

hunt to receive religious instruction, and a post of the

Hudson's Bay Company, where they exchanged their furs

for the necessaries of their simple life. But its name

has occupied a place in Canadian history almost from the

beginning, and there is little doubt that the Indians of the
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Upper Saguenay and of Lake St. John were amongst
those who swarmed from the north country to Tadoussac
to trade with the Basques on the annual voyages of those
adventurous saUors and fishermen to the mouth of the
Saguenay.

Quebec was not yet nearly half a century old when the
Jesuit Father de Quen, who had estabUshed in 1635 the
first Christian mission at Tadoussac, passed thnugh Chi-
coutimi, or Checoutimy, as the name was then written,
on his way to Lake St. John, of which he was the discoverer.
Father Albanel, in 1672, visited Chicoutimi and Lake
St. John on his journey to Hudson Bay, which he reached
by way of the Mistassini and Rupert rivers.

Father Dablon was the first to describe the Saguenay
and Chicoutimi country in a letter which he addressed
from Tadoussac to Father Lallement, Superior at Quebec
of the Jesuit missions in New France, and was by him
forwarded to the provincial head of the society in France
Father Etienne Charlet. His voyage up the Saguenay
in a bark canoe, propelled by two Indian guides, the
precipitous cliffs and the depth of the dismal river, the
rapids of its upper portion and the manner and number
of its portages, are described with abundant detail
and considerable literary skill. By way of Chicoufmi,
Lake Kenogami, and La BeUe Riviere he also reached
Lake St. John, and refers with justifiable pride to the fact
that he was the first Frenchman to set foot upon the shores
of this inland sea, relating that the Indians encamped there,
who had been amongst his converts at Tadoussac, were,
to use his own words, " astonished at my enterprise, not
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believing that I would ever have had the courage of over-

coming so many difficulties for love rf them. They received

me in their cabins as a man from heaven."

Another Jesuit writer of the same century described

Chicoutimi as " a most remarkable place, as well as being

the end of deep-water navigation and the beginning of the

portages." Bishop Lafleche, who is an authority on Indian

languages, says that Chicoutimi's situation near the head

of deep water in Saguenay is the origin of its name,

which is composed of two Indian words signifying " Up
to here it is deep."

As early as 1670 a little chapel was built at Chicoutimi

at the cost of Sieur Hazeur by Paul Quartier, carpenter.

Father Laure built a new chapel in 1727. Michaux, the

French botanist, who ascended the Saguenay about the

end of the eighteenth century, described the chapel as

having been in a good state of preservation and con-

structed of white cedar. In 1850 the remains and site of

the old relic were carefully fenced in by Mr. Price. When
the foundations were being dug for the new chapel in 1892,

the remains of a coffin and human bones were discovered

by the workmen beneath the site of the chancel of the old

chapel. With these remains were found interred a number

o curious relics, including an arrow-head, an iron socket,

the point of a sword, plates of metal, and the teeth of bears

and beavers that had apparently been used as ornaments.

It is conjectured that these remains may be those either

of some missionary to the Indians or of an Indian chieftain

or other prominent convert to Christianity.

The first regular cure of Chicoutimi was appointed in
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1846, and by 1863 the pbce had a population of 3254
souls. In 191 1 it numbered 5880 inhabitants.

The chief factor in the early growth of Chicoutimi

was, of course, the milling and lumbering enterprises of

the Price establishment, of which the founder was William

Price, senior, who came to Canada in 1810. He had estab-

lished mills at Tadoussac and other points on the Saguenay
and Lower St. Lawrence before Chicoutimi could boast

of a single industry. For many years the history of the

business operations of the Price family was that of the

settlement of the Saguenay Valley. After Mr. Price's

death, successive heads of the family bore the popular

title of " King of the Saguenay." On a lofty hill close to

the town a great stone shaft stands inscribed :

In Memoriam

William Price

died in Quebec 14th March, 1867, aged 78 years.

" Le Pere du Saguenay."

It also records the memory of his son, W. E. Price, who
died in 1880, after having represented Chicoutimi and
Saguenay for some time in Parliament.

Latterly, however, the connection of the Price family

with Chicoutimi has dwindled. The great forests are

further afield and their new interests are at Jonquiere,

where the water-power is much greater. The French-

Canadian concern, the Chicoutimi Pulp Company to whom
they granted water rights for a song, has thriven, and has

contributed largely in recent years to the development
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oi the city and its lurroundinga. Other manufacturing

establishments and wholesale and retail trading houses

have sprung up about them, but the name of Price, the

great lumber " king," will always be associated with

Chicouttmi, where they still possess some 4000 square

miles of timber.

Although one may wax enthusiastic over the site and

surroundings of Chicoutimi, it was not a town worthy of

its site. Its architecture seemed to the traveller flimsy and

gaudy where it was not rough and ramshackle. Consequently

it fell an easy prey to the terrible fire which overtook it

a few days after my visit. Most fervently, then, do I hope

that the new Chicoutimi will be no slavish copy of the

old.

Make pilgrimage, Messieurs, to Heidelberg or Coblcnz

if you would learn how Chicoutimi should be built

!

From Chicoutimi I sailed down the broad, majestic

flood of the Saguenay in the wonder and silence that the

first European traveller must have felt when he ascended

it. The railway has been extended as far as Ha Ha Bay,

where, rounding Cape West, we made our first stop to

admire that delightful sheet of water, which runs seven

miles inland. The early explorers thought it was the main

river, and broke into laughter when they discovered their

mistake ; hence the name.

We had, by the by, a youthful bridegroom on board

who was addressed as Alphonse by his devoted bride, and

addressed so often that " Alphonse " grew to be a sort

of merry consigne amongst the company.

As we drew near a picturesque village,

l«
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higher there may be, but my eyes have never retted on

anything to awe-inspiring at the ttcrn promontory of Cape

Trinity, lifting its sombre mass nearly two thousand feet

in three tucceitive heightt from the gentle waters of a little

bay. Grey and serene at the base, mysterious in mid-

height, with cavernous shadows where areas of rock have

fallen and where the bald eagle builds its nest, and then far

upward, just as Cape Trinity seems about to melt into the

pale grey of the sky, the radiance of the setting sun

crowning its triple brows with gold.

Near to the steamer as the towering mass seems the

strongest thrower cannot reach it with a stone. For,

as was long ago observed, the rock is so enormous and

towers so above you that you get the impression it is much
nearer than it is. " There is an astonishing discrepancy be-

tween what the eye reports and what the hand finds out."

We are now arrived at Tadoussac, a village set on a

low terrace. Below it stretchtj a 1 c haiboui ; its back-

ground is formed of mountains. From the natural escarp-

ment of a neighbouring height one loob out upon a noble

view embracing the immense St. Lawrence River, the dark

mist-enshrouded mountains, and the Saguenay.

What is called the " North Shore " comprises a vast area

of land between the Port Neuf River, 1 46 miles from Quebec,

and Natashquan. East of that, to Blanc Sablon, forms

what is now known as the Quebec Labrador. ; he latter

is a continuation of the land north of the St. Lawrence

;

altogether the distance is over seven hundred miles.

The whole wealth of the North Shore and of the Quebec

Labrador consists in rivers, forests, fisheries, and iron

;ii
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mines; imme..:.. ,,,.nHng territories, innumerable water-powers anr .crests of v.hite and black spruce, which isas we have .oc, the be.
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with all the power needed for manufacturing pulp and
paper and for working the iron mines with which this

territory is so richly dowered.

North of the sources of the Romaine we reach the famed
Hamilton River, which, flowing eastward, falls into the
Atlantic Ocean, long forming the dividing line between
the Province of Quebec and the immense territory of
Ungava, which has lately been annexed to the Province.

This stream is about 700 miles long, and its falls are the
most majestic and considerable in all North America. Yet
only a faint idea of their majesty is imparted when I inform
the reader that the waters of the Grand Falls drop in a

straight line from a height of 312 feet, while the series of
falls altogether have a height of 700 feet. It is estimated
that this immense cataract, far more powerful than Niagara,
whose reputation is so world-wide, can furnish a motive-
force of 9,000,000 horse-power

!

As to the territory of Ungava, that vast country well
deserves a volume on its own account. Bordering on
Ungava, within the Province proper, at the south-eastern

extremity of James Bay and within a radius of a hundred
miles, there are waterfalls capable of supplying manufac-
tories with motive-force exceeding four million horse-power,
which, either in our time or in the time of our children,

will serve as a notable source of Quebec's wealth and of the
wealth of the whole world.







CHAPTER XV
THE LAURENTIDES NATIONAL PARK

" When 'mid the grand old Laurcn.ide., old when ,h. «r.h wa, „cwW,h flying ft., „, f„||„^,j ,^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^
And backward ru.h .w^t m™ori«. like fragments of a dream.We hear .he d.p of paddle blade., .he ripple of a ..ream
The mad mad ru.h of frigh.ened wing, from brake and cover. ,.ar.The brea.h,„g of .he woodland, .he .hrob of na.ure'. hear.."

'

W. H. Drummomd.
Some forty miles from Quebec begins a great stretchof forest land which has been set apart since' 895 by theGovernment. Originally about two thousand five hundred
square miles was set apart as " a forest reservation, fish, andgame preserve, pubhc park, and pleasure ground." Sincehen additions have been made which make the present
total extent some three thousand seven hundred square
miles, or as large as the English counties of Northumberland
and Cumberland together.

This great park, which embraces the major part of the
three counties of Montmorency, Charlevoix, and Quebeccan be approached on the west by the Lake St. John Railwayon the south by the old Jacques Cartier Road, and on the
east by the St. Urbain Road. The Governm;nt has donemuch to assist visitors, otherwise an individual equipment
of tents and canoes in each case would be necessary. Expenseand labour are saved by the erection and maintenance of

239
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lodges and rest-houses, where accommodation may be had
at moderate charge, and an outfit obtained for further

excursions. So it is to-day possible without undue pre-

paration to shoot and fish within this preserve or travel

through it for the mere delight in its matchless scenery and
its health-imparting air.

The object of the Government in erecting this forest re-

servation and fish and game preserve was, at the time of its

opening, officially stated to be, firstly, to furnish an example
to the rest of the Province of the good results obtainable

by preserving a natural forest at the head waters of impor-

tant rivers, and thus securing an even and well-maintained

water supply ; secondly, to demonstrate that by intelligent

cutting of the mature forest, the same can be made to

last in perpetuity; and thirdly, to provide a good-sized

area within our borders where fish, game of all descriptions,

and fur-bearing animals would be allowed to propagate,

and thus ensure against extinction any variety of game
indigenous to the country.

Of the Park, the larger portion is free to any one who takes

out a licence and complies with the regulations, but at cer-

tain points threatened by poachers and the commerfant de

truites, five-year leases of moderate areas are wisely granted

to individuals and to clubs. The first requirement of these

grants is that the lessee shall appoint a guardian approved

by the Minister of Lands, and shall cause the conceded

territories to be protected in an adequate and satisfactory

manner. With a direct and personal interest in the results,

the club or individual is careful to see that the guardian

does not fail in his duty, and he is able to form a correct
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rounding country enables them to bring more pel.s to

market than they did in the old days, and they have come

to see the wisdom of the plan. Guardians, gillies, carters,

porters, and canoe-men live in whole or part on providing

fishing and shooting for about one hundred persons,

who leave each year not less than ten thousand dollars

in their hands. Never under the old regime could the

enclosed lands afford sport and a living to so many, and

that is why the present arrangement is popular with all

save those whose sole law are their transient interests and

caprice.'

The Park was not created too soon, for the moose were

almost exterminated. Now that the hunter may not shoot

a moose, you may meet two or three cows in the course

of a day's tramp in this region, so that in a few years, at the

present rate of increase, Quebec will rival New Brunswick

as to moose-shooting, except that the antlers are much

smaller, fifty-five inches being a big spread for Quebec.

In the Far West they often attain a width across of seventy-

five inches.

Owing to the vast supplies of edible moss here caribou

make the Park their great rallying - ground. Herds

numbering hundreds are commonly seen on the mountain

slopes in winter. Colonel Wood, of Quebec, showed me a

remarkable series of photographs of these herds of caribou

in winter, when they are perhaps too easily stalked. It has

even been suggested that the present annual slaughter

is still too great, and that more stringent regulations

^ See the excellent article on the Laurentides National Park by Mr. W. H.

Blake in the Univem/y Magazine.
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transported whence they came, and the wapiti scheme was

abandoned. Perhaps if the animals had been wilder the

result would have been different—but wild wapiti are

awkward customers to manage.

Of the fifteen hundred lakes in the Park (and it is said

that there arc quite that number) nearly all carry trout,

and the only complaint is that the fish come too readily

to the fly. Five or six dozen trout an hour is quite a common

performance, and it must be conceded that a fortnight of

this might pall. But when you come to three- or four-

pounders the angler has all the exciting sport he wants. The

very thought is enough to make ordinary English trout-

'"-'ling seem tame, i ot to mention the trout of eight or

'.1 ; pounds weight one frequently comes across.'

Amongst the entries in the visitors' book at La Roche,

under date of September 9th, 191 1, there is the following :

"
I desire to thank the Provincial Government of Quebec

for having given me the opportunity of visiting, as their

guest, the Laurentides National Park, and to acknowledge

the great pleasure which I have derived from all I have seen

and done ; and my regret that I cannot stay here longer.

' The licence fee for fishing in the Park for non-rejidenw is 10 dollars

for the season, and i dollar per day in addition, except at Grand Lake

jicques Cartier, where the tariff is 4 dollars per day. The hunting licence

for the season is twenty-five dollars for non-resideoM and a per diem charge of

I dollar, except in the Barrens, where the tariff is 2 dollars per day, privileges

of the lodge thrown in.

The law allows one bull moose, and two caribou, to each sportsman. No

limit is placed on feathered game or trout, except at Grand Lake Jacques

Cartier as regards the latter, each sportsman being allowed five fish of 3 lbs.

and upwards, but as many more smaller ones as may be necessary for all

feasnnable camp requiremenu.
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Hill

i r ^ if

fishing and hunting along its line, which attrai.tcd thousands

of sportsmen. Since then, however, there arc no Bshing-

grounds to advertise, as they have all been seized by the

octopus of monopoly in thu shape of a few non-resident

millionaires. If any resident of the district, let alone a

stranger, dares to attempt fishing in these lakes and rivers,

he is arrested, brought before a magistrate, and fined !

" The lakes and rivers along Quebec and Lake St. John

Railway are teeming with fish, but apart from the preserves

leased to a Mr. Rowley at Lake Edward, and open to his

hotel customers and friends, they arc all under lease from

the Government to a few rich individuals of New York,

Boston, and Philadelphia." The H. J. Beemer Estate, pur-

sued my informant, owns by lease from the Government

over looo miles of rivers running into the Lake St. John,

which have not been fished in for several years by any

person, and still tied up so that no one without a permit

can go near them. The Amabilish Club, composed of a

few rich American members, have 150 miles of fishing

preserves, and this season only a few gentlemen from the

States have come to Quebec to reach the club grounds fr

a few days' fishing.

In the same way the La Roche River Club are stated lO

have 200 miles of preserves, and only a few members to

enjoy the privilege. The Nomontcen Club with 100 miles,

and the Pennsylvania Club with 300 miles in fishing pre-

serves, are two clubs run by rich Americans, and up to

the present only a half-dozen members have sought a few

days' fishing. There are also the Metebilchoun Club,

boasting 200 miles ; Triton Club, 300 miles ; and the Tour-
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not even cod and herring on the Grand Banks, or lobsters on
the Gulf shore. It is not a question of " undemocratic ex-

clusiveness "—it is a question of prudence, and the Govern-
ment is doing the right thing, and its policy is backed up
enthusiastically by all those who have the interests of the

Province at heart.
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distant, where is established a favourite holiday haunt,
called Notre-Dame du Portage.

The town is the county-seat of Temiscouata, a county, or,

more properly speaking, a region which for the past dozen
years has occupied an important place in the agricultural

and industrial development of the whole Province. It has

to-day about forty thousand inhabitants, but with the
completion of the Grand Trunk Pacific, which traverses

it not far from the American border, it will quickly double
and quadruple these figures. Very few travellers along
the Intercolonial, or holiday-makers in the Laurentian
watering-places close at hand, such as Cacouna, ever think
of penetrating into the heart of the country southward.
Yet it would amply repay them to do so. True, Temis-
couata has a mountainous aspect calculated to repel at first

view. But even these mountains, as well as the valleys

beyond, are fertile, many of them being under cultivation

for three-quarters of their height. In certain places here,

as elsewhere, one finds sandy and rocky soil, but such are

the exception to the general rule of fertility. The whole
county is dotted with lakes and small rivers. Temiscouata
Lake, the largest, is a sheet of water twenty-two miles long,

the Grand Trunk Pacific running close to its south shore. It

is hardly necessary for me to say that this region, like the

adjoining ones in Maine and New Brunswick, is a sporting

country par excellence. Game and fish abound, moose,
caribou, and deer—although some of the lakes are in the

privileged hands of American clubs.

But let me hasten to declare that the most impressive

thing, as far as I was concerned, at the capital of Temis-
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degrees Fahrenheit, and in May from 40 to 50 degrees,

after which vegetation develops with great rapidity. Yet
the heat is never great—even in July and August the mean
temperature is only from 65 to 70 degrees. Autumn begins

in September, which is perhaps the finest season of the

year in these parts. Then the harvest is made. With the

fir- • days of October the root crops are gathered. During
this month the temperature averages about 40 degrees.

In winter there is generally less snow than in the district

around the capital of the Province.

There is no scenery in all Canada surpassing that of the

Matapedia Valley, culminating in the village of Matapedia
itself, where the waters of the Matapedia join those of that

far-famed salmon river the Restigouche. For a distance

of sixty miles the railway hugs the fast-flowing stream,

crossing it several times. On either hand are precipitous

forest-clad hills, often approaching each other so closely

as to cause river, railway, and high road completely to fill

the gap. At inter .als the river foams and rushes with the

violence of its rapids, and in the pools trout .ind salmon
fishers may be seen disporting themselves in all their glory.

The salmon-fishing is all taken up by private clubs—largely,

and in some cases exclusively American. At Causapscal may
still be seen the shooting-lodge in which Lord Mount-
stephen used to entertain the Princess Louise and her

husband, the Marquis of Lome, and there is another such

lodge, this time a fishing one and falling into decay, in

Matapedia itself. Both are now owned by the Resti-

gouche Salmon Club, consisting of some fifty or sixty

Bostonians and New Yorkers—most of them millionaires.
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powers, and well stoclicd with trout and salmon ; never-

theless, to-day Gaspe, like Newfoundland, is little more
than a coastline, so far as population is concerned. Until

some forty years ago agriculture may be said not to have

been practised in Gaspesia. The fishery was the sole occu-

pation of the people, and it never seems to have occurred

to them that they could be anything but fishermen. There
were no roads, or other than marine communication with

the outside world, and the Gaspe folk—men, women, and
children—were in the grip of the great fishing firms, such

as Robin, and seemed likely to remain so. But latterly

the fishing tradition has received a powerful blow—wheat,

oats, and barley are being produced in the Gaspe peninsula

as good as those produced elsewhere, and I saw with my own
eyes, along the border of the Baie des Chaleurs, farms as tidy

and as prosperous-looking as I had seen in the more central

parts of the Province. Even in the interior it only needs

good roads to attract immigrants, and an excellent begin-

ning was made in such a road as the Chf ~in Mercier.

Matapedia is the starting-point of emarkable little

railway which skirts the eastern sho' i of Gaspe. This

railway has undergone some interesting vicissitudes of

fortune since the older part of it was built, and it lately

obtained a good deal of notoriety in connection with the

Charing Cross " Bank."

Heroic efforts have been made to push this line

through to Gaspe, and the efforts of the promoters deserve

a h idsome reward. The accidents—many of them due
primarily to a lack of funds—have been frequent and

heart-breaking, but the day cannot be far distant when
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There is at Paspebiac an interesting agricultural orphan
asylum, founded a few years ago by a French lady, Mile
Prevostal. The children received by the institution are
taught practical farming, and remain under the roof until
they have attained the age of eighteen, when an advan-
tageous situation is found for them. The Government has
undertaken to give each of the graduates who desires it

one hundred acres of land for his own property. The
idea is an excellent one, and deserves to be imitated else-

where.

There are those who hold Gaspe to be the oldest town
on the continent, who believe that the Norse vikings had
a fishing station here centuries before the coming of
Columbus. The Spaniard Velasco is said to have visited
Gaspc Bay in 1506. We know at least that Jacques Cartier
was here in 1534, and formally took possession of the
county in the name of his sovereign. Nearly a century
later a French fleet, under De Roquemont, was destroyed
in Gaspe basin by the Kirkes. Wolfe made a punitive
visit in 1758, and in the following year but one Commodore
Byron captured the place. For a short period it was the
capital of the independent province of Gaspesia. Gaspe
boasts of what is perhaps the finest harbour in the world—
a bay twenty miles long, ending in a basin where a fleet of
a thousand vessels might be sheltered.

Forty miles from Gaspe is the great island of Anticosti.'
This tract of territory in the middle of the Gulf is famous
for something besides its situation or its natural features—

1 AmicMta u 1 Sp.ni.h yiord—anH, before ; mu, coMt, i.e. off the coa.t
The final towel underwent an alteration in the early French mapa.
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Afterwards, however, they were exchanged, and returned

to Anticosti, and some years later (between 1699 and 1701)

Jolliet died. It is believed that the great explorer ended his

days on this island, and is buried here. If this is so, it is

a fact most interesting, and something may yet be dis-

covered to identify the spot.

The Abbe Ferland says :
" Our registers record nothing

of the place of sepulture of Louis Jolliet. It is probable

that he died in his island of Anticosti, whither he repaired

each year for trade and the white whale fishery." M.
Mcnier may yet be inspired to erect a monument here

to this intrepid man, Ms predecessor.

In 1725 there wai a dispute amongst Jolliet's children,

who had jointly inherited the island, and from that time

forward the question of proprietorship became more and
more complicated, and amongst the various claimants

and squatters during nearly two centuries it is difficult to

discriminate. But in 1810 we come to Gamache—the half-

mythical, wizard Gamache. This personage is found to have

been born in 1784, at L'Islet, and came to Anticosti in

early manhood, setting up in what is to-day known as

Bale EUis, but then called Bale Gamache. Here he lived

an eccentric, solitary life, and in time came to be regarded

by the Indians and fishermen as a sorcerer. Weird tales

are told of Gamache. Once they saw him standing erect

on a plank of his shallr- . ordering the devil in a loud voice

to fetch along a capful of wind. Instantly the sails of

Gamache's shallop were filled, and he was blown along at a

terrific rate, while the other craft lay motionless on a still

sea. On another occasion, during a voyage that the wizard
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of Anticosti made to Rimouski, he gave a great supper to

he set upon the adjacent boats in harbour, and robbed themof their nch cargoes. Hotly pursued by a King's shi^he vanished with his boat at the instant of seizure! eaving

t.>day of Gamache, who veritably died at last in 18C4 and

actually left children, who claimed this part of the island

whot?"'",^?"'^' '''P"'"« °' " »° °- MacG mlraywho m turn left u to a " Captain "
Setters.

^'

Meanwhile the Canadian Government had installedhghthouses at various points along the coast, conTected

isfand h"' ,

° f7* '''"' "" ^ ^<='><=-- to oloni" the

Anttostf/r 7^ "" Newfoundland, promoted by theAnticosti Island Company. At this time amongst the fewinhabitants were two families named Belliveau andwJ^
men came. The scheme was not a success, and most of then w-comers returned home, save a few whoW at FoxBay. But other settlers came and remained-they hailedfrom Gaspe and the Baie des Chaleurs, until in iSsVth re

Frencr" 7 ^'"'-'1 -''^^nts, more than half CanaWFrench, and the rest English, Irish, and Scotch. Yet tenyears later these had dwindled to .53 inhabitants.

chtlr"'
^'''/PP"'''^ "P°" the scene M. Henri Menierchocolate manufacturer of Paris. Such heirs as could

dispose of ,t on any terms, and this coming to the ears of
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M. Menier he agreed to take it off their hands at a certain

price. I believe this price was about five cents an acre ; in

any case, it was absurdly small, even considering the area

of the island. On November i6th, 1895, the papers were

duly signed and the transaction completed which made of

M. Menier one of the greatest landowners in the world,

the master in fee simple of several thousand square miles.

A new era for Anticosti began, for M. Menier was not

disposed to be a roi faineant. Church, houses, schools,

shops, hospital, saw-mills, went up as by magic. The
land began to be cleared and farms sown and stocked

;

two lobster factories were erected, and regular exploitation

of the farm, orest, and fishery commenced. Another

feature was :, couple of fox-farms for the rearing in cap-

tivity of silver foxes, whose fur is so precious. A manager

or governor of the island, in the person of M. Georges

Martinzede, was appointed, and a staff, including a

naturalist, a surveyor, and a mining engineer, was installed

at Bale St. Claire, which thus became the seat of adminis-

tration. To-day the population of Anticosti is some

two thousand souls.

In 1901 Lord Minto, the Governo>General, visited the

island as the guest of M. Menier, on his yacht Bacchante.

and was much impressed by what he saw. Besides its timber

forests there is much picturesque scenery, and more than one

interesting waterfall, especially that at the Riviere Vaureal.

But the most interesting features are, after all, those

due to M. Menier. He has built a handsome chateau,

and is rapidly converting the bleak forest prospect into one

mure agreeably suggestive of civilisation. He has even a
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Pulp-wood cut from Crown lands for export to the Statesbe ng subject to such a high impost, the demand for woodcut on private holdings has reached Anticosti, which canfurn^h 300,000 cords of this wood annuall/for exportM Men,er .s spending at least half a million doSars inbujldmg mills, and other works Th.r»
°°""s m
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f^''°jhechmateof Anticosti, Dr. Joseph Schmitt afteriivmg there in M. Menier's service for'someyr'sh
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then, with all M. Menier't resources, he will never be able

to make an Italian Riviera of Anticosti

!

At Ellis Bay there is a steamer waiting to take us acroM

the Gulf of St. Lawrence and up the river once more to

Quebec. The next evening at sunset those wondrous

heights arc discerned

Where flowi the Charica paat wharf and dock,

And learning from Laval looks down.

And quiet convents grace the town.

If in these pages too much has been said on the material

side of this wonderful Province—so much vaster than the

British Isles—it is because this aspect has been too long

neglected by the European reader and the European tourist

hastening through to the broad and bare expanses of the

over-advertised West. That great coloniser and patriot,

Pere Labelle, told his flock that there were " many ways of

offending God, but one of the most common and the most

grave was to neglect the resources that Providence has

put at their disposition." I am convinced that the resources

of Quebec have only to become better known for these

everywhere to be utilised as they deserve to be.

No one could desire more ardently than he who pens this

that the lines of racial cleavage in Quebec should gradu-

ally vanish, and that on this soil should arise a blended

race having the virtues of both. Such an amalgamation is

now unobtrusively going on. A list of distinguished

Quebecquois of French name and origin whose mothers were

English or who have taken English wives would astonish

not least of all those passionate conservators of racial unity
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manifest, I ;ould ZZjf »"Pcriority met
the line, be drawn t «h er id 7" '""'', ^-""'X-Let
The FrenrI, r J-

^ ^ safeguarded more rigidly.

THE END



APPENDIX I

BIRDS IN QUEBEC

For the following list of birds seen at and in the

mediate vicinity of Grand' Mere in 1912 1 am indebted
I J my friend Mr. J. H. A. Acer.

May 4th to 14th. Fox Sparrow.

Song Sparrow.

White-crowned Sparrow.

White-throated Sparrow.

Blue Jay.

Blorkburnian Warbler.

Yellow-throated Warbler.

Myrtle Warbler.

Hooded Warbler.

Unknown Warbler, striped yellow and black.

Unknown Warbler, black head, orange collar.

Redstart.

Flicker.

Woodpecker, downy, hairy and red-headed.

May 15th. Summer Yellow Bird.

Magnolia Warbler.

Scarlet Tanager.

May 1 8th. Canadian Warbler.

Hermit Thrush.

May 19th. Olive-backed Thrush (found dead).

Rose-breasted Crossbeak.

House Wren.
May 2 1st. Goldfinch.

Purple Finch.
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M«y I9ih.

May jjrd.

May 24th.

May 2Sth.

June 6th.

June 7th.

June 9th.

APPENDIX II

Wood Thruih.
Wood Thruih.

Whitc-brea«tcd Nuthatch.
Towhee.

Water W .;rai (doubitul).
Black .M,., H

..;,. c„ ,,„, w„bler.
Black-,1 .„..,o.l IHuc Wa.W.r.
WhK.-fvl V,>m
Wj!i,)i„jj !•;,,,„

Cat liiK;'

Phoihc.

Purple Gr.ick:i..

King BiriJ.

•bobolink.

Grasshopper Sparrow.
Barn Swallow.

Cliff Swallow.
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APPENDIX II

THE FOUNTAIN CLEAR

Chapter xT ' '^°"'""' "'""«'' '° "

Unto a fountain clear

I strolled one jummer's day,
So cool I found the water

I plunged into its spray.

0, a Ing timi have I loved thee.
Never mil my love away.
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So cool I found the water

I plunged into its spray
;

Beneath a spreading oak tree

My wearied limbs I lay.

O, a long time have I loved tbei.

Never will my love away.

Beneath a spreading oak tree

My wearied limbs I lay
;

1 heard far, far alx)ve mo
A song-bird's roundelay.

(Repeat last couplet.)

Chaunt, nightingale, chaunt on,

Thy heart is ever gay
;

Thou hast a heart for laughter.

Mine weeps, alackaday I

My sweetheart she has left me
My love thus to repay

;

She asked a bunch of roses.

And I did say her nay.

O were each fragrant flower

Back on its bush to-day

!

O would that bush and blossoms

Were drowned in yonder bay

!

That my love and her lover

Were fondly linked for aye !

A long time have I loved thee.

Never ihall my love atoay.
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Bank of Montreal, 130
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